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he Canadian Forces College second
annual Air Symposium, conducted

on 5 and 6 April 2000, focused on the
Canadian Force’s use of Space at the
beginning of the 21st Century.  As with
the first symposium held in April 1999,
this second symposium received the
enthusiastic support of the Chief of the
Air Staff in funding and promoting the
symposium’s programme. 

The Air Symposium provided a
unique opportunity for the students of
Command and Staff Course 26, selected
academics, and members of the
Canadian air force community to gath-
er and share their thoughts on how
Canada might use space in future con-
flicts. The aim of this event was not to
determine definitive answers on issues
related to space, but rather to provide

a collegial setting where the air stu-
dents of the Command and Staff
Course could both present the findings
of their research and hear the views of
noted academics and others on the
subject of space.

The Canadian Forces College wish-
es to thank the Chief of the Air Staff,
Lieutenant-General David Kinsman, for
his continuing support of the sympo-
sium process, and Dr Jim Fergusson and
Colonel Richard Szafranski, USAF
(retired) for their scholarly contribution
to the symposium’s agenda.

Inquiries about this publication
may be directed to the Canadian Forces
College, Attention: Deputy Director
Aerospace Studies.
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or the moment, little public atten-
tion is being paid in Canada to

developments concerning the mili-
tary use of outer space. Canadian for-
eign policy is focussed on the
Minister’s human security agenda.
National defence continues to con-
centrate on dealing with the fiscal
restraints facing its goal of maintain-
ing multi-purpose, combat capable
forces, especially with the looming
major modernization and new equip-
ment programmes. This is not to sug-
gest, however, that outer space is
being entirely ignored. On the com-
mercial side, Canadian firms are
developing new technologies to
exploit outer space, and in conjunc-
tion with the Canadian Space Agency
are moving forward with RADARSAT
II and participation in the
International Space Station. Canada
continues to raise the issue of the
weaponization of outer space at the
Conference of Disarmament. Finally,
National Defence is proceeding with
the development of the Joint Space
Project with the US,  MILSATCOM,
and a contribution to the U.S. Space
Surveillance Network (SSN).

Nonetheless, the here and now
focus of Canadian Foreign and
Defence policy as a whole raises sig-
nificant questions about whether
Canada will be prepared to deal with
the dramatic security and defence
implications of outer space in the

future. This is most evident in the
absence of any clear understanding
of the way in which outer space is
likely, if it has not already begun, to
revolutionize thinking about war and
peace, and strategy. Central to this
lack of understanding is a set of
uncontested assumptions or beliefs
that relegate space to the margins of
interest and investment. Unless clos-
er attention is paid to space in strate-
gic and security terms, Canada’s
“long-term strategic interests” may
not be met.

On Revolution

Much attention over the past sev-
eral years has been paid to the so-
called Revolution in Military Affairs
(RMA). Academics debate what is a
RMA, whether a RMA is underway,
and what are its implications for
armed forces. Practioners tend to con-
centrate upon the direct implications
of emerging RMA technologies for
force requirements, inter-operability,
and military organizational structures
and procedures. Also, both academics
and practioners tend to see the RMA
in rather strict, technical terms sur-
rounding the terrestrial employment
of military force. However, both also
tend to ignore the true nature of the
revolution, and it concerns outer
space. The centrality of outer space
to the RMA has two key components;
the first concerns the dominant
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strategic paradigm of deterrence, and
the second concerns outer space as
the necessary condition for under-
standing the true nature of the RMA
as debated in the literature.

Regardless of the historical
debate on military revolutions, there
is general agreement that the develop-
ment and deployment of nuclear
weapons had a revolutionary impact
on the conduct of international poli-
tics and the relationship between
armed force and politics. As noted by
Bernard Brodie almost immediately
after the use of atomic bombs against
Japan, nuclear weapons changed the
meaning and purpose of armed force:
“Thus far the chief purpose of our
military establishment has been to
win wars. From now on its chief pur-
pose must be to avert them. It can
have almost no other useful purpose.”1

Nuclear weapons ushered in the era
of deterrence as the dominant strate-
gic concept as informed by the politi-
cal context of the Cold War, and sub-
sequent technological developments
of which ballistic missiles in general,
and long-range Inter-Continental
Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) in particu-
lar were paramount. 

In the construction of the what
may be labelled the Deterrence RMA,
the central focus has been nuclear
weapons, which, in turn, has also
been expanded with reference to the
other two legs of the Weapons of
Mass Destruction triad, chemical and
biological. Thus, the central driving
feature of this RMA concerned war-
heads. While one cannot ignore the
exponential growth in destructive
power brought on by nuclear
weapons, whose very nature under-
mined their warfighting utility, these

weapons did not produce the
Deterrence RMA. It was only with the
development and deployment of
ICBMs in the context of the
American-Soviet adversarial relation-
ship that the full meaning and impli-
cations of nuclear weapons, and thus
deterrence resulted. Prior to then,
the idea of defence still had some
meaning, given the prospects of
intercepting bombers carrying
nuclear payloads, notwithstanding
tactical short-range missiles. ICBMs
could not be intercepted, and thus
national defence for the two
Superpowers came to rely strictly
upon the offense, the ability to deliv-
er an “assured destruction” second
strike. The triumph of the offense
married to nuclear weapons, the
Deterrence RMA, was symbolically
sealed politically and strategically
with the negotiation and signing of
the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM)
Treaty in 1972. 

Of course, this did not foreclose
research and investment in strategic
missile defence on the part of both
the Soviet Union and the United
States, nor into Anti-Satellite (ASAT)
programmes. Reagan’s Strategic
Defence Initiative (SDI) was clearly
directed at escaping from the
Deterrence RMA, and part of the SDI
research programme was based upon
the earlier ASAT Homing Overlay
Experiments. Ostensibly, the critique
of SDI centred around the de-stabiliz-
ing nature of strategic defences in
promoting first strike incentives and
arms races, notwithstanding techno-
logical feasibility and cost questions.
In reality, this critique largely masked
a much deeper phenomenon - the
social triumph of the Deterrence
RMA, as many, if not all, of the pro-
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ponents of SDI, or some limited form
of missile defences, constructed their
arguments around this belief system.

The Deterrence RMA also extend-
ed into the conceptualization and
understanding of outer space. It
became embedded in two ways. First,
ballistic missiles were conceptually
not part of outer space, even though
Medium Range (MR) through long
range ballistic missiles transited
through space. The conceptual exclu-
sion of ballistic missiles from space
was legally codified in the 1967 Outer
Space Treaty, in which space was
defined relative to an object complet-
ing a single orbit. Certainly, the
United States and the Soviet Union
agreed to this definition for practical
strategic reasons. But underneath
these reasons was the incontestable
triumph of the belief system. The
implications, of course, have been,
and continue to be, a de-linkage of
space from the core element of the
dominant strategic belief system -
ballistic missiles.

Second, the way in which space
was exploited for military purposes
was driven by the same belief system.
Notwithstanding the significant costs
and technological barriers to the full
exploitation of space, exploitation
was driven by strategic deterrence
beliefs and subsequent requirements.
Once again, the decision to prohibit
the deployment of WMD in space in
the Outer Space Treaty was not neces-
sarily a function of cost and techno-
logical barriers, but more of the pre-
sumed dangers such deployments
posed to strategic stability considera-
tions as defined within the belief sys-
tem. Moreover, the development and
deployment of satellite early warning,

intelligence, surveillance and commu-
nications were also a function of the
belief system. Even though both
Superpowers invested in ASAT
research and development for fear of
the other gaining an advantage, both
also logically realized that any attack
on early warning assets in particular
would be interpreted by the other as
the precursor to a strategic attack.
Thus, space evolved as a function of
the Cold War informed Deterrence
RMA, and its non-weaponization and
current manifestation as a sanctuary
from weapons is as much a function of
the belief system as cost and technol-
ogy. In so doing, space conceptually
was moved to the background, or
margin of strategic thought.

Even with the collapse of the
Cold War context that informed the
specific manifestation of the belief
system, deterrence has remained
dominant. New strategic planning,
capability requirements, and new
technologies have remained framed
within the context of the Deterrence
RMA. Any cursory examination of
official national security and military
documents today reveals the contin-
ued strength of the deterrence mind
set. For example, the Report of the
Quadrennial Defense Review states:
“The third aspect of the military’s key
role in shaping the international
security environment is deterring
aggression and coercion in key
regions of the world on a day-to-day
basis through the peacetime deploy-
ment of US military forces abroad.”2

Most interestingly, the requirements
in this document to undertake this
role are the classic components of the
deterrence belief system: political
will; the communication of commit-
ments/threat; and the conventional
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and nuclear, including strategic,
forces to carry out the threat.

Of course, these components, and
a generic notion of deterrence, have
been in existence throughout history,
and long before the Deterrence RMA.
Moreover, the use of conventional
military force did not disappear dur-
ing the Cold War, even for both
Superpowers. However, the generic
notion of deterrence is, in effect, a
meaningless  one because it is
divorced from any specific under-
standing of the relationship of war to
the societies that engage in it, and
this relationship has changed histori-
cally. Also, the application of conven-
tional military force during the Cold
War and under the Deterrence RMA
was significantly constrained by, and
directly related to, the conditions
emanating from the triumph of the
strategic offence, such as in the case
of the Vietnam War, and Superpower
involvement in the October, 1973
Arab-Israeli War. Even in Europe,
conventional forces were not there for
classical warfighting purposes, but
rather as the first rung of the seam-
less web of US strategic deterrence. 

For most observers, the Gulf War
is the central empirical case sur-
rounding the current RMA debate.
On the pro-RMA side, the Gulf War is
seen as a harbinger of the revolution.
On the con-RMA side, the Gulf War is
seen as the product of an evolution of
American military capabilities and
strategies, in effect the American
way-of-war, generally dated back to
Vietnam. However, this debate, inter-
esting in itself, largely misses the
point. The actual revolution is the
negation of the no-defence condition
of the Deterrence RMA, and this is

occurring not simply through the
development of missile defences,
such as the U.S. National Missile
Defence (NMD) Programme and the
various Theatre Missile Defence
(TMD) Programmes. It is also occur-
ring through key developments con-
cerning the military use of outer
space, which amount to a transforma-
tion from deterrence to a defence
belief system.

Space-based assets are central to
this transformation. This does not
necessarily imply the deployment of
space-based interceptor assets, which
many fear NMD and TMD are the pre-
cursors of (the ghost of SDI). While
such assets would likely create a more
effective missile defence capability,
the key is the development and
deployment of new space-based early
warning, tracking, cueing, and target
discrimination capabilities (Space-
Based Infrared High and Low) linked
to terrestrial/air/sea-based kinetic-
kill interceptors, a new generation of
ground-based radars, and sophisticat-
ed command and control/battle man-
agement (C2/BM) capabilities. Even if
such defences are not perfect, as no
defence ever is, their existence will
alter the political calculus of nations.
During the age of nuclear deterrence,
the key revolutionary transformation
was the impact of vulnerability (no
defence) on political action. In the
future, missile defences married to a
new generation of these space-based
assets transform and reverse this rela-
tionship, at least for the United
States, and possibly for Russia as well
if cooperative efforts are fully real-
ized. Deterrence may remain the
“rhetorical concept”, but it will not
be deterrence in the same sense as the
past. At a minimum it will be a one
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way street, that contains a variety of
unique political-strategic conditions.

The transformation underway as
a function of ballistic missile defence
within the broader outer space devel-
opment envelope is not simply a func-
tion of technology. It also is the prod-
uct of the post-Cold War internation-
al system of US political-strategic
dominance. Central to this is the
explicit American goal to develop
new technologies to ensure its politi-
cal-strategic superiority. These new
technologies, centred upon space,
promise to eliminate, or at least sig-
nificantly undermine, the traditional
set of beliefs that underpinned the
Deterrence RMA. In the future, the
United States, and thus western secu-
rity, will no longer exclusively rely
upon national and operational vul-
nerability and the threat of nuclear
retaliation. Instead, the United States
will be able to act with a significant
degree of  impunity in relation to
direct threats to its national territory,
and national interests. National vul-
nerability as the extant condition of
the nuclear age is being replaced by
national survival: defence or the
Defence RMA.

Nonetheless, the continuing
influence of deterrence is evident in
several ways. As ballistic missiles are
conceived outside of space, so ballis-
tic missile defence is as well. In fact,
missile defence discussions, especial-
ly among academics, make no refer-
ence to its revolutionary implications.
On one hand, it is apparently not part
of the RMA. On the other hand, it is
implicitly conceptualized as one of
many components of operational sup-
port to the “warfighter”. Missile
defence facilitates the political will to

intervene by providing protection to
forces-in-the-field. In enhancing
political will, hence credibility, simi-
lar to all the space-based systems and
technology development pro-
grammes, missile defence is portrayed
as a support for deterrence. In other
words, missile defence when implicit-
ly linked to other space-based capa-
bilities is placed on the margins in the
same manner space was during the
Cold War.

At one level, the marginalization
of missile defence and space may sim-
ply reflect the classical conceptualiza-
tion of the strategic dominance of ter-
ritory. Humans are land creatures, and
war is won or lost on land. Missile
defence and space, like the navy and
air force, are strategic enablers for the
prosecution of war on land. Missile
defence and outer space as a whole are
seen as support for the “warfighter”.
Yet more interesting within this con-
text has been the emergence of the
concept of “warfighter” in the past
decade. This concept did not exist in
the public lexicon at least during the
Cold War, and it turns Brodie’s dictum
on its head.

The conjunction of missile
defence, outer space, and support to
the “warfighter” speak to an emerg-
ing new belief system about the rela-
tionship between armed force and
politics. This system  is not simply a
return to the pre-deterrence system
for two reasons. Social-political atti-
tudes to war and peace, and the utili-
ty of armed force remain embedded in
deterrence thought. This is most
clearly evident in the assumed sensi-
tivity of Western societies to casual-
ties. At the same time, it also reflects
the liberating nature of the end of the
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Cold War for military institutions,
whose cultural predispositions were
directly undermined by deterrence.
In other words, the defence-warfight-
er image of the military side of the
equation must be blended with
social-political attitudes towards the
costs of engaging in war.

Outer Space and Strategic Thought

As noted above, missile defence
is excluded from space as a product of
the triumph of the Deterrence RMA
as informed by technology (nuclear
weapons and ICBMs) and the political
context of the Cold War. At the same
time, space itself, like missile
defence, is conceptualized as simply
an enabler for the “warfighter”, and
outside of the dominant conceptual-
ization of the RMA. Yet, new genera-
tions of space-based assets, in fact the
evolution of these capabilities since
the 1980s, are the key to the RMA
regardless of how one conceptualizes
and understands the term.
Eliminating the “fog” and “friction”
of war, or at least significantly con-
straining their effect, is fundamental-
ly dependent upon space-based
assets. Full integration of these assets
into strategic, theatre, and opera-
tional command, control, and battle
management is the key to its realiza-
tion. Real-time situational awareness
of an enemy on the battlefield, com-
bined with the ability to undertake
precision strikes, thus reducing the
size, and re-structuring the nature of
military forces and their logistic
trains, set the stage for realizing a
strategic-political level transforma-
tion of war; however, they only set
the stage, because the dominant
belief system remains unchallenged.
This is evident, as argued above in

the failure to conceptualize missile
defence and space outside of the
deterrence belief system. It is, per-
haps, most evident in the failure to
develop, or least propose, an inde-
pendent body of strategic thought
for space. 

Understanding strategy in the
emerging strategic space era remains
at best embryonic.3 Whereas students
of strategy and the western way of
war turn to the classics of Clausewitz
(land), Mahan and Corbett (sea), and
Douhet (air), there is as of yet no
equivalent for outer space. Certainly,
the outline of such strategic thought
is present, not least of all in US Space
Command’s Long Range Plan.4 But
within these outlines there are sever-
al factors that need to be further
developed, and with them certain
tensions that have to be resolved.

Generally, the starting point,
usually more implicit than explicit, is
that space should be understood in
naval terms. This point stems primari-
ly from two considerations. First of
all, the legal status of outer space is
similar to the high seas - open to all
and the possession of none. In this
sense, the legal differentiation
between outer space and sovereign
air space is analogous to the differen-
tiation between the high seas and
sovereign territorial waters. Although
space is defined with reference to an
orbit, rather than point in which the
atmosphere transits into the vacuum
of outer space, it is an issue that may
emerge in the future, especially as a
function of growing commercial
exploitation. Here, one could poten-
tially see reference made to “exclu-
sive economic zones” as in law of the
sea in the context of orbits and con-
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stellations. One can expect further
developments in international law
governing outer-space, and it is possi-
ble that the law governing the “high
seas” could also become the template
for legally defining belligerent rights
in space.

Second, this naval analogy is fur-
ther reinforced by the references in
the literature to space-faring nations.
Popular culture has also tended to
portray military force in space as a
naval activity and one should not
completely disregard the impact of
popular images, because they do
serve to frame the way societies think
and act. Thus, as a strategic naval
domain, it is possible to conceive of
space in terms of Mahan and Corbett.

However, space is not simply por-
trayed in naval terms. It is also con-
ceived in air force and army terms. In
the context of air force thought, outer
space has long been its domain, or at
least it has dominated the domain as a
natural extension of its role in the air,
and its technology-dominant culture.
Although elements of the other serv-
ices participate in outer space activi-
ties, with their own sub-commands,
US Space Command is clearly an air
force command, and thinking about
the impact of the air  force becoming
a space and air force, and its effect on
air force culture, is clearly underway.5

More importantly, outer space
strike assets hold the promise of
bringing Douhet’s vision to fruition:
a truly independent strategic force.
As many observers have recognized,
the new air forces of the second
World War lacked the capacity for a
strategic strike that would bring
quick victory independent of a

ground campaign. The  ability to do
so was acquired with nuclear
weapons, but these very weapons
made war politically meaningless, the
aforementioned postulate of the
deterrence era. However, new strike
assets, that could include a range of
new technologies located in outer
space constellations, hold the promise
of destroying the capacity of a nation
to wage war without a ground/naval
campaign, and such an ability would
transform the practice of interna-
tional politics.

However, the air force strategic
case must be balanced by the army
one as well. Arguably, the army has
been the least directly involved in
space activity, and least technologi-
cally driven culture. But, this has
begun to change, even though the
idea of taking ground as the sine qua
non of war remains. Space for the
army is the ultimate high ground.
Thus, from an army perspective, rein-
forced by current RMA related work
on army activities, the strategic value
of space is not inconsistent with a
land strategic perspective. Even
futuristic ideas of re-usable space
vehicles may be seen in airborne/air
mobile terms; able to appear at any
point in an operational theatre to
exploit the element surprise.

In many ways, all three strategic
perspectives are evident in US Space
Command’s Long Range Plan. Despite
the recognition of the need to weave a
seamless web for the proper exploita-
tion of outer space, its analysis more
transfers the unstated strategic logic
of each of the services, without inte-
grating them into a new body of
strategic thought.  Thus, control of
space draws on naval and air thought
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on the army’s force enhancement and
on the air force’s force application
concepts. In addition, the emphasis is
primarily technological. 

Perhaps, it is much too early to
expect the development of a body of
new strategic thought. Until the vari-
ous new technologies are actually
deployed, their strategic implications
will be difficult to understand and
exploit fully. It was only after the ini-
tial use of the aeroplane during the
First World War that a body of strate-
gic thought about airpower emerged.
Similarly, it took nearly a decade
before the full strategic implications
of nuclear weapons came to be under-
stood. Until then and despite the
work of Brodie and others, nuclear
weapons were largely seen as just
another weapon, albeit exponentially
more destructive.

At the same time, it is also not
surprising that each of the services
conceptualizes space according to its
dominant culture. Similarly, it is also
not surprising that the broader polit-
ical, academic, and public discourse,
when it does engage space, conceptu-
alizes it within the deterrence belief
system. However, neither the services
nor the broader discourse have come
to grips in a meaningful way with the
strategic and security implications of
space in the foreseeable future.
Certainly, the Long Range Plan posits
that space will become an economic
and military “centre-of-gravity” for
the US. In so doing, the idea of space
control has emerged with its tradi-
tional air and naval connotations ( the
surveillance of space, the negation or
denial of adversarial use, and the pro-
tection or defence of one’s own use.
In addition, doctrinal concerns, large-

ly dominated up to now by passive
measures, are now starting to transi-
tion into the consideration of active
measures as well.

However, deterrence remains a
significant barrier to a full under-
standing of the strategic and security
implications of space. Several exam-
ples are evident. First of all, the
exclusion of ballistic missiles from
the space envelope, and with them
ballistic missile defence, has lead to
two interesting views. At one level,
the belief that missile defences will
produce greater incentives for states
to acquire larger and more sophisti-
cated arsenals of ballistic missiles
remains intact. Although this view is
largely seen today in the context of
Russia and China relative to NMD, it
is also enunciated with regard to the
proliferation as a whole; witness the
regular retort that the non-prolifera-
tion regime will collapse if NMD goes
ahead. Yet, missile defence is a not
just part of a counter-proliferation
strategy, but it is also central to a
non-proliferation strategy. It affects
opportunity costs for missile and
WMD proliferators, and can be
understood as creating a disincentive.

More directly relevant to space
itself is the dominant assumption that
missile proliferation is an attempt by
states to obtain the ability to practice
Cold War type deterrence as a means
to dissuade the US/West from inter-
vening. In so doing, the belief that
such states are undeterrable rein-
forces this very logic by portraying
their leadership as irrational and
“mad” the ideal posture to create
credibility.  However, perhaps missile
proliferation is not solely directed
towards replicating deterrence.
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Perhaps it is also directed towards
acquiring an ability to practice space
denial, and warfighting itself. By
excluding missiles from space, one
easily forgets that missiles are the
means to access space. Moreover, the
increasing exploitation of Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) for military and commer-
cial purposes is an inviting target for
even rudimentary launch and war-
head technology. In fact, this technol-
ogy may be much less demanding and
costly than that required for deliver-
ing warheads to terrestrial targets
thousands of kilometres away. 

To illustrate the value of break-
ing away from deterrence and re-
thinking space in strategic terms, the
August 1998 North Korean three stage
missile test is useful. The test is seen
as a step towards acquiring the capa-
bility to threaten the continental US,
and thus deter the US. Critics, in
keeping with deterrence thinking, in
part, argue that even North Korea
would not be foolish enough to
believe that the US would not retali-
ate if attacked. North Korea stated
that the purpose of the test was to
launch a satellite into orbit. From a
strategic space perspective, perhaps
the North Korean explanation is clos-
er to the truth; the acquisition of a
space-launch capability married to a
crude nuclear warhead to interdict US
space-assets in the case of war, and/or
threaten US/Western commercial
space assets. 

Thinking about alternative
explanations for long-range missile
proliferation is excluded by  deter-
rence. It is only possible when one
begins to think in terms of the inde-
pendent strategic world of space. A
similar case is found in the old deter-

rence-based dichotomy between
offensive and defensive weapons as
enshrined in the ABM, and
SALT/START agreements. Even in the
Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCR) world, the issue is missiles
for terrestrial purposes. When mis-
siles are linked to space, the division
is between missile defence and
ASATs. Both have negative connota-
tions because defence is “bad” and
offense is “good”. But from a strategic
space perspective, the distinction is
meaningless. In one way, missile
defences are also ASATs in disguise.
However, the most effective missile
defence for terrestrial purposes may
not be the most effective ASAT sys-
tem for space defence purposes. If
threats to space assets are the future,
missile defence investments need to
be geared more to space defence, than
terrestrial defence. A strategic space
perspective leads one to this type of
conclusion. Certainly, the current pro-
grammes and NMD are important to
break the psychological barrier with
regard to missile defence. But, the
current programmes remain informed
by deterrence, rather than an alterna-
tive space-centric strategic one. 

A final example of the problem in
developing a strategic vision of space
as a function of its emergence as a
military and commercial “centre-of-
gravity” is the idea of space as a sanc-
tuary. Drawing on the Outer Space
Treaty and the absence of weapons in
space, as informed by Cold War
Deterrence, political thought today
assumes that space is a sanctuary, and
nations concerned with future US
designs seek to codify it as such.
However, space is not a sanctuary and
since the beginnings of the space age
has never been one. It may be illegal
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to deploy and test nuclear weapons in
space, but it is not illegal to use them
in space. Thinking that “criminaliz-
ing” the deployment of weapons in
space resolves the problem, in actual-
ity may undermine Western security.
It permits all states to practice space
denial, but no states to practice space
defence outside of passive measures
and limited dual-purpose missile
defence. Strategically, it makes no
sense, except as a function of deter-
rence which has framed the entire
strategic debate, including arms con-
trol and disarmament.

In the end, there are many barri-
ers to developing a strategic vision of
space. Notwithstanding cost and
technology considerations, one of the
core barriers is the deterrence legacy
both in terms of understanding the
RMA and the way in which even
advocates of space construct their
own visions. Space control, as recog-
nized by US Space Command among
others, will be the key doctrinal and
political battlefield of the next two
decades. Already the organizational
fight for jurisdiction is appearing.
For many, space is a “purple” domain
that includes all of the services, and
a new independent Area of
Operations (AOR). Even though it is
organizationally dominated by the
air force, notwithstanding naval and
army participation, its functional
value and strategic nature indicates
that no single service necessarily
should dominate the domain of outer
space. As the Second World War
would lead to the creation of the
United States Air Force as a new,
independent service, so outer space
developments may create the pre-
conditions for another new service.
In fact, the conditions may already

be in place with the growing empha-
sis in the last decade on “jointness”
and the development of joint doc-
trine among the services.

However, thinking of space in
independent, strategic terms is prob-
lematic relative to the way in which
space continues to be conceptualized
by the services as informed by their
distinct cultures within the context
of deterrence. Indications of a new
conceptualization are indeed present,
not least of all as a function of the
public emergence of the concept of
space control. Perhaps space does not
truly hold the promise of an inde-
pendent strategic role. But unless this
idea is explored, opportunities may
be lost. At a minimum, space holds
significant strategic and security
implications for all nations, and while
the US strategic community is begin-
ning to become engaged, many other
nations are not. 

Canada in the Past 

Towards the end of the Second
World War the conditions were set in
place for a revolutionary transforma-
tion in Canada’s approach to the out-
side world. Recognizing Canada’s
contribution to the war effort, policy-
makers began the process of shifting
Canadian policy from isolationist to
internationalist. In so doing, it was
clearly recognized that Canada’s long-
term strategic interests resided in a
free and stable Europe. This interest
was further extended, particularly
since the end of the Cold War, to a
global basis. In effect, Canada bene-
fited from a peaceful and stable inter-
national system. It had, and contin-
ues to have, a stake in the interna-
tional order. With such an interest
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and stake, it thus followed that
Canada has had an obligation and
responsibility to commit itself to the
international order as it has evolved.

During the Cold War, this com-
mitment primarily manifested itself in
Europe through NATO, on the conti-
nent through NORAD, and globally
through the UN and the practice of
peacekeeping. Over this same period
of time, Canada’s military capabilities
and investments declined. The com-
mitments relative to declining capa-
bilities created the conditions for the
identification of the commitment-
capability gap critique.6 While on
paper such a gap clearly existed, the
critique failed to recognize one vital
point ( from the deterrence stand-
point of “no defence”, it was largely
irrelevant. In many ways, Canadian
policy-makers, sometime consciously
and many times unconsciously, acted
from this standpoint in making deci-
sions about investments.

It is this very standpoint that has
continued in Canadian thought since
the end of the Cold War. It is perhaps
most clearly evident in the current
agenda of Foreign Minister Lloyd
Axworthy, and the overall post-Cold
War governments’ failure to recognize
the revolutionary changes that are
underway. These changes are a com-
bination of the new strategic environ-
ment and the emerging revolution in
the relationship between armed force
and politics. The former has removed
the structural constraints on the util-
ity of armed force for the defence of
the West’s strategic interests, and
thus Canada’s long-term strategic
interests. The latter through the
domain of outer space is resurrecting
the political conditions supporting

the actual employment of armed force
in a socially acceptable manner.

For Canada, this revolution,
whether viewed from the deterrence
perspective or the current RMA debate
in the literature, has direct implica-
tions for Canadian requirements to
meet its fundamental commitment to
the existing international order. From
the former perspective,  there is a need
to recognize a future of deployed bal-
listic missile defences with space-based
tracking, cueing, and target discrimi-
nation assets for the defence of North
America against ICBM threats from
states other than Russia and perhaps
China, for the defence of Europe, and
for deployed Western coalition forces
in the field. All these missile defence
capabilities are essential to ensure that
western decision-makers are willing to
deploy forces against regional adver-
saries, particularly under the social
constraints left over from by deter-
rence and the unwillingness of
Western societies, perceived or real, to
accept high levels of casualties.7

The deployment of missile defences
with their vital space-based assets rep-
resents the escape from deterrence
under the new political environment. In
so doing, capabilities to participate
meaningfully in coalition campaigns
become essential for Canada. Whereas
in the Cold War simply being there suf-
ficed militarily, in the emerging envi-
ronment of defence, being there is not
enough. It also demands making a
meaningful combat contribution.

However, the nature of a mean-
ingful contribution has to  be consid-
ered. The key requirement for
Canadian Forces to be inter-operable
with other coalition forces, primarily
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American, is changing. While the
logic of combat capable forces remains
in place, the specific requirements
and investments necessary to be com-
bat capable is likely to be significant-
ly different. These are likely to
require in particular the ability of
Canadian Forces to integrate into the
new battlefield created by emerging
space-based capabilities under devel-
opment in the US, as well as military
structures that are emerging to exploit
these new capabilities.

Both perspectives tend to indi-
cate that Canadian elites must
increase investment in defence capa-
bilities. While there is logic to this
need, current political conditions also
indicate that the probability of a sig-
nificant “true” increase is near zero.
The public political agenda is domi-
nated by demands to increase invest-
ment in social programmes, even
within defence as demonstrated by
the Quality of Life report of  the
Standing Committee on National
Defence and Veterans Affairs
(SCONDVA). Furthermore, the gov-
ernment’s foreign policy agenda
emphasis on human security with its
development underpinning and
emphasis on intra-state conflict
largely relegates the revolution to
the margins.

Of course, Canada could choose
to ignore the ongoing revolution, and
in so doing undertake a limited or
specialized role in the international
system, a role suggested by the
Canada 21 Report.8 In many ways, the
Canadian Forces are already drifting
in this direction. However such a lim-
ited role carries potential political
costs. It is in effect a posture of limit-

ed liability, and with limited liability
comes a limited political role and
commitment to the international
order. In other words, it potentially
implies a return to a marginalised iso-
lationist reality with an international-
ist rhetoric of commitment.

More importantly, there is a dan-
gerous belief that Canadian policy
developed for the Cold War under the
label of internationalism remains
immune from geo-strategic and tech-
nical changes.  With regard to missile
defence, for example, concerns
expressed by the Foreign Minister are
deeply embedded in Cold War
Deterrence. Canada had been able to
side-step earlier US missile defence
issues, ABM and SDI, largely because
of the geo-strategic value of Canadian
territory and existing technology.
Today, Canadian territory has become
strategically irrelevant by the con-
junction of the end of the Cold War
and emerging space-based surveil-
lance technology. In other words,
Canada is likely to pay a significant
political price if it attempts to side-
step US NMD.9

Beyond missile defence in general
and NMD in particular, there are sev-
eral more key issues emerging which
cannot be managed by the old Cold
War policy parameters. Paramount
among them is the emerging issue of
space control. Longstanding
Canadian policy opposition to the
weaponization of outer space has
been politically viable under the
deterrence conditions of the Cold
War. Opposition was cost-free, as nei-
ther the US nor Soviet Union pos-
sessed the strategic need, or techno-
logical capability, to weaponize. In
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the future, the strategic need and
technological capability will likely
exist, especially if space does emerge
as the centre of military and commer-
cial gravity for the US and the West.
Canadian opposition in this situation
will not be politically cost-free, rela-
tive to way in which Canada managed
its defence interests with its arms
control and disarmament ones  under
deterrence.

This emerging issue, which is the
broader policy revolution facing
Canada, also spills down into the way
in which Canada has itself margin-
alised space. Not only is there a need
to re-examine current Canadian space
policy overall, and the relationship
between National Defence and the
Canadian Space Agency in particular
in light of the ongoing revolution,
but there is also a need to re-examine
the way in which space is conceptual-
ized. Briefly, National Defence con-
tinues to conceive of space as a mar-
ginal investment requirement.
Selective limited contributions to US
space requirements will enable the
Canadian Forces to access US space
systems.10 While such an approach is
understandable, not least of all for
budgetary reasons, it also will pre-
determine Canada’s response to space
control. Limited, selective space
investments into the American space
envelope largely dictate that Canada
will have no choice but to accept the
outcome of the US policy debate on
space control. This may be in
Canada’s long-term strategic inter-
ests. However, it also ends any inde-
pendent debate years before it would
begin. As Canada engaged too late in
the debate on NMD today, the current
space investment strategy unless
debated today ensures that Canada

will not engage in a functional man-
ner in terms of space control.

Re-evaluating Canadian foreign
and defence policy under the emerg-
ing Defence RMA is complicated.
These brief examples provide only a
basic indication of the tensions which
exist and will continue to develop.



regard to outer space, commercial and
military, raise significant implications
for Canada and the Canadian Forces.11

Neither outer space nor the RMA is
being completely neglected or ignored
within DND, and concerns about the
weaponization of outer space are evi-
dent in DFAIT. Nonetheless, the ability
to understand and respond to either or
both are significantly constrained. At
the highest political levels, it appears
that no attention is being paid to outer
space whatsoever, especially given the
absence of a cabinet sub-committee
dealing with foreign and defence policy
issues. More importantly, the here and
now focus of DFAIT and DND under the
current political conditions, especially
with regard to investments, is a signifi-
cant barrier to long-term strategic con-
siderations. However, the implications
for Canada of failing to move beyond
the immediate horizon may be extreme-
ly significant. The political-strategic
world of 2020 and beyond, and
Canada’s place within it, is likely to be
much different from today, especially if
the future, and with it outer space, is
relegated to the margins in Canadian
political-strategic thought and invest-
ment. The embryonic first stage of this
new strategic world is the emerging
with missile defence. The next stage
will be space control. 
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Introduction

f the Air Force understood itself
to be organized, not around the

aging technology of flight but the
nascent technology of top sight, it
might be able to play the continuous
roles-and-missions debate in a far
more constructive manner. Like any
shrewd firm, it would cast off low-
information missions in favor of
high-information ones, strengthen
its core competence, and position
itself for vigorous institutional life
well into the next century, all the
while contributing to fostering
jointness without risking its own
identity.

“ . . . Or Go Down In Flame?:
Toward An Airpower Manifesto

for the Twenty-First Century”

This presentation advances hypothe-
ses that are bound to aggravate some.
Hence I am delighted to accept the
College’s promise of non-attribution.  The
views I will express today are my own.
They do not represent the views of Toffler
Associates® or of any of our customers.

Several years ago when the outlines
of how information—especially space-
derived information and information
operations—could transform warfare
became clearer, a renegade band arose
whose mission remains to attempt to
transform Airpower in the 21st Century.
The target of transformation has been

the United States Air Force (USAF), not
only the world’s largest, but also at
present the world’s most capable air
force.  That transformation in Airpower,
when it occurs, pivots on appreciating
the roots of airpower’s contribution to
warfare and returning to those roots in
the 21st century context.  Sadly, this
campaign to enrich thinking in the
USAF has not been successful and the
mission is unfulfilled.  Since I support
this band, I am here today on a recruit-
ing drive.

Why ought you join the merry
band of rebels?  Because, and perhaps
much to the chagrin of the USAF, a
“revolution in military affairs” actual-
ly requires critics, rebels, and revolu-
tionaries at some point.  The need for
rebels is acute, because if Douhet is
correct that victory smiles on those
who appreciate the coming changes in
warfare and anticipate them, then it is
also true that victory may frown on
and then elude the wrong-headed.  If
the USAF is wrong-headed, and I
believe it may very well be, then a
David is somewhere in this Goliath’s
future.  To avoid that, would it not be
far better for allies and friends to join
the rebellion, undertake the transfor-
mation of their own air forces, and
thereby show the USAF the possibili-
ties?  Failing that, I’m afraid that
smaller air forces may become what
they most fear: in the worst case
they’re inexpensive and trivial knock-
offs, using second-rate exportable
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technologies, and utterly dependent
on the United States Air Force. 

So, at least two things need to be
avoided.  First, easily allowing today’s
stewards of airpower to act in ways that
assure the future irrelevance of airpower.
And second, the trivialization of any
friend’s contribution to the maintenance
of security in the 21st Century.  Toward
that end the thesis of this discourse is
that small air forces can transform them-
selves and acquire disproportionate
power by capitalizing on the advantages
that competence in aerospace and cyber-
space operations can bring.  The revolu-
tion in airpower can begin, and most
likely will begin, in a small air force.
Unlike the United States Air Force
(described by one of its former Chiefs as
a “full service” air force), with its
numerous legacy systems and massive
bureaucracy, smaller air forces may be
more agile in adaptation and hence more
easily ready for transformation.  To
choose to remain miniature versions of
the larger United States Air Force will
doom smaller ones to irrelevance.  They
will become not the partners of the
United States Air Force, but the hewers
of its wood and the carriers of its water.
The time to begin the transformation is
now.  Sometimes looking back is useful
in helping look forward in that it illumi-
nates where we have been.

A Simple Tale: From Whence
Did “Airpower” Come?

Airpower’s Roots

If one dismisses the Icarus and
Dædelus fables as legends, then airpow-
er probably began with balloons.  The
“hot air” balloon was an innovation
whose ability to change the way in
which battles were fought was clear

from the beginning.  So clear, that von
Moltke, who also saw the potential and
the pitfalls of trucks, rail, and telegraph
made these comments:

Observations should be carried on
for several hours.  It is absolutely
necessary that the balloon be kept
stationary, like a kite on a string.
The technical possibilities of this
must be investigated since strong
and changing air currents can place
the balloon at an angle that halts
observation.  

If a balloon cannot be made sta-
tionary, its entire usefulness disap-
pears.2

General Helmuth Karl Bernhard
von Moltke, circa 1859-1868

Von Moltke was a military genius,
but his prejudices were those of a sol-
dier.  Like Wellington, the soldier’s goal
was to see what was occurring on the
“other side of the hill” by creating a
higher hill.  The balloon was airpower’s
first artificial hill.  Balloons—nascent
Airpower—gave advantages to soldiers
by providing information about the
enemy merely by extending soldiers’
lines of sight.  Let me repeat that: the
genesis of airpower was in the quest for
better information about the enemy.
Stationary balloons were followed by
moving balloons, von Moltke’s admoni-
tion notwithstanding.3 Moving bal-
loons went where the information about
the enemy was—near the front lines—
so they operated at risk.  They were
vulnerable to gravity, to “strong and
changing air currents,” and to ground
fire.  They also were vulnerable to tech-
nology.  The mastery of the scientific
principles and sciences that make flight in
heavier-than-air vehicles possible4 is more
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complex than those that make lighter-
than-air ballooning possible, but not so
complex that someone did not break the
heavier-than-air code—Santos Dumont,
the Wright Brothers, some Russian, who-
ever.  Pursuit aviation was born.  

Pursuit airplanes were anti-infor-
mation systems.  The strategic aim, the
“meta-logic” of pursuit, was to deny the
enemy information by driving off and
harassing those airmen who would col-
lect it.  The quest for air superiority
began not as the chase for anti-ground
attack capabilities, but as the search for
effective anti-information capabilities.
Let me repeat that also: the roots of air
superiority were in the anti-information
mission.  They were not in the von
Richthofen or Bong “Hey, let’s all be
aces!” mission or in the Harris and
LeMay “bomb ‘em back into the Stone
Age” mission, as fond as we are of both
of those missions.

Pursuit was the beginning, but
technology advanced relentlessly (and,
by way of warning, continues to
advance).  Soon flyers had the bomblets
and bombs (and pilots or observers pro-
vided the hand-eye coordination) nec-
essary to drop explosives on the enemy
from on high.  The notion of aerial bom-
bardment initially was not so much a
notion of using airpower to “reach”—
even the artillery of the First World War
had an enviable reach—as it was to use
airpower to match reach with certain
knowledge: to avoid expending ord-
nance stupidly.  Stupidly, in this case,
means dropping bombs or lobbing
artillery shells where the enemy isn’t.5

In the Second World War airpower
was less able to match reach with cer-
tain knowledge in the extended theaters
spanning the geography of the Pacific

and Europe.  And, indeed, there was a
relaxation of the need for certainty.  In
that “total war” the only good enemy
was a dead enemy and unfortunately
the enemy was defined by gross geogra-
phy more than precise legal status.
Witness Coventry.  Witness Dresden.
Witness Tokyo, Hiroshima, and
Nagasaki.  In fact, airpower killed more
civilians in Germany than all American
and British (including Commonwealth)
wartime casualties, and in “Japan more
people were killed in six months of
heavy aerial bombardment than in the
whole United States war effort.”6

The exigencies of that War
demanded that the technologies of
knowing be less important than the
technologies of production.  Superb
generalship did not “win” the Second
World War for the Allies or for its air
forces.  Mass production and brute force
did.7 John Ellis notes that “the prosaic
arithmetic of natural resources, generat-
ing capacity, industrial plant and pro-
ductivity was to be incontrovertible.”8

Airpower went down the path of indus-
trial production to create enemy attri-
tion, a path the institution failed to
stray from until Desert Storm.  Desert
Storm showed the value of knowledge.
The technologies glimpsed in Desert
Storm will, fueled by commercial
progress, begin their ascent in the next
decade.  There are markets for informa-
tion systems.  There are fewer buyers for
warplanes. 

Consider the proofs, that airpower
always has been and always will be
about acquiring superior information
for the Good People and denying infor-
mation to the Bad People.  Technologies
now exist that make matching that
superior information to the weapons
that can hurt an enemy, wherever and
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whenever an enemy needs hurting, a
“joint” job, not exclusively an air force
job.  Navies can strike deep with air-
craft and missiles—and do.  Armies,
ground forces, including naval infantry,
can strike the enemy’s rear with
artillery, missiles, and rotary wing air
forces—and do.  Hackers can render
objects in the enemy’s homeland, “deep
targets” if you will, dysfunctional—
and do.

Add to this our concern for our
own aviators and the enemy’s non-com-
batants and you have what will soon be
an intractable set of problems for Old
Airpower: the technologies of long-
range precision strike are providing
suitable substitutes for strike aircraft;
the technologies of unmanned air vehi-
cles (UAV) offer weight and other (cube,
maneuverability, infrastructure, mobili-
ty, and footprint) advantages over
manned aircraft; the numbers of new
manned aircraft decrease in tandem
with their cost increases; air defenses
become ever more lethal; and no one is
stepping up to the responsibility to be
master of knowledge production.  Thus,
by what inexorable logic has the USAF
concluded we must have the F-22.  To
protect friendly missiles?  To kill bad
UAVs or protect good UAVs?  Forgive
my incredulity, but were I younger I
would ask “So what?”

Okay, but so what?

“So what?” is the most important
question we can ask. (However, asking
“So what?” outside an academic envi-
ronment is often misunderstood and
likely to be dangerous.  Speaking truth
to those in power is an acquired skill
and, unfortunately, few in the military
acquire it.9)  So what do we make of
these proofs from my rendering of air-

power’s history?  I argue that what we
ought to appreciate from this abbreviat-
ed history are five unchanging things
that not only characterize the roots of
airpower but also forecast its evolution-
ary or revolutionary future.  They are:

1) The vantage that Airpower provides
is its principal advantage.10 The higher
the elevation, the better the view.
“Airpower” is the military power exer-
cised in that indivisible medium of aero-
space, the vertical dimension from the
surface of the earth to the edge of the
universe, and in all the cyberspace.
Airpower provides the power of knowl-
edge.

2) The advantage of vantage is more or
better information.11 The earth, after
all, is round and its surface is curved.
There are terrain and cultural features
that obstruct the line of sight of even
tall humans.  Operating in the full ver-
tical dimension offsets some of the hor-
izontal disadvantages of the geometry of
the planet.  Technologies improve sens-
ing year after year.  Computing power
follows Moore’s law.  Given the right
impetus, vantage will accrue greater
and greater advantages for those air-
power serves.

3) Airpower was created to satisfy the
need for information. As much as we
would like to believe that our roots are
in “one-v-one” or “bombs on target,”
the simple truth is that airpower
began by serving and serves still to
penetrate secrecy and resolve igno-
rance in the terrestrial realm.
Airpower (and its included aerospace
power and cyberspace power) are
about having the knowledge necessary for
applying force to the enemy’s nodes,
processes, webs, intersections, and
unions to impede the production,
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transportation, and control of enemy
combat power.    

4) Airpower changes as technology pro-
vides the wherewithal to do new things or
to substitute means to achieve the same
ends. Science and human creativity
gave us aircraft.  Science and human
creativity also will give us unattended
aircraft like the Unmanned Combat Air
Vehicle (UCAV), superbly lethal
ground-based defense against all kinds
of air vehicles (including the UCAV),
applications of nano-technology which
will include more sophisticated missiles
and other miniature air vehicles, what
the Secretary of the United States Navy
describes as “non-explosive
weapons,”12 next-generation radio-fre-
quency weapons, all kinds of informa-
tion warfare capabilities, and bio-tech-
nology applications and weapons that
can and most assuredly will change
much about warfare.  Simply put, we
used to employ battering rams and
arrows.  We still knock down walls and
hurl projectiles at the enemy, but the
technologies for doing this have
improved.  

5) Finally, history shows that investing
in the wrong things is not a problem
unless others are investing in the right
things. We see this every quarter in
the private sector.  Applied to
Airpower and said another way,
some one, some group, some nation
will take airpower the next competi-
tive step function leap forward.  As
much as the aircraft looks unlike the
balloon and the satellite unlike the
aircraft, the next technologies that
reify a revolution in airpower may
look like the means to sluice the
zeroes and one’s of precise knowl-
edge across the realm of defended
cyberspace.

Taken together what I think all of
these may mean is that the USAF may
have taken a wrong turn with its single-
minded (for itself) and potentially divi-
sive (for its air allies and for its ground
and sea partners) pursuit of the F-22.  It
is single-minded because apparently
there is no sacrifice that the USAF is
unwilling to make, no element of force
structure it is unwilling to forgo, no
programs it is reluctant to kill or push
to the right (even including, one must
suspect, the Joint Strike Fighter), and
no amount of money it is unwilling to
spend for the ever-more-costly F-22.
When one thinks of the larger aerospace
and cyberspace opportunities and the
risks of neglecting them13 one cannot
but help think of the climate, the pre-
conditions, that caused the dissatisfied
United States Army Air Corps to splin-
ter from mother Army and become a
separate Air Force. 

But even if the F-22 is not largely
technologically obsolete by the time
it is fielded, it may very well be near-
ing irrelevance: airpower’s dread-
nought, dreaded by none.14 By the
time the F-22 comes into service, it
may very well be that air superiority
can be assured by surface-to-air mis-
siles, inimical lines of code, and elec-
tromagnetic energy emanating from
the land, the sea, and the air.  Among
the more dastardly adversaries, air
superiority also could be enabled by
biological or chemical substances
that prevent F-22 ground crews and
aircrews from getting airborne.  But
the universe is large: perhaps we
should not lament that for lack of
vision an air force here or there will
wither away.  

On the other hand, true aficionados
of Airpower fear that an entire air force,
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at one time the best in the world, is
being overtaken by its unyielding devo-
tion to its phantasmagoric vision of
“Those Magnificent Men In Their
Flying Machines”.  What’s to fear?  That
the air force of one country is wrong-
headedly pursing this or that phantasm
does not stop the right-thinking
Airpower advocates of another country
from taking a different course.  What
might that course look like?15

Okay, So Where Should Airpower Be
Going?

To the Infosphere through
Cyberspace…

Airpower is about information, so
airpower should be moving into space
and cyberspace.  Airpower should com-
mand the “infosphere” described by
Alvin and Heidi Toffler in Powershift.
Information warfare is the great new dis-
covery true aficionados of Airpower need
to welcome.  Military technology gave us
computing machines, and computing
machines gave us awareness that things
in the external world could be reduced to
combinations of zeroes and ones.  This
understanding launched the Information
Age.  These combinations could be trans-
mitted electronically as data and recom-
bined upon receipt to form the basis of
information.  According to the work by
Arquilla and Ronfeldt, “information” is
more than the content or meaning of a
message.  Rather, information is “any dif-
ference that makes a difference.”16

Awareness that almost everything17 of
military significance in the external
world could be reduced similarly
launched the age of information warfare. 

Information warfare is troublesome
for the established institutions to “get,”
because key facets of it are indirect and

subtle, not direct and brutish.
Information warfare is a form of con-
flict that attacks information systems—
carbon and silicon—as a means to
attack adversary knowledge or beliefs.
Information warfare can be prosecuted
as a component of a larger and more
comprehensive set of hostile activi-
ties—what Arquilla and Ronfeldt call a
“netwar” or cyberwar—or it can be
undertaken as the sole form of hostile
activity.  Information warfare can occur
in war and it can occur outside of war.  

How easy or difficult is engaging in
information warfare in and for the
cyberspace?  The basic requirements are
easy according to experts.

Offensive IW, in brief, uses com-
puter intrusion techniques and
other capabilities against an adver-
sary’s information-based infra-
structures.  The Commission [US
President’s Commission on Critical
Infrastructure Protection] is aware
of little in the way of special equip-
ment required to launch IW attacks
on our computer systems; the basic
attack tools—computer, modem,
telephone, and software—are
essentially the same as those used
by hackers and criminals.  And
compared to the military forces and
weapons that in the past threatened
our infrastructures, IW tools are
cheap and readily available.18

Others suggest, perhaps unwitting-
ly, that many of Airpower’s old targets
(power grids, transportation infrastruc-
tures, C2 or C3, etc.) are cyberwar’s
domains now.  A RAND report notes that

In the future, the possibility exists
that adversaries might exploit the
tools and techniques of the
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Information Revolution to hold at
risk (not for destruction, but for
large-scale or massive disruption)
key national strategic assets such as
elements of various key national
infrastructure sectors, such as ener-
gy, telecommunications, trans-
portation, and finance.19

This is not to say that the USAF
lacks the thinking or the intellectual
tools to see cyberwar in their Air Force’s
future.  It has thought about this, devel-
oped doctrine about this, but, one must
suspect that given the resources going to
the F-22, done very little about this.
Carefully read what USAF doctrine
advances.  This doctrine describes
Information Warfare (IW) as:

…information operations conduct-
ed to defend one’s own information
and information systems or attack-
ing and affecting an adversary’s in-
formation and information systems.
The defensive aspect, defensive
counterinformation, much like
strategic air defense, is always
operative.  Conversely, the offen-
sive aspect, offensive counterinfor-
mation, is primarily conducted
during times of crisis or conflict.
Information warfare involves such
diverse activities as psychological
operations, military deception,
electronic warfare, both physical
and information (“cyber”) attack,
and a variety of defensive activities
and programs.  It is important to
stress that information warfare is a
construct that operates across the
spectrum, from peace to war, to
allow the effective execution of Air
Force responsibilities.20

***
IW is information operations con-
ducted to defend the Air Force’s

own information and information
systems or conducted to attack and
affect an adversary’s information
and information systems.  This war-
fare is primarily conducted during
times of crisis or conflict.  However,
the defensive component, much like
air defense, is conducted across the
spectrum from peace to war.21

One can forgive the unimaginative
constructions and the cloned taxono-
my.  Note however that this relatively
uncomplicated conception, new
nonetheless, poorly masks a new
admission—repetition reveals it—that
this new kind of warfare and warlike
operation is not restricted to wartime.
Offensive information warfare, “offen-
sive counter-information” as the USAF
calls it, is “primarily,” but not neces-
sarily exclusively conducted “during
times of crisis or conflict.”22 This kind
of warfare is new, and the new always
has been a challenge and vexation to
militaries.23 Operations in the cyber-
space are harder to grapple with and
concretize than F-22s, or missiles, or
satellites.  

Thus the future of airpower may be
neither air superiority fighters, air-deliv-
ered long-range precision weaponry, nor
even unmanned aerial vehicles, but a new
discovery.  The new discovery, the potent
“new intangibles” of cyberspace opera-
tions24 do not eliminate the old “things”
of fighting past or fighting present, but
they now allow old things — like air
superiority fighters — to be augmented,
complemented, or in some cases replaced
by new things.  

If the future of airpower is to com-
mand the cyberspace, then the high
reaches of the aerospace must be com-
manded first.    
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Organizationally “space” in the
United States is a bureaucratic jumble of
organizations and acronyms, all charac-
terized by oftentimes apparently compet-
ing aims, continuous finger-pointing, and
all the normal palace intrigues of inter-



Puzzlement over or perhaps dissat-
isfaction with the way in which the
United States Air Force superintends
space has caused the United States
Legislative branch to begin two
inquiries and appoint two “commis-
sions”: the “Commission To Assess
United States National Security Space
Management and Organization” and the
“National Commission For The Review
Of The National Reconnaissance
Office.26” The “Space Commission” will:

…review the following:

(1) The relationship between the
intelligence and nonintelligence
aspects of national security space
(so-called ‘white space’ and
‘black space’), and the potential
benefits of a partial or complete
merger of the programs, projects,
or activities that are differentiated
by the two aspects.

(2) The benefits of establishing any
of the following:

(A) An independent military
department and service dedi-
cated to the national security
space mission.
(B) A corps within the Air
Force dedicated to the national
security space mission.
(C) A position of Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Space
within the Office of the
Secretary of Defense.
(D) Any other change to the
existing organizational struc-
ture of the Department of
Defense for national security
space management and organi-
zation.

(3) The benefits of establishing a
new major force program, or other

budget mechanism, for managing
national security space funding
within the Department of Defense.

The “NRO Commission” will examine

…the current organization, prac-
tices, and authorities of the NRO, in
particular with respect to —

(1) roles and mission;
(2) organizational structure;
(3) technical skills;
(4) contractor relationships;
(5) use of commercial imagery;
(6) acquisition of launch vehicles,
launch services, and launch infra-
structure, and mission assurance;
(7) acquisition authorities; and
(8) relationships with other agen-
cies and departments of the
Federal Government.

Permit a few polite questions.  Why
two parallel, and indeed in some ways
overlapping inquiries?  Is it because the
United States Senate and House of
Representatives believe that the USAF27

is doing such a great job of space stew-
ardship that they need a statutory
means to commend it?  If so, then is the
Space Commission examining potential
benefits of “an independent military
department and service” apart from the
USAF or a “corps” within the USAF
merely to banish these bugaboos from
polite discussion for a few years?  Or
will the Space Commission surprise us?

I do not know what the Commissions
will find.  Does it matter?  Not really.
Most likely, the United States Air Force
will “grow” space capability willingly if
its budget is increased.  Maybe this is
the gambit?  But if not given additional
resources, the priority given the F-22
will be higher than the priority USAF
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can or will give space.  The 360-ship
United States Navy cannot step up to
the responsibility28.  The revitalized
United States Army cannot.  

Thus the conundrum: the USAF is
so locked-on to the embellishment of
atmospheric airpower that it cannot
embrace a larger vision of airpower, but
there cannot be a larger vision for air-
power unless airmen advance it.  Where
shall we find those airmen?  

Small Air Forces Can Lead the
Way

Size does count…

The hope of the future of airpower-
writ-large may reside in small air forces.
Size counts in a way that is counterintu-
itive.  One would think that an air force
with 360,000 people, over 2,600 fighters,
and funded at $US 75 billion would have
more options than an air force of 15,000
people, about 140 combat aircraft, and
funded at some small fraction of $US 7 bil-
lion.29 But such is not the case.  Smaller
allied air forces may have distinct advan-
tages because they are small.  In this cat-
egory I put the dear friends of the United
States—Canada, Australia, Great
Britain—and to them would add Israel,
the Scandinavian air forces, the Dutch,
the Belgians, the Italians, and perhaps
even the Germans and the Japanese.30

Small air forces do not have to accommo-
date to the same levels of bureaucracy
that larger air forces do.  They are not,
and what a blessing, headquartered in
Washington DC.  Small air forces are freer
to innovate.  They use “guile and ingenu-
ity to solve problems” and their “chain of
command is lean, unstructured and goal
oriented—typical more of a start-up than
a military bureaucracy.”31  Innovators
and the managers of innovation know

that it is always a messy process.  But
Howard Sherman and Ron Schultz offer
this consolation and admonition:  

As information-gathering and – uti-
lizing systems, we humans need to real-
ize that coherent information flows with-
in the fluid context of the complex, not
in the solid walls of controlled order.
The most powerful and innovative loca-
tion within that realm is at the edge of
chaos.  At this critical juncture, just this
side of the phase transition into chaos,
the greatest opportunities for innovation
exist.  Mining along this outpost on the
edge of confusion may seem dangerous,
may go against every wall-building, safe-
ty-seeking instinct we have, but it is
here that information thrives and the
surprise of innovation is commonplace.
Organizations must learn to operate
along this precipice so that they neither
fall into the total disorder of chaos nor
are inundated by the overburdened
infrastructure they have built to protect
themselves.32

I believe that the USAF has both a
“safety-seeking instinct” and an “over-
burdened infrastructure.”33 I have
learned not to be disappointed when
there is little innovation there.
Although any one of the small air forces
could leapfrog ahead,34 should one
expect Canada to be in the vanguard?
Australian airmen assure me it will not
be them.   The air forces of Canada and
other sovereign states must draw their
own conclusions.  Perhaps there are no
conclusions to draw save that “the mer-
its of joint operations and the merciless
imperatives of economic efficiencies
increasingly determine the agenda” of
small air forces.  They are not free to
choose.  Perhaps small air forces make a
virtue of necessity and assert that they
want to remain miniature versions of
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the larger USAF, even if it means run-
ning the risk of irrelevance.  Perhaps
goodwill is more important than any-
thing else.  These are matters about
which only those invited to advise
should advise.  

But taking Canada as an example,
and hypothesizing that advice were
sought, what would be a path to revo-
lution?  There are at least five steps.
First, do the headwork before begin-
ning the footwork. The Canadian
Forces College, like the Airpower
Studies Centre in Australia, can be the
incubator for forward thinking, auda-
cious thinking, about revolutionary
transformations of airpower in the 21st
century context.  Build bridges with
every Staff College and War College you
can.  Discuss these things openly with
friends and potential adversaries alike.
Take a systems approach.  Think in
terms of the metasystem.  

Take advantage of your differentia-
tion, too.  Canada’s armed forces also
have the experience of what is good and
bad about unification and integration—
ask any naval officer—and the “happy
compromises” actually required to
make jointness work.  In close collabo-
ration with ground and sea forces, air-
power advocates would begin the
thinking that lays the foundation for
future airpower concepts of opera-
tions—which must come first—and
future doctrine.  (I am not, by the way,
persuaded that you have not begun a
version of that process already.)  Then
test the concepts.  Be open to criticism.  
…but brains, cunning, and chutzpah
count more!

Next, second, and only when the
initial thinking is largely done, put
your friends on notice that changes

may be imminent and that negotia-
tions will follow.  Get shrewd and
canny business advisors to help you
craft the “deals” you will have to make.
Inventory what you have to offer that
others cannot do without.35 Know your
trade space and the offsets you want,
and trade and barter what you have for
what you need for transformation.36 If
you have “spies,” and I only presume
that you do, trade their services for
other collection technologies and sys-
tems you do not have.  Be tough with
the Big Players.  Keep in mind that other
air forces may be giant, but they are
merely the instrumentality of another
sovereign State, and States are equally
sovereign even when they are not
equivalent in size or wealth.  Such is
the law that binds us all.  

Put the word on the street that
Canada’s air force intends to move away
from being an atmospheric air force and
migrate to an infospheric force.  I would
go directly — as directly as the law
allows — to Boeing’s Phantom Works,
Lockheed Martin’s Shunkworks, the
Hughes Research Center, Silicon Valley’s
entrepreneurs, and countless others
who can help envision an infospheric
air force.  Aerospace firms in the United
States, for example, are more innovative
than their Government customers.
They would be delighted with deals
that spark innovation and put an out-
side-in pressure on their Government
customers.  Form coalitions with other
like-minded small air forces.  Create a
buying bloc for procurements.  But
what does one procure?

Third, consider that one might
begin by procuring a combination of
co-produced37 sensors and
unmanned aerial vehicles for the
intensive maritime patrol and
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coastal defense missions.38 This is a
wonderful beginning.  One might then
re-role planned investments in aircraft
upgrades and new aircraft acquisitions
to planned procurements of revolution-
ary knowledge systems.  Simultaneously,
work the challenge of networking
knowledge.  Work with ground and
naval forces to incorporate engage-
ment systems into the knowledge net-
work.  Work with vendors (and your
small air force buying bloc) to get the
deals you need.  

Fourth, move into space more
deeply than Canada is already in
space.  If the United States has goofy
export restrictions39 that affect, say, a
Canadian radar satellite, perhaps anoth-
er nation that also has a small air force
does not have such restrictions.  Be
tough in negotiations and willing to
trade.  If Iceland, for example, plans a
missile defense system that might cause
unexploded ordnance or biological
weapon warheads to rain down on
Canada, then demand that in fair con-
sideration Canada have a say in and a
piece of the space action.  Be obnoxious
when Iceland says “no.”

Fifth, and finally, keep the pres-
sure up on the United States Air Force.
General Kinsman, for example, is a
respected friend of General Ryan.  Air
Marshal McCormick of the Royal
Australian Air Force is a friend both to
General Kinsman and General Ryan.  They
all can talk, air chief to air chief.  The F-22
is not Canada’s issue nor Australia’s issue,
but the future of Airpower most certainly
is.  The Chiefs must talk about this.
Eventually, like water wearing on rock,
we can revolutionize airpower.  If not us,
then who?  God forbid it be the
Unrestricted Warfare crowd.  God forbid
the revolution be delayed much longer.

Conclusion

If I have not yet worn out my wel-
come, I suspect it may be like Wellington
observed about Waterloo, “A damn near
run thing.” I will close.  My recruiting
drive does not end here though; it mere-
ly goes into a strategic pause.  If you and
I do not take it upon ourselves to revolu-
tionize airpower, we will be like the sol-
diers of the 1930s — the ones who spent
good Army money on research into gas
masks for horses.  The choice is ours.  Do
we have the guts to choose and the wis-
dom to choose properly?  The time for
transformation is now.
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Authority in Table 5, page 16.  The 1999
issue does not have a similar Table.  

30. I have omitted the French from this list
only because regarding their air force, as in
many other things, they must be considered
as unique and very special.  Nations that
forbid using words and phrases like “e-
mail” and “start-up” in official communica-
tions are very special indeed.

31. An excellent example is provided by
Israel’s armed forces.  See “Successful
Tech Start-Ups Utilize Techniques
Learned In The Army,” Wall Street
Journal, March 6, 2000, p. 1.

That, says Mr. Kalish and many of his
clients, is why Israel’s high-ts Ut lesh and maned[()24.9(h)45 y of 20015Tc0.480nated by formert ltelligence
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people and fighter jocks. The Israeli
military, which is as informal as it is
formidable, has served as the incubator
for a generation of hugely successful
start-ups, many of which use deriva-
tives of classified defense technology
and now trade on the Nasdaq Stock
Exchange. 

Limited in size and number, the Israeli
army has survived by tapping every
drop of its resources. It gives enor-
mous responsibility to relatively jun-
ior officers and encourages them to
use their guile and ingenuity to solve
problems. The chain of command is
lean, unstructured and goal oriented-
typical more of a start-up than a mili-
tary bureaucracy. 

“It’s in the nature of the Israeli mili-
tary-that ‘can do’ attitude,” says Benny
Levin, a retired intelligence officer who
helped found computer-software giant
Nice Systems Ltd. “In a way, Israel is a
start-up country.”

32. Howard Sherman and Ron Schultz, Open
Boundaries: Creating Business Innovation
Through Complexity (Reading MA: Pereus
Books, 1998), p. 69.  See also Ralph D. Stacey,
Managing the Unknowable: Strategic
Boundaries Between Order and Chaos in
Organizations (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass
Publishers, 1992, John H. Holland, Hidden
Order: How Adaptation Builds Complexity
(Amsterdam: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, 1995), T. Irene Sanders, Strategic
Thinking and the New Science: Planning in the
Midst of Chaos, Complexity, and Change (New
York: The Free Press, 1998), Peter F. Drucker
Innovation and Entrepreneurship: Practice and
Principles (New York: Harper and Row
Publishers: 1985), Dan Dimancescu and Kemp
Dwenger World-Class Product Development:
Benchmarking Best Practices of Agile manufac-
turers (New York: American Manufacturing
Association, 1996), David M. Anderson Agile
Product Development for Mass Customization
(Chicago: Irwin Professional Publishing,
1997), Clayton M. Christensen The Innovator’s
Dilemma: When Technologies Cause great
Firms to Fail (Boston: Harvard Business
School Press, 1997), Jeremy Hope and Tony

Hope Competing in the Third Wave: The Ten
Key management Issues of the Information
Age (Boston: Harvard Business School
Press, 1997).

33. There are, for example, more people
assigned to the staffs of subordinate head-
quarters of the United States Air Force than
there are people in Canada’s air force.  

34. One reviewer disagrees, noting that is
small air forces “the merits of joint opera-
tions and the merciless imperatives of eco-
nomic efficiencies increasingly determine
the agenda.” Hence, the “defence forces of
smaller countries…are ineluctably moving
towards the ‘tactical effects’ component.”
See note 15 above.  

35. Among these are your friendship and the
consanguinity of shared values, access, a
well educated workforce, a commitment to
fairness and social equality, vast expanses for
training and testing, the NORAD agreement,
and purchasing power.  There are others.  

36. The People’s Republic of China, for
example, requires creation of an “institute”
or “training facility” for every deal that
allows access to Chinese production capac-
ity (and its relaxed environmental and
occupational safety laws) and Chinese mar-
kets.  China also requires that firms doing
business in China provide the exit or
migration plans that eventually lead to
Chinese control.  If China, why not Canada?

37. Nothing precludes “sole source”
arrangements with suppliers.

38. Canada, like Australia, has a huge coast-
line.  Imagine a Canadian-Australian part-
nership to procure the suites of sensors and
UAVs that watch those coasts.

39. It’s arguable whether the restrictions
proper are goofy or not, but the way in
which they are managed in the United States
would, I opine, have to improve to rise to
the level of “goofy.”
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Introduction

anada has had a distinguished
history in the realm of space.

Since the beginning of the modern
“space era”, Canada has been a “space
faring” nation.1 Being a northerly coun-
try, phenomena such as the Aurora
Borealis and magnetic anomalies associ-
ated with the Magnetic North Pole,
stimulated space-oriented research very
early in Canada’s history.  This initial
research laid the foundation for studies
concerning the difficulties of radio
communication in the north to the
development of the CANADARM for
the US Space Shuttle program.

Canadian achievements in space
have been marked by exemplary scien-
tific research, satellite engineering
expertise, co-operation not only with
the United States but also with a host of
other countries and collaboration
between government and industry.  The
emphasis has been not only on scientif-
ic research but also in commercial appli-
cations with Canada being a leader in
satellite communication systems. 

Canada’s interest in space has pri-
marily been related to its use for peace-
ful purposes.  In accordance with inter-
national law, space treaties and agree-
ments that Canada has ratified, the pol-
icy of the Government of Canada is to
oppose placing weapons in space.2

Historically, the Canadian military has
had and continues to have a role to play
in Canadian space endeavours, especial-
ly as space provides a unique opportu-
nity for the Canadian Forces (CF) to
exercise control over territory, airspace
and sea approaches.3 Ongoing efforts to
explore the military uses of space will
assist the CF in effectively exploiting
this important medium.

Early Research

Communication throughout most of
Canada in the first half of the 20th

Century was reliant upon radio signals
reflected from the ionosphere.
Unfortunately, the phenomena of the
Aurora Borealis or “Northern Lights”
and location of the North Magnetic Pole
in northern Canada, seriously degrades
this form of communication.4 Research
on studying these phenomena was
started as early as 18395 in Canada,
which set the groundwork for further
studies of the ionosphere and radio
communications.

Throughout the Second World
War, research programs were focused
on the military.  In Canada, the first sys-
tematic measurements of the ionosphere
were made to improve naval radio com-
munications and surveillance of trans-
missions from German U-Boats.6

Additionally, improvements were made
in reconnaissance photography for the

Historical Background of Canada in
Space

S y n d i c a t e  5 :  M a j o r  C l i f f  B e a t t i e  ( C h a i r ) , M a j o r  S a n d r a
B a k e r , M a j o r  T o m  G u t t o r m s e n ,
L i e u t e n a n t - C o l o n e l  S l a w o m i r  K a l u z i n s k i , M a j o r  D o n  L e b l a n c ,
L i e u t e n a n t - C o l o n e l  A l a i n  P a r e n t , M a j o r  P i e r r e  R u e l , a n d
M a j o r  M a r y  T u r k i n g t o n
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national photographic and survey pro-
gram – a program for which the RCAF
was responsible since its inception.  In
the field of aviation medicine, there
were other advancements initially
developed to satisfy military require-
ments that were later relevant to space
research.  In 1939, Sir Frederic Banting
oversaw the formation of the National
Research Council (NRC) Associate
Committee on Aviation Medical
Research to support research projects
involving the protection of pilots and
aircrew who were about to wage aerial
warfare.  The focus was on the physio-
logical effects of acceleration and
decompression, oxygen equipment,
motion sickness and the “G-Suit” devel-
oped by Dr. Wilbur Franks.7

Satellite Programmes

Most of the military research that
continued after the war was conducted
at the Laboratories of the Defence
Research Board (DRB) which were
formed in 1947.  It was at these labora-
tories that some of the major Canadian
space programs were initiated.  Two of
these laboratories were amalgamated to
form the Defence Research
Telecommunications Establishment
(DRTE) and it was scientists from DRTE
who responded to an invitation from the
US for international participation in their
scientific satellite program, not long after
the launch of Sputnik I by the USSR.
The DRTE proposal was to design and
build a complete satellite, which would,
from a high orbit, monitor the iono-
sphere from above.  This proposal was
acceptable to US National Aeronautical
Space Agency (NASA) which agreed to
provide the launch facilities.

The Canadian team, led by John
Chapman, built a satellite from scratch

with an emphasis on reliability.  The
resultant Alouette I was an unquali-
fied success both scientifically and
from an engineering perspective.  The
satellite was launched 29 September
1962 and although designed to oper-
ate for only one year in space, it “in
fact operated for 10 years, vastly
exceeding even the most optimistic
expectations.”8 Canada became only
the third nation to have built its own
satellite for orbit and Alouette was
the first spacecraft to be built entire-
ly by a country other than the US or
the USSR.  The value of the Alouette
program was not only the significant
amount of scientific data it generated
about the ionosphere, but also equal-
ly important were the technical com-
petence, confidence and credibility
that it gave to Canadian scientists to
undertake even ambitious projects in
space.

Following the success of Alouette
I, the US and Canada embarked on a
joint program to launch more satel-
lites.  The program was known as the
International Satellites for Ionospheric
Studies (ISIS) program and was man-
aged at DRTE by David Florida, for
whom the David Florida Laboratory in
Ottawa was later named.9 Individual
satellites, named Alouette II, ISIS I
and ISIS II, were built in Canada and
were launched by NASA from 1965-
1971.  Several other countries also par-
ticipated in this program by building
ground stations.10 Significantly, it was
also during this program that the
Government of Canada successfully
transferred technology developed in
government laboratories to industry
with the intent of establishing a
Canadian space-based industry with
the economic benefits associated with
a high-tech industry.  
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While activity on building satel-
lites was focused at DRTE, another
aspect of space research was being con-
ducted in Churchill, Manitoba.  In the
early 1950s, American scientists were
interested in probing the atmosphere
near the auroral zone for comparison
with data they had been collecting in
New Mexico.  Churchill, located in the
auroral zone was ideal especially as it
was accessible by rail and sea and the
Defence Research Northern Laboratory
and the Fort Churchill Canadian army
camp were already located there.  The
DRB supported the US initiative and the
US Army installed launch facilities for
rockets.  The first rockets, launched in
1955, were ground-to-air missiles fired
independently by the Canadian Army
as part of cold weather trials. 

The launching of rockets at
Churchill was conducted for more than
25 years and provided Canadians with a
means of launching their own scientific
payloads into the upper atmosphere.
Altogether, the Americans fired 95
rockets from Churchill.11 As the rocket
program grew, the NRC eventually took
over its management from the
Americans and the expertise that had
been developed in government labora-
tories was slowly transferred to
Canadian industry.  With the reduction
of government budgets in the 1980s, the
rocket program was gradually reduced
and finally terminated in 1984.12 The
cancellation of this program “had a sig-
nificant effect on the Space Science
Program as it removed the only compo-
nent of the program that had a relative-
ly short time-frame between project ini-
tiation and launch.”13

During the 1960s, it was evident
that satellites could resolve the commu-
nications problems experienced in the

north and provide other commercial
services such as the delivery of televi-
sion programs in both official lan-
guages.  In 1967, the Government
decided to refocus the emphasis of
Canada’s space programs from purely
scientific to commercial applications.
As a result, the Alouette-ISIS program
was terminated and the scientific study
of space in Canada seriously declined.14

Commercial Focus

With this refocus, Parliament
passed an act on 1 September 1969 to
create Telesat Canada, a government-
industry corporation which would
operate a satellite-based domestic com-
munication system across the country.
The first satellite of the system was des-
ignated Anik A, which was launched in
November 1972.  With that satellite,
Canada became the first country in the
world to have a satellite in geostation-
ary orbit for domestic communica-
tions.15 The system was successful in
providing quality telephone service
and television to every community in
the country and in 1990, and the Anik
E series of satellites became the most
powerful domestic communications
satellites ever launched.16

Teleglobe Canada, originally named
the Canadian Overseas Telecomm-
unications Corporation (COTC), is
responsible for providing overseas com-
munications.  Initially using wireless
radio and then cable, Teleglobe now
represents Canada in Intelsat, the com-
mercial, international satellite organiza-
tion established in 1964, in which
Canada has a 3 percent share.17

Canadian stations are located in Mill
Village, Nova Scotia; Weir, Quebec; and
Lake Cowichan, BC.  Teleglobe was also
one of the founding members of
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Inmarsat which provides improved mar-
itime communications18 and has been
used extensively by the Canadian Forces
on deployment and by ships at sea.

In 1967, Department of National
Defence (DND) and Canadian Research
Council (CRC) engineers collaborated
on a project to evaluate the use of US
military satellites for mobile services.
The intent was to provide a mobile
telephone service that would operate
anywhere in Canada, using small,
inexpensive terminals.  A military sys-
tem was not implemented in Canada;
however, plans were made to offer a
Mobile Communications Satellite
(MSAT) on a commercial basis.  The
satellite was launched in April 1996
and provides cellular-like telephone
service across North America includ-
ing up to 400 km offshore, to portions
of the Canadian Arctic, and to Central
America and the Caribbean.  MSAT
links land mobile, aeronautical and
marine phones with the terrestrial
telephone network.19

The Hermes satellite program (also
known as the Communications
Technology Satellite (CTS)) was also a
joint Canada-US program carried out
from 1970 to 1980.  The intent of the
program was to develop advanced tech-
nology in high-powered satellite com-
munications and included participation
from the European Space Research
Organisation (ESRO).  The infrastruc-
ture investment that Canada made was
the David Florida Laboratory that was
designed and constructed specifically
for the Hermes project.20 Launched in
1976, Hermes was the world’s most
powerful communications satellite
which led to powerful direct-to-home
communications satellites in both the
US and Canada.21

Specialized Programmes

Satellites were also perceived to be
useful in the realm of humanitarian
assistance.  An international program
was established to locate ships and air-
craft in distress and in 1975, the feasi-
bility of a satellite aided Search and
Rescue (SAR) system was successfully
demonstrated in Canada.  The work was
sponsored by DND and carried out at
CRC.  In a joint program, Canada, France
and the US created SARSAT in 1979.
These SARSAT partners co-operated
with the USSR by incorporating the
compatible Soviet system known as
COSPAS into SARSAT.   Canada pro-
vides some of the required SARSAT
equipment including SAR repeaters
developed by Spar Aerospace Ltd and
the Local User Terminals (LUTs) for use
in Canada and abroad, supplied by
Canadian Aeronautics Ltd.22

Another innovation involving
Canada was the Navstar Global
Positioning System (GPS).  Although a
US developed system for primary navi-
gation, Canada, represented by DND,
signed agreements with the US to par-
ticipate in research and development for
the system. The Canadian Marconi Co.
developed the GPS receiver for DND.
Agreements were also signed with the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) countries to foster use and stan-
dardization of the system. 

As early as 1969, the US invited
Canada to participate in the US Space
Transportation System (STS) program,
more commonly known as the Space
Shuttle.  Canadians had previously
earned credibility with NASA with
their accumulated experience in space-
related programs.  This facilitated an
agreement whereby Canada would pro-
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vide the Remote Manipulator System
(RMS) for the shuttle, more colloquially
known as the CANADARM.  The
CANADARM was tested at the David
Florida Laboratory and was first tested
in space on the Shuttle Columbia in
November 1981.  The RMS is used exten-
sively by astronauts on the shuttle to
launch, retrieve and repair satellites and
has proved to be extremely successful.  

In 1982, 20 years after the launch
of Alouette I, NASA opened the astro-
naut program to Canadians.
Commander (later Captain) Marc
Garneau, a Canadian Forces Officer, was
the first Canadian to fly in space.  His
shuttle flight of October 1984 was of
benefit to many Canadian scientists and
the life-science experiments he con-
ducted were all related to space adapta-
tion syndrome.  The Defence and Civil
Institute of Environmental Medicine
(DCIEM) and NRC sponsored these
experiments.   

RADARSAT, another joint project
with the US, is used for remote sensing
and has an all-weather, day/night imag-
ing capability using synthetic aperture
radar.  The system has a resolution of
between 8 to 100m and can provide
data, which when combined with digi-
tal terrain data, will create a 3-D repre-
sentation of any area of interest.23

RADARSAT, in conjunction with the
LANDSAT satellite launched by the US,
provides Canada with a thriving
remote-sensing industry used for natu-
ral resource surveys and studying the
earth’s surface.24

The next major project on the hori-
zon is the International Space Station,
“one of the most complex and ambitious
technological undertakings ever con-
ceived.”25 Canada was invited to par-

ticipate in the project and will con-
tribute the Mobile Servicing System
(MSS).  This system will assist in the
construction of the space station as well
as have an ongoing role to play in the
maintenance of the station structure.
Once again, this project will exemplify
the team effort of both Government and
industry. 

Canadian Space Programme/
Canadian Space Agency

John Chapman, considered the
“Father of the Canadian Space
Program”, was commissioned by the
Federal Government in 1966 to prepare
a report to establish the basis for a poli-
cy on space research.  Known as the
Chapman Report, it recommended
among other things, the creation of a
national space agency.  This concept
finally came to fruition in 1989 with the
formation of the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA), the centre of excellence
for the Canadian Space Program.26

Objectives. The objectives of the
Canadian Space Program are “to devel-
op and apply space science and technol-
ogy to meet Canadian needs and to fos-
ter an internationally competitive space
industry.”27 To these ends, Canada has
aggressively pursued satellite communi-
cations and remote sensing, space
robotics and additional activities that
will provide the greatest socio-econom-
ic and technological benefits. 

Canadian Space Policy. The space
policy framework stems from the CSA’s
legislated mandate “…to promote the
peaceful use and development of space,
to advance the knowledge of space
through science, and to ensure that
space science and technology provide
social and economic benefits for all
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Canadians.”28 The framework “con-
firms the strategic importance of space
in Canada’s transition to a knowledge-
based economy and to the social, scien-
tific, sovereignty, and foreign policy
objectives of the government.”29

Canada’s space vision is also derived
from these objectives: to maintain and
expand Canadian expertise in tradi-
tional areas of activity; to derive maxi-
mum social and economic benefit from
Canada’s activities in space; to foster
regional development; to develop and
use Canada’s space infrastructure; and
to private sector infrastructure. 

Canada pursues a number of strate-
gies in order to realize its mandate.
These strategies, dictated by policy
objectives and resource limitations,
include specialization, or a niche strate-
gy, industrial commercialization, part-
nerships, fostering excellence in sci-
ence, and nurturing a science culture.
Accordingly, the CSA has forged vital
partnerships with other agencies
including educational institutions,
industry, defence, and international
agencies such as the European Space
Agency (ESA).  The main areas of spe-
cialization include space robotics and
automation (CANADARM), radar
remote sensing (RADARSAT I and II),
advanced satellite communications and
space science.  

New Space Program. Canada’s new
space program was approved in 1999
and is  restructured around the follow-
ing five areas of strategic importance to
Canada:

a. Earth & Environment
(RADARSAT 1 and 2);

b. Space Sciences (Life and
Microgravity);

c. Human Presence in Space
(International Space Station);

d. Satellite Communications (tele-
education and -medicine); and 

e. Generic/Enabling Space Tech-
nologies (miniturization of satel-
lite payloads).

Testing and Integration. Canada is
fortunate to have the world class facili-
ty of the David Florida Laboratory for
testing space technologies.  This facility
has supported testing for the
CANADARM, RADARSAT I and
Canada’s Mobile Servicing System for
the International Space Station. 

CSA and European Space Agency
co-operative ventures. The history of
co-operation in space-related activities
between Canada and Europe predates
the creation of the ESA.  The co-opera-
tive venture first began in the early
1970s when the European Space
Research Organization (ESRO) provided
the solar cell panels and other compo-
nents for the Canadian HERMES
Satellite Program.  The convention cre-
ating the ESA was signed in 1975 and,
shortly afterwards, the first agreement
between Canada and the ESA was rati-
fied.  The co-operation agreement,
recently renewed for another term,
establishes the framework for co-opera-
tion in the fields of space research and
technology and their space applica-
tions.  Areas of interest include satellite
communications and remote sensing,
particularly the framework for co-oper-
ation in space-related activities for
exclusively peaceful purposes.

Canada’s objectives for signing
the co-operation agreement with the
ESA included fostering collaboration
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in science and technology develop-
ment, pursuing synergistic benefits
accrued by participating in large
space projects on a cost sharing basis
and fostering the competitiveness of
Canadian industry.  Recent studies,
one of which was commissioned by
the CSA, have shown that both part-
ners have benefited not only from a
technology aspect but also from an
economical one.

DND and Space

The military had sponsored many
of Canada’s early space projects.  “Prior
to 1966, Canadian space projects admin-
istered by the military represented 41%
of total Canadian expenditures on
space.” Subsequently, the program was
“demilitarized” and the focus shifted to
an emphasis on commercial applica-
tions.  The CF has recently established a
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joint Directorate of Space Development
(D Space D) to coordinate all CF space
activities, to develop space policies and
doctrine, and to acquire a CF space
capability. 

The Directorate for Space
Development is the focal point within
the department for achieving CF goals
in acquiring space capabilities neces-
sary to support operations.  This organ-
ization is responsible for providing
input to CF space policy, developing a
space education program and providing
advice on space matters.  It is currently
involved in a variety of space-related
projects and initiatives as well as co-
ordinating with other organizations and
government departments to ensure that
the CF is appropriately prepared to
make the best use of space to achieve
national objectives.  Currently, D Space
D has a military liaison officer at CSA to
facilitate co-operation between these
two organizations.  Additionally, CSA
has a liaison position at D Space D
which is not filled at present.  D Space
D’s organization can be found at Figure 1.

Canadian Defence Policy

Canadian Defence policy is identified
within the Defence White Paper, the last
one of which was published in 1994, and
is interpreted by DND within Defence
Planning Guidance (DPG) 2000 and
Strategy 2020.  The White Paper, in par-
ticular, identifies that space is an increas-
ingly important component of the global
security environment and that “with the
advent of missile warfare, the role of space
in protecting the modern state has taken
on added significance”.32 Therefore,
Canada’s military interest in space con-
cerns the ability to use space, in conjunc-
tion with the other environments, to con-
tribute to the defence mission.

Space and the use of space tech-
nologies have emerged as an increasing-
ly important elements of Command,
Control and Communications (C3) to the
extent that “space activities are now
key in supporting all operations in the
[pursuit] of global security environ-
ment.”33 The intent of the Space Policy
document promulgated in 1998 was to
ensure that every aspect of Canadian
military doctrine, activities, and pro-
grams relating to space accurately
reflected the Canadian Government’s
direction.  Accordingly, DND and the
CF have identified three goals: to pro-
tect national security and sovereignty
interests, to protect national interests
from threats located in or passing
through space, and to fulfil Canada’s
defence commitments by supporting
missions and tasks using space technol-
ogy wherever appropriate.34 In addi-
tion, DND has identified that the CF will
fulfil its defence commitments by using
space technology wherever appropriate.

To pursue these goals, DND and the
CF have identified a strategy that will:

a. use space where appropriate to
project sovereignty and security,
and the security of Canada’s allies;

b. develop a capability to
acquire and access space data of
interest, and monitor activities in
space in areas of national interest;

c. use space to support combat-
capable, multi-purpose Canadian
Forces and their world-wide devel-
opment on joint and combined
operations;

d. support arms control verification
and security and confidence-build-
ing measures in or from space; and
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e. participate in space-support-
ed search-and-rescue systems.35

This strategy will be reliant upon
the acquisition of space-based or space-
related capabilities for success.
Although limited by funding, DND’s
Long-Term Capital Plan (LTCP) has
identified several projects that will pro-
vide the CF with appropriate capabili-
ties.  These are as follows:

a. Communication (CANMIL-
SATCOM and Fleet SATCOM);

b. Navigation (NAVSTAR GPS,
Position Determination for Land
Forces);

c. Navigation Warfare (NAVWAR);

d. Search and Rescue (SARSAT/
IOS project);

e. Intelligence Support (project
TROODOS);

f. Weather Monitoring (under
Joint Space Project (JSP));

g. Geomatics Support (under JSP);

h. Surveillance of Space (under
JSP);

i. Surveillance from Space
(under JSP);

j. Warning.  Warning consists of
the monitoring of man-made
objects in space and the detection,
validation, and warning of attack
against North America whether by
aircraft, missiles, or space vehi-
cle;36 and

k. Ballistic Missile Defence.37

DND and the CF will address space
capability deficiencies through full co-
operation with Other Government
Departments (OGDs), Agencies and
Allies.  Priority will be given to the
Canadian Military Satellite
Communication (CMSC) project and the
Joint Space Project.  In light of the lim-
ited resources allocated to space in the
CF LTCP, co-operative participation in
US programmes is considered a key
component in the development of a
modest space capability for the CF.  Our
partnership in NORAD will be lever-
aged, where practicable, to provide
Canada a conduit into US space pro-
grammes and ensures an equitable con-
tribution to burden-sharing in the
future.  An important enabling mecha-
nism will be a Statement of Intent con-
cerning defence space co-operation to
be developed between DND and the US
Department of Defence.

Though Canada-US defence co-
operation continues to serve this coun-
try’s fundamental interests extremely
well, certain arrangements require
updating [in accordance with evolving
challenges to continental security]:

a. Canada will contribute to
aerospace surveillance, missile
warning, and air defence capabili-
ties at a significantly reduced
level;

b. In the negotiations on the
renewal of the NORAD agreement,
Canada will seek to preserve its
benefits and examine closely
those areas that may need to
change in accord with evolving
challenges to continental security;

c. Canada supports ongoing dis-
cussions on the possible expan-
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sion beyond North America of
NORAD’s missile warning func-
tion, and is interested in gaining a
better understanding of missile
defence through research and in
consultation with like-minded
nations; and

d. The possibility of developing
a space-based surveillance system
for North America in the next cen-
tury will be explored, subject to a
variety of military, financial and
technological considerations.38

Although limited, Canada can
increase its contribution, and enhance its
current expertise by participating in the
development of spaced-based radar
(SBR) capability for NORAD.  Its main
role would be purely in the detection
and identification of incoming threat to
North America, contributing to
Canadian airspace sovereignty, particu-
larly in the Arctic.  Since space-based
radar is not bounded by ground-based
radar conventions, the development and
use by the CF of space capabilities would
be in accordance with DND Space Policy.
This in turn would maintain the appear-
ance of being fully in accordance with
International Law, signed Treaties and
any other agreements, which Canada has
ratified or supports. 

In order to plan the way ahead for
the development of space capabilities, a
three-step approach was adopted:

a. First, a review of the current
policy framework - to align it with
the 1994 Defence White Paper and
the 1996 renewal of the NORAD
Agreement; 

b. Second, acquiring appropri-
ate space capabilities - to support

our three elements, both in
Canada in a national security and
sovereignty sense, and in
deployed operations; and

c. Third, enabling activities -
supporting activities required to
enable the achievement of the
space capabilities.  These activi-
ties include support to operations,
co-operation with ODG and
Agencies, collaboration with
Allies, research and development,
human resources and policy and
doctrine development.

CSA/DND Cooperation

Canada’s space program had been
managed by a variety of government
programs and committees and, although
DND was represented by CRAD, the
military had not been directly involved
in Canada’s efforts in space since the
mid-1960s.  This shortcoming was
addressed in 1994 when the Canadian
government directed that the CSA “pur-
sue synergistic opportunities with
DND.”39 The requirement to modern-
ize the CF for the 21st century, and
ensure interoperability with the US
armed forces has further compelled
Canada’s venture into space to enhance
capabilities in the areas of communica-
tions, navigation, intelligence, surveil-
lance, warning, and defences. 

Consequently, the DND and the
CSA signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) concerning
space-related activities, in November
1995.  This MOU is expected to be
renewed this year.  DND and CSA coop-
erative activities were initiated with the
formation of a DND/CSA Space
Cooperation Committee (SCC) to direct
all cooperative activities between the
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CSA and DND, the creation of four Ad
Hoc Working Groups (AHWGs), and
the establishment of Liaison Officers at
the CSA and NDHQ.  The SCC is co-
chaired by representatives from both
DND and CSA.  In accordance with its
Terms of Reference, the SCC is required
to meet twice annually. The four AHWGs
meet twice annually and report to the
SCC.  These four working groups are :

a. Research & Development.
The objectives of this working
group are to identify and pursue
opportunities for joint research
and development of space tech-
nology systems and capabilities,
to identify and develop technical
options for joint or dual-use space
systems and capabilities, and to
participate in strategic program
planning and activity review;

b. Communications.  The man-
date of this working group is to
provide a forum to identify com-
mon strategic goals and objectives
for satellite communications and
to determine how existing pro-
grams can be used to achieve
these goals;

c. Earth Observation.  This
AHWG, originally called the
RADARSAT AHWG, was formed
to exploit cooperative activities
regarding the use of RADARSAT I
data and any follow on projects
such as RADARSAT II; and 

d. Education, Training &
Development.  The aim of this
working group is to identify and
exploit space related areas of com-
mon interest in this field.
Activities conducted in this
regard include the coordination of

space awareness and indoctrination
sessions and to identify joint space
training and development courses.

INTERNATIONAL CONSIDERA-
TIONS

The UN in Outer Space

The launch of the Sputnik I satel-
lite in 1957 embarked mankind upon a
journey of technological development
in the quest to both explore and exploit
space.  The United Nations’ (UN) inter-
est in the peaceful uses of space also
dates back to the launch of this first
satellite.40 In 1959, the UN exhibited a
great deal of foresight when it estab-
lished the General Assembly’s
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space (COPUOS), along with two
sub-committees, one to deal with legal
issues and the other to address scientif-
ic and technological issues.  The COPU-
OS currently has 61 members, of which
Canada is one.41 The COPUOS fosters
international cooperation in those areas
applicable both to the legal and to the
scientific and technological aspects of
space.  The work of these committees
has resulted in the development of five
international treaties and principles
that serve as the legal framework for UN
member states to observe in their devel-
opment and use of space technology.  

The UN also established the Office
for Outer Space Affairs (OOSA) which
serves as the secretariat for the COPUOS
and the two sub-committees.  In addi-
tion, the OOSA is responsible for imple-
menting the UN’s Space Applications
Programme.  Common themes have
emerged from the UN’s interest in outer
space.  These themes are: the require-
ment for international cooperation to
include developing states; that all states
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should benefit from space technology;
and that “space is the “province of all
humankind and should therefore be
used for peaceful purposes.”42

Conference on the Exploration and
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space

The UN has held three Conferences
on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space.  The first conference, con-
vened in 1968, reviewed the progress of
space based initiatives, and reiterated the
requirement for international coopera-
tion particularly for the benefit of devel-
oping countries.  The efforts undertaken
as a result of the conference eventually
culminated in the creation of the UN
Space Applications Programme, which
applied space technology in the fields of
communications, environmental moni-
toring and remote sensing.  The second
conference, convened in 1982, reviewed
progress and focussed on the require-
ment for international cooperation.

The third conference, convened in
1999, was necessitated by the require-
ment to address both the post-Cold War
world situation and the rapid advances
made in space exploration and tech-
nologies.  The main objectives of the
conference, apart from enhancing inter-
national cooperation, were to identify
methods of using space solutions to
address significant regional or global
problems and to enhance the ability of
states to use the results of space
research for socioeconomic develop-
ment.  Canada was a participant in this
conference.

During this third conference, mem-
ber states developed the framework of a
strategy to meet future challenges and
identified specific areas for action in the
following categories:43

a. Protecting the earth’s environ-
ment and managing its resources;

b. Using space applications for
security, development and wel-
fare;

c. Advancing scientific knowl-
edge of space and protecting the
space environment;

d. Enhancing education/public
awareness;

e. Strengthening & reposition-
ing of space activities in UN sys-
tem; and

f. Promoting international co-
operation. 

Future Challenges. In summary,
the UN has been active in promoting
the peaceful uses of space.  The UN has
approved five international treaties,
legally binding on ratifying states, and
five principles, that serve as guidelines
or standards.  Canada has ratified four
of five treaties.  One of the main chal-
lenges faced by the UN is enhancing
international co-operation, particularly
for developing states.  Another major
issue that the UN will no doubt face is
the increasing pressure to weaponize
space.  The US National Missile Defence
Program may be just the beginning of
such efforts.

Space Law

International Space Law has been
formally established through a series of
diverse treaties and agreements.  The
first step towards constructing this legal
framework was undertaken in 1961
when the UN General Assembly
Resolution 1721 (XVI) was adopted.
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This resolution decreed that the UN
Charter and international law applied to
outer space.44 The various resolutions
that followed were subsequently for-
malized through the treaty process.

International UN Treaties. Since
1966, the UN has adopted five interna-
tional treaties concerning the uses of
outer space.  These treaties not only
regulate military activities in space but
also stress the importance of using
space for peaceful purposes for the bet-
terment of all humankind; no state can
appropriate any portion of space.  These
treaties prohibit the placement of
nuclear weapons or other weapons of
mass destruction in orbit around the
Earth, on the Moon or on other celestial
bodies.  The treaties also prohibit the
establishment of military bases, installa-
tions and fortifications on the same
bodies.  However, the use of military
personnel in space is permitted.  The
treaties are legally binding upon those
states that have ratified them.  To date,
Canada has ratified four of the five
treaties; the exception is the Moon
Agreement, which Canada has yet to
sign.45 The five treaties are: 

a. Outer Space Treaty (1966). This
treaty stipulates that the explo-
ration of space shall be carried out
for the benefit of all states, regard-
less of their degree of develop-
ment. It also prohibits states from
placing weapons of mass destruc-
tion, including nuclear weapons
in space, establishing military
installations in space, and/or test-
ing weapons in space.  Ninety-five
states have ratified this treaty and
27 others have signed it;46

b. Rescue Agreement (1967). This
treaty stipulates the assistance

due spacecraft crews in the event
of accident or emergency landing.
The treaty also delineates the pro-
cedures for returning space
objects to launching authorities.
Eighty-five states have ratified
this treaty and 26 others have
signed it;47

c. Liability Convention (1971).
This treaty stipulates, in basic
terms, that launching states are
liable for any damages caused by
their space objects.  Eighty states
have ratified this treaty and 26
others have signed it;48

d. Registration Convention (1974).
This treaty stipulates that launch-
ing states shall maintain registries
of space objects and provide spe-
cific information regarding these
objects to the United Nations for
inclusion in a central registry.
Forty states have ratified this
treaty and four others have signed
it;49 and

e. Moon Agreement (1979). This
treaty elaborates on the 1966
Outer Space Treaty.  The treaty
bans both the use of force on and
the use of force from the Moon
and other celestial bodies.  It also
establishes the basis for the future
regulation of the exploration and
exploitation of natural resources
found on the Moon and other
celestial bodies.  Nine states have
ratified this treaty and 5 others
have signed it.50

Other Treaties. There are a number
of other treaties, primarily bilateral
agreements between the US and Russia
(former Soviet Union), that supplement
the treaties approved under the aus-
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pices of the UN.  The additional treaties
include the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM)
Treaty, the SALT I and II Treaties, the
Threshold Test Ban Treaty, and the
Peaceful Nuclear Explosions Treaty
(PNET) to name but a few.  These
treaties are important because they seek
to clarify the meaning of the “peaceful
uses of outer space” dictum for the
great powers.  For example, the US
views peaceful use as “non-aggressive”
while Russia views it as “non-military”;
distinctions that could create world ten-
sion.51 The bilateral agreements permit
the use of military satellites for arms
control verification purposes.  The US
and Russia have also ratified agreements
that permit the use of early-warning,
communications, navigation and mete-
orological satellites.  Another Treaty
that can influence Canada is that per-
taining to Environmental Modification. 

Principles. In addition to the five
treaties, the UN has adopted a number
of “principles” which serve to further
define the appropriate peaceful use of
space.  These five international princi-
ples have the legal status of General
Assembly Resolutions, which means
that the principles are not legally bind-
ing per se, as are the treaties.  The prin-
ciples serve as guidelines or standards
regarding the peaceful use of outer
space particularly for those states that
have not signed the treaties.  These
principles established space as the
province of all humankind, endorsed
the sharing of information obtained
through the use of satellites, and pro-
vided general standards regulating the
safe use of nuclear power sources in
outer space.  The five principles are:

a. Principles Governing the
Activities of States in the
Exploration and Uses of Outer

Space (1963). This was a precur-
sor to the Outer Space Treaty. It
established the basic components
of international space law, includ-
ing that exploration be carried out
for the benefit of all states and
that nuclear weapons be banned
from space;

b. Direct Broadcasting Principles
(1982). This principle recognizes
the impact that international
direct television broadcasting can
have on other states’ political,
economic, social and cultural situ-
ations.  Communication between
the broadcasting and the receiv-
ing states is essential.
Consequently, the principle
endorses both consultation and
the establishment of formal agree-
ments between the states;

c. Principle Relating to the
Remote Sensing of Earth From
Space(1986). This principle reiter-
ates the concept of international
cooperation and using space for
the benefit of all states.  States
must also be cognizant of other
states’ sovereignty and employ
remote sensing accordingly;

d. Principles on the Use of
Nuclear Power Sources (1992).
This principle acknowledges that
nuclear power sources are essen-
tial for some missions.
Accordingly, the principle stipu-
lates that these nuclear power sys-
tems should be designed so as to
minimize public exposure to radi-
ation in the event of an accident;
and

e. The Declaration on Inter-
national Cooperation in the
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Exploration and Use of Outer
Space for the Benefit and in the
Interest of All States, Taking into
Particular Account the Needs of
Developing Countries (1996). This
principle acknowledges the
importance of international co-
operation in the exploration and
use of outer space for the benefit
of all humankind.

Space Law and Canadian Policy

Table 1 provides a brief summary
of those treaties primarily responsible
for establishing International Space Law
and, as such, they impact Canada. 

Canada’s position on the develop-
ment of the Space Law regime through a
series of treaties has been generally sup-
portive.  The Canadian policy has been

one of strict adherence to the treaties
and their intentions.  This created some
controversy with her southern neigh-
bour during the 1980s.  The issues of
Anti-Satellite (ASAT) weapons, the
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), and
their relationship with the ABM treaty
of 1972 have been the subject of chal-
lenging diplomatic and political consid-
erations.  Canada’s efforts in arms con-
trol during the 1980s were not in line
with the present policy of the US
Government.  A Canadian proposal to
ban high Earth orbit ASAT systems was
not well received by neither the US nor
USSR at the time.  An invitation from
the US to join in the SDI research pro-
gram was also turned down by the
Canadian Government.  Due to the
unclear wording of the ABM Treaty,
Canadian officials urged the parties to
adhere to the intentions behind the

Table 1. International Space Law

YEAR TREATY MAIN PRINCIPLE
1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty Bans nuclear weapons tests in the atmosphere,on 

outer space, and under water.

1967 Outer Space Treaty Space activities shall be conducted in accordance 
with international law, including the UN Charter

1968 Rescue and Return Agreement on the rescue and return of astronauts and
Agreement the return of objects launched into Outer Space.

1972 ABM Treaty Prohibits development, testing, or deployment of 
space-based ABM systems or components (between 
the US & USSR)

1972 Liability Convention A launching site is liable for damage caused by its 
space object to people or property on The Earth or in 
the atmosphere.

1974 Registration Convention Requires a party to maintain a registry of objects it 
launches into Earth orbit or beyond.

1978 Environmental Prohibits military or other hostile use of environmen-
Modification tal modification techniques as a means of destruction, 

damage, or injury to any other state.

1984 Moon Treaty Agreement governing the activities of states on the 
Moon and other celestial bodies.
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agreement, namely banning all defen-
sive systems.  This was clearly a policy
aimed at urging the US to limit the SDI
to basic research, which is permitted
within the ABM Treaty.  Another
Canadian initiative was taken toward
the subject of verification from space.
This included “peace satellites” that
could be oriented towards space to
space verification, and towards space to
ground verifications.  The initiative was
part of the Canadian efforts to limit the
arms race both in space and in general.
Although the program never material-
ized as proposed, the subject of verifi-
cation has been carried forward as a
result of the Canadian initiative.

NATO

The use of space for military purpos-
es has grown to the point where it is vir-
tually inconceivable for any self-respect-
ing force to exclude space-based resources
from its overall military or strategic plan-
ning.  In the past thirty years, the military
use of space has generally been accepted.
The next thirty years has the potential for
us to witness a dramatic development -
the weaponisation of space.52

There is no doubt that the whole
question of the relationship between
the military and space is about to take
on new importance.  If the philosophi-
cal debate of the 1960-80s was over the
militarisation of space, then its succes-
sor in the 21st century will be the
weaponisation of space.  It is perhaps
naive to think of space as entirely
peaceful and non-military.  After all,
the use of the aircraft was initially con-
ceived for peaceful purposes or at least
not as weapons platforms; space seems
to be following the same pattern.  We
have already seen the deployment of
satellites with specific military purpos-

es, whether for communication, naviga-
tion, reconnaissance and surveillance.53

This is thought of in the same way
as previous generations contemplated
and developed sea or air power.  Indeed
some would argue that the issue of the
military use of space at the beginning
of the 21st century is at a similar stage
of development to that of air power in
the early decades of this century. Many
are aware of the importance air power
has assumed in the past eight years.
Take, for example, the current US posi-
tion, which was forthrightly and
explicitly stated in a Department of
Defense (DoD) directive on Space
Policy, issued in June. While it does not
represent any significant change in pol-
icy, it does express very clearly
Washington’s view of the importance of
space: space power is as important to
the nation as land, sea and air power;
and space is a medium like the land, sea
and air within which military activities
will be conducted to achieve US
national security objectives.

Purposeful interference with US
space systems will be viewed as an
infringement on their sovereign rights.
The US may take all appropriate self-
defence measures, including, if directed
by the National Command Authority,
the use of force, to respond to such an
infringement on their rights.  Space
capabilities shall be operated and
employed to: 

a. assure access to and use of space;

b. deter, and if necessary
defend, against hostile actions;

c. ensure that hostile forces can-
not prevent US use of space; and

d. counter, when directed, space
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systems and services used for hos-
tile purposes.

Given that this is Washington’s
policy, can other states afford to
ignore not only the importance of
space, but also the likelihood of its
emergence as a new theatre of con-
flict? All states are increasingly
dependent on space in one way or
another. The information age and the
application the increased use of tech-
nology in war fighting - the
Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) -
have increased reliance on the space
medium.  The US is beginning to
acknowledge this fact, which many
have failed to recognise. The rest of
the world is going to have to play a
potentially risky game of catch-up.

The first thirty years of military space
activity have seen its evolution from theo-
ry to practice, from the strategic to the
theatre level.  For example, during opera-
tions in Kosovo in 1999, satellite links per-
mitted the redirection of aircraft to new
targets while they were flying missions.54

In a relatively short time the inte-
gration of space and other assets will
offer real-time information to individual
combat units.  Such a growth in the mil-
itary usefulness of space will inevitably
lead to increasing efforts to destroy the
opponent’s capability there.  The advent
of space power will produce demands
for space superiority.  At that point, it
will become almost impossible to resist
the weaponisation of space.56 The US is
developing space-based systems for
insuring its military dominance.  If
these space-based systems became vul-
nerable, the vulnerabilities would be
exploited and the US would defend
itself.  This situation could result in an
arms race in space.

The Alliance’s Strategic Concept
(Washington 23 April 1999)

NATO is committed to a strong and
dynamic partnership between Europe
and North America in support of the
values and interests they share. The
security of Europe and that of North
America are indivisible.57

The security architecture of
Western Europe stems from the North
Atlantic Treaty. Reliance on the US is a
fundamental reason. The transatlantic
partnership, which is at the heart of
NATO, is the bedrock of European secu-
rity, and, within the NATO framework,
each of the member states contributes
to the security of the others. In terms of
military space capability, the US has
undoubtedly, far and away the greatest
panoply of space assets, and the truth is
that the European members of NATO
have seen little reason to duplicate such
assets. With a few exceptions, the
European allies have been content to
assume that, when necessary, the US mil-
itary space capability would suffice.58

NORAD

The North American Aerospace
Defence Command (NORAD) has been a
centrepiece of Canada-US defence rela-
tions for almost 42 years.  For a relative-
ly low investment, Canada receives
great benefits and has a respected voice
on defence matters related to the aero-
space defence of the North American
continent.  NORAD started as an
acronym for North American Air
Defence Command.  But with emerging
technologies and threats, it has evolved
to handle not only the threat from long
range bombers but also from Inter-
Continental Ballistic Missiles, which
travel through space.  Hence, NORAD
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truly performs aerospace defence of
North America, which implies missions
with both an air and a space dimension.

The 1996 NORAD Agreement
assigns two missions to NORAD: aero-
space warning and aerospace control for
North America.  Aerospace Warning
includes the monitoring of all man-
made objects in space and the detec-
tion, validation and warning of attack
against North America by aircraft, mis-
siles or space vehicles.  Aerospace con-
trol deals primarily with the air dimen-
sion of the aerospace defence of North
America.  It consists of the surveillance
and control of the airspace of Canada
and the United States.59 Aerospace con-
trol is currently limited to the surveil-
lance and control of air approaches to
North America by air breathing vehicles
only, but could be expanded to include
defence against ballistic missile attacks.

NORAD evolved from an air
defence organisation to an aerospace
defence organisation60 when the
Command was assigned the role of sup-
porting the American strategic deterrent
and for providing unambiguous warn-
ing of a ballistic missile attack.
Accordingly, the United States deployed
the Defence Satellite Program (DSP) and
the Ballistic Missile Early Warning
System (BMEWS) and assigned them to
NORAD.  “NORAD’s role was to deter-
mine if there was a ballistic missile
attack against North America in order to
ensure that the US NCA [National
Command Authority] had adequate time
to order, if necessary, the release of
American strategic forces.”61

In 1985, the United States formed
the United States Space Command
(USSPACECOM), as the single point of
focus for all military space related

issues.  Consequently, USSPACECOM
operates, through its various compo-
nent commands,62 all military space
assets.  In the case of NORAD’s missions
using space assets, NORAD is the sup-
ported command and USSPACECOM is
the supporting command.  For example,
in the case of the ballistic missile warn-
ing mission, the DSP constellation is
operated under command and control
of USSPACECOM to support NORAD’s
Integrated Tactical Warning and Attack
Assessment (ITW/AA) network.
USSPACECOM provides information
from space tools to NORAD where it is
interpreted, validated, and assessed to
ascertain whether or not North America
is under attack.  This information is
then disseminated to the governments
of Canada and the United States.  The
same could apply to the Space
Surveillance Network as it relates to
NORAD’s missions.

There is a direct link built, by
necessity, between NORAD and
USSPACECOM.  There is also a pseudo-
formal link because the Commander-in-
Chief of USSPACECOM, who is also the
Commander-in Chief of NORAD, and
the Commander of Air Force Space
Command.  All three commands are co-
located at Peterson Air Force Base in
Colorado Springs.  The Deputy
Commander-in Chief of NORAD is a
Canadian Lieutenant-General; he also
serves as the Chief of Staff of NORAD.
For the purpose of maximum effective-
ness, several key staff positions are
dual-hatted NORAD/USSPACECOM,
with Canadian personnel manning high
level decision-making positions across
the board.  The Director of Combat
Operations (N/J3) is a Canadian Major-
General and, in this position, he is
actively involved in the day-to-day
decisions and operations of NORAD.
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Canadians therefore wield considerable
influence on the decision making
process at NORAD and some influence
with USSPACECOM due to the close
relationship between the two com-
mands.  In fact, there are several MOUs
between NORAD and SPACECOM that
allow for Canadian personnel to serve in
USSPACECOM, AFSPACECOM and
ARSPACECOM positions related to the
NORAD missions.

NORAD provides Canada and the
United States with a mutually support-
ing aerospace defence for North
America.  The United States covers
approximately ninety percent and
Canada, ten percent of the operating
costs.63 For this relatively minor invest-
ment, Canada gains substantial access to
several United States space assets that
otherwise would be unthinkable to
even consider acquiring due to the cur-
rent reality of Canadian defence spend-
ing. The following are concrete exam-
ples where Canada has access to expen-
sive and capable systems because of
Canada’s strategic relationship with the
United States: the Defence Support
Program; the Defence Satellite
Communications System; the Defence
Meteorological Satellite Program; the
Global Positioning System; and the
Space Surveillance Network and a net-
work of intelligence space-based assets.
NORAD is the centrepiece of this part-
nership, which has fostered trust and
respect between the armed forces of
Canada and the United States for close
to forty-two years.

NORAD’S Vision

To ensure its future relevancy,
NORAD has developed its vision for the
year “2010 and beyond: Partners in pro-
tecting our homelands:  deter, detect

and defend against air and space threats
to North America.”64 In this vision, the
emphasis is on space as an enabler for
four capabilities: precision tracking;
precision engagement; integrated battle
management; and focused logistics.
These capabilities are envisioned to be
achievable through information superi-
ority, where information is being
processed more and more through space
satellites.  Therefore, in order to protect
information, space systems will also
require protection.

If one accepts the assumption that
present NORAD missions, which are valid
today, will be valid in the future, it should
also be assumed that emerging threats
would require new missions for NORAD
to perform, if the aerospace defence of
North America is to remain credible.
Arguably, North America presently and
for the near-term is especially vulnerable
to information operations, cruise missile
and ballistic missile attacks, and thus
these issues need to be addressed.

There is no known disagreement
between Canada and the United States
about the requirement for defence
against cyber attacks and cruise mis-
siles.  Satellites carrying information
will need to be protected via passive
means and they will need to be con-
trolled and monitored.  The solution
against cruise missile attack may be
found in a space-based wide area sur-
veillance system.  The paradox for
NORAD is that, although it is nearly
impossible for it to detect the launch of
a cruise missile unless cued by timely
intelligence, there are means to shoot
down the missile.  In the case of a bal-
listic missile attack, NORAD can detect
and track the incoming missile but
presently has absolutely no means to
prevent an impact.
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Ballistic Missile Defence

Ballistic Missile Defence is poten-
tially an issue of contention between
Canada and the United States. The
United States is currently working on a
National Missile Defence (NMD) pro-
gram and will make a decision this year
regarding the deployment of an anti-
ballistic missile system.  The main issue
for Canada is the impact of a unilateral
US deployment of the NMD on the 1972
ABM Treaty between the former Soviet
Union and the United States.  As missile
defence is an extension of the missile-
warning mission, NORAD finds itself at
the centre of the debate between
Canada and the United States on ballis-
tic missile defence. Additionally, most
of the architecture required for the
NMD Program is presently operational
for the ITW/AA.

The United States government
would like to place operational National
Missile Defence under the command of
NORAD as the supported command
with USSPACECOM as the supporting
command.  Under this concept of oper-
ations, it is assumed that Canada would
be a willing participant in the command
and control of the anti-ballistic missile
system.65 In the event that Canada
refused to take part, USSPACECOM
would assume full command and con-
trol and NORAD’s relevancy would be
at stake, which would impact Canadian
personnel currently working in
Cheyenne Mountain.66 Canada’s refusal
to participate in ballistic missile defence
of North America (BMD-NA) could trig-
ger the end of the NORAD alliance as
we know it.

To participate in BMD-NA, Canada
would not have to buy interceptors
from the United States, put sensors on

Canadian soil, or even have to provide
any funding directly into the program.
Canada’s contribution could be negoti-
ated with the United States and take the
form of an asymmetrical contribution.
For instance, the United States would
like to place the system under NORAD
command and, as such, requires
Canadian support for the system.
Additionally, Canadian support could
include easing or perhaps even facilitat-
ing negotiations with Russia on amend-
ments to the 1972 ABM Treaty.  In
return for the protection given to
Canada by the BMD-NA architecture,
Canada could offer, in exchange, partic-
ipation in a space related venture such
as a contribution to the Space
Surveillance Network for the surveil-
lance of man-made objects in space - a
NORAD mission.  This could probably
be achieved through the CF Joint Space
Project.

CF Joint Space Project

The main efforts of the CF Joint
Space Project are intelligence collection,
environmental observation, surveil-
lance of space, surveillance from space,
warning, and defence.  “The two pillars
for acquiring a Canadian capability are
the Surveillance of Space and from Space
elements.”67 Space surveillance accom-
plishes the following: 

a. Prediction of when and where a
space object with a decaying orbit
will re-enter the Earth’s atmosphere;

b. Prevention of a returning
space object from triggering a false
alarm in missile-attack warning;

c. Charting the present position
and anticipated orbital paths of
objects;
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d. Detection of new man-made
objects in space;

e. Determination of  which
country owns a re-entering space
object; and

f. Informing NASA whether or
not objects may interfere with the
space shuttle and the internation-
al manned space station orbits.68

An argument can therefore be made
that space surveillance performs an
essential role for the BMD-NA mission
without being designed for that pur-
pose.  Politically, Canadian participation
in space surveillance does not carry the
baggage of the Strategic Defence
Initiative (SDI) debates and has no bear-
ing on the 1972 ABM Treaty.

Surveillance from space could
become a niche for Canada to contribute
to the United State’s space capabilities.
The technological potential for
RADARSAT II, for surveying ground
moving targets from space, could be
used as leverage in negotiations to fur-
ther bi-national defence co-operation.
“The ultimate technological goal is to be
able to detect and track air targets from
space, asserting air sovereignty from
space and detecting cruise missiles.”69

This ultimate goal undoubtedly falls
within NORAD’s mandate.

The Way Ahead - Space Power and
the RMA

Space power essentially is not just
about a revolution in military affairs.
The space environment must be recog-
nized as a geographical environment for
conflicts that is, in a strategic sense, no
different from the land, sea, air, and
electromagnetic spectrum.  However,

there is a key geographical sense in
which space is unlike the other bound-
ed, terrestrial environments.  Space is
unique because there are no boundaries
in space and although space power is a
form of military power analogous to
land, sea, and air power, space based
platforms will definitely be more promi-
nent in future conflicts.

Dr. Colin S. Gray, in his article in
the fall 1999 Airpower Journal, suggests
these key assumptions about space
power:

a. In all strategic essentials for
now, space power is akin to land
power, sea power, and airpower;

b. The strategic history of space
power is likely to follow the pat-
tern already traced clearly by sea
power and airpower;

c. Geographically and geophysi-
cally, space is distinctive but then
so is the land, the sea, the air, and
even cyberspace;

d. People have only one natural
environment, the land.  To func-
tion at all in any other environ-
ment, people require technologi-
cal support;

e. B ecause people live only on
the land and belong to security
communities that are organized
politically with territory domains,
all military behaviour, no mater
what its tactical forms, ultimately
can have strategic meaning only
for the course of events on land;

f. The logic of strategy is both
geographically universal and tem-
porally eternal; and
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g. The unique geography of
space must find expression in
unique technology, operations,
and tactics.  That unique geogra-
phy does not, however, point the
way to some unique logic of strat-
egy, let alone a unique irrelevance
of strategy.70

Strategic considerations are just as
relevant in the space environment as
they are in the other environments.71

Even though the geographical, geo-
physical and therefore technological
and tactical details of combat are
unique to each environment, there is,
nonetheless, a pattern common to the
development of military technology in
all geographies: vision, experimenta-
tion, exploration, and correction.  The
technical-tactical challenges that limit
the operational and strategic effect of a
kind of military power (sea power, air-
power, space power) can eventually
overcome.  The best approach to over-
coming the challenges posed by the
space environment from a military per-
spective is to:

a. Approach it as just another
generator of strategic effectiveness;

b. View it as the ‘latecomer on
our block’ that should be inter-
preted and moulded according to
the ideas and systems which are
familiar; and

c. View space as a wholly
unique geographical environment
that requires total respect on its
own geo-strategic terms.

Space power and space warfare are
both coming.  It is only a question of
how and when.  Although space power
could be regarded as an RMA, certainly

as a Military-Technical Revolution
(MTR), it is much more than that.  Space
power is an evolving physical reality;
RMA and MTR are mere intellectual
concepts that comprise only construct-
ed realities.72

For good or ill, the era of space
dependency has arrived.  As space
power becomes a reality, so space war-
fare will become an impending reality
whose prospect is endorsed by history,
as well as by the logic of strategy.  If
space power is defined as the ability in
peace, crisis, and war to exert prompt
and sustained influence in or from
space, then the key enabler for space
power has to be space control.  This is
well recognized and understood in
USSPACECOM’s Long Range Plan (LRP). 

USSPACECOM Long Range Plan

The Long-Range Plan is the
USSPACECOM roadmap for achieving
its vision for 2020.  The first premise is
that space is an opportunity for the US
as well as their potential adversaries.

With the end of the Cold War, the
US now has a “strategic pause” in
which to explore innovative war-fight-
ing concepts and capabilities.  Given
the continuing dynamic nature of the
space environment and the long lead
times necessary to develop and field
space capabilities, there is a sense of
urgency to articulate future require-
ments today.

The increasing dependence of the
US upon space capabilities, both mili-
tary and economically, produces a relat-
ed vulnerability that will not go unno-
ticed by adversaries.  US interests and
investments in space must be fully pro-
tected to ensure their freedom of action
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in space.  The USSPACECOM Vision for
2020 identifies four operational con-
cepts:73

a. Control of Space- the ability to
assure access to space, freedom of
operations within the space medi-
um, and an ability to deny others
the use of space, if required;

b. Global Engagement- an opera-
tional concept developed by
USSPACECOM which advocates an
integrated, focused surveillance of
space, air, and surface areas desig-
nated by combatant commanders,
a defensive umbrella against mis-
sile attack, and a force application
capability for certain high-priori-
ty targets;

c. Full Force Integration- the
integration of space forces and
space-derived information with
air, land and sea forces and infor-
mation; and

d. Global Partnerships- aug-
ments military space capabilities
through the leveraging of civil,
commercial, and international
space systems.  

Conclusion

Canada cannot afford by itself to
enjoy the security benefits provided
by space-based assets.  Canada needs
its Allies, and most importantly,
Canada needs the US as a full partner
to fulfil its defence needs.  Therefore,
it is in Canada’s best interest and it is
Canada’s policy to maintain and devel-
op its strategic relationship with the
United States.  This relationship needs
nurturing if Canada is to have signifi-
cant access to US space assets.  The

defence of North America is indivisi-
ble and NORAD is a centrepiece of co-
operation for aerospace ventures and
a natural conduit for Canadian mili-
tary space activity.  NORAD is still
relevant today and will be relevant for
the future as long as it is recognised
that NORAD provides much more
than air defence.  NORAD’s vision is
space-centric and it is in Canada’s best
interest to embrace NORAD’s vision if
Canada wants to enjoy the continuous
accessibility to US Space systems.
The Canadian decision on NMD may
be NORAD’s centre of gravity for its
long-term future.  Canada could par-
ticipate in NMD by having the JSP
contribute to the US Space
Surveillance Network from a ground
sensor initially and perhaps from a
space-based sensor in the future.
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pace forces are fundamental to
our modern military operations.

They are playing a central role in the
ongoing revolution in warfare
because of their unique capabilities
for gathering, processing, and dissem-
inating information.”

Dr Paul Kaminski, US DoD Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition

and Technology

“Over all of these operations, I am
reminded that our space forces pro-
vide a constant umbrella …
Altogether, our space-based assets
provide critical global situational
awareness, communications, weath-
er, and navigation support to all
warfighters.”

Hon. Sheila Widnall, US Secretary
of the Air Force

Introduction

Throughout history, armies have
attempted to seize control of the high
ground to gain advantage in battle.
Command of the high ground expand-
ed visibility over the battlefield, reduc-
ing what Clausewitz termed the “fog of
war” as space represents the “ultimate
high ground.”1 Satellites have the
potential to afford a commander almost
unlimited visibility of the battlespace.
For this reason, the Revolution in
Military Affairs (RMA), described in
the US Joint Vision 2020, is defining
and expanding on space capabilities as

a force multiplier.  The Gulf War was
the first conflict in which space assets
were heavily employed in support of
campaign planning and execution.2

However, it was the air war in Kosovo
that made it clear that the ability to
contribute in an alliance with the US in
the future will be contingent upon the
ability to receive, process and share
space-furnished battlespace informa-
tion.  Thus, if Canada plans to continue
to contribute to future coalition and, in
particular, US-led operations, it should
review its space policy to identify
those space capabilities in which it
should invest.

NORAD is also exploring the use of
space-based assets to enhance the
defence of North America.  Canada
gains great benefit from its participa-
tion in the NORAD agreement – in fact,
it affords a gateway for Canada’s access
to space.  With the US poised on the
threshold of Ballistic Missile Defence,
the extent to which Canada participates
may affect her continued partnership
with the US in space ventures through
NORAD.

Canadian defence policy directs the
Canadian Forces (CF) to provide multi-
purpose, combat capable forces on land,
sea and in the air to meet the require-
ments of national security and interna-
tional peace missions.  In an era of
reduced defence spending, the CF must
take advantage of new technologies that
can act as force multipliers.  However,
given the CF’s current defence commit-
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ments and the deficient state of existing
conventional equipment, space capabil-
ity should initially be acquired as a
complement to, rather than at the
expense of, more traditional equipment.
Space should be seen as the means of
making current assets more efficient
and cost effective in the performance of
their missions, thereby permitting
adjustment to the acquisition ratio of
space to traditional equipment as effi-
ciencies are realized.  For the CF, the key
is to define a cohesive procurement pro-
gramme that prioritizes the require-
ments for space-related equipment as
integral capabilities within the replace-
ment and upgrade needs of traditional
military platforms.

In considering the CF’s future par-
ticipation in space, two core questions
arise.  The first deals with the space
capabilities that the CF requires.  The
second concerns the portion of the
defence effort that should be devoted to
space capabilities.  This essay outlines
the key space capabilities and associat-
ed equipment that the CF needs to
acquire to remain an effective combat
capable force in domestic and foreign
coalition operations now and in the
future.  It begins with an overview of
Canada’s military involvement in space
and her intent to obtain space capabili-
ty through partnership arrangements
with industry and allied nations.  Next,
a review of current US and Canadian
military space policies and the CF space
strategy are presented to identify the
space capabilities that the CF requires to
remain a capable military force in the
future.  Key national factors that could
constrain Canadian participation in
space will then be discussed.  Following
this, each of the roles and associated
equipment requirements will be dis-
cussed.  Next, the employment of space

equipment will be examined in terms of
its feasibility, affordability and applica-
bility to the CF mission.  Finally, this
paper will make recommendations for
the acquisition of space capability
designed to improve the efficiency and
interoperability of CF assets in meeting
its current and future tasks.

Background

Canada has played an important and
leading role in space since the beginning
of the space era.  Canada’s successes
include the physiological research of Dr.
Wilbur Franks; research on the iono-
sphere during the Second World War to
improve naval communications and sur-
veillance of transmissions from German
U-boats; and the launch of the Canadian
satellite, Alouette I, in 1962.  These
impressive successes were focussed pre-
dominantly on research for military
applications.  In fact, at the time that the
space programme was “demilitarised” for
political and commercial reasons in
1966,4 41 percent of Canadian space
expenditure was for military projects.
The first Government initiative follow-
ing demilitarisation of the space pro-
gramme led to the creation of Telesat
Canada in 1969 to develop a “domestic
communications satellite system”.

Government policy allowed the
Canadian space industry to become suc-
cessful in the development of space;
however, the same did not apply to the
Department of National Defence (DND).
A Senate Committee hearing on air
defence in 1985 recommended the
establishment of a military space pro-
gramme to protect national security,
and its recommendations were finally
included in the form of a space policy
statement in the 1987 White Paper on
Defence.  To support this policy, the
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Space Development Working Group
(SDWG) was finally established in 1991
to co-ordinate all space related issues
for DND.  In issuing a DND Space Policy
in 1992, the SDWG sought to develop a
comprehensive strategic space apprecia-
tion, to review current government
space policy and to develop an exe-
cutable space plan.  Recently, the
SDWG produced its Space Appreciation
2000, a study of today’s global space
development trends and the related
security implications for Canada.

Strategy 2020 clearly indicates
DND’s intent to focus on its ability to
operate in a global battlespace.  In this
environment, reliance on information
and information management will
require the CF to modernization in the
areas of space, telecommunications and
surveillance.5 Limited defence spend-
ing and the expensive nature of space
programmes make it clear that Canada
cannot on its own afford to develop the
complete realm of space capability nec-
essary for the future battlefield.  Only
through alliances and industry partner-
ships will DND be able to acquire or
gain access to those key assets necessary
to remain an effective fighting force in
future operations.  While commercial
systems are capable of meeting a num-
ber of the support requirements, there
are critical gaps in their ability to meet
specific national security and reliability
requirements.  The key to obtaining these
capabilities is our alliance with the US. 

DND currently acquires much of its
satellite communications bandwidth
from commercial companies.  In addi-
tion, DND has several joint ventures
with industry on projects such as
RADARSAT II, a terrain analysis satel-
lite system.  Multi-national understand-
ings are also in place that enable

Canadian participation in joint pro-
grammes such as the SARSAT search
and rescue system.  Furthermore, an
agreement between the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA) and the European Space
Agency (ESA) gains Canada access to
technological information on European
space initiatives.  However, by far the
greatest cooperation on space related
issues has been with the United States
through the NORAD agreement.  As the
US and Canada define their military
space programmes and their future mil-
itary structures, cooperation on space
issues has increased.  Discussions have
included the renewal of NORAD, the
mutual defence of North America, and
the use of space in combating the emerg-
ing asymmetric threats to continental
security.  As indicated in Strategy 2020,
these initiatives demonstrate that Canada
anticipates sharing the burden for space
capabilities in the areas of early warning,
global sensing and telecommunications. 

On the other hand, differences in
Canadian and US policies on Ballistic
Missile Defence (BMD) may prove a stum-
bling block to Canada’s capability to
exploit space initiatives through NORAD.
The US intends to assign the BMD role to
NORAD, but this requires the approval of
both countries.  While the US sees BMD
as critical to defence “against nuclear
attacks by so-called ‘rogue’ states,”6 the
Canadian Government’s “opposition is
rooted in its fears for the non-prolifera-
tion treaty.”7 Resolution of this issue may
be key to Canada’s continued participa-
tion in US space projects. However, for
the purpose of this paper continued
Canadian-US cooperation on space initia-
tives is assumed.

Before addressing specific areas
where Canada envisions participation in
the space arena, it is first necessary to
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review and compare the space policies
of the US and Canada.  While doctrine
would give greater insight into the mil-
itary application of space assets, neither
country has developed joint or single
service space doctrine to a level that
would be useful to this discussion.  The
following section will thus review rele-
vant policies to identify key areas for
Canadian space participation.

Space Policy

The US views space power as a vital
component of operations.  Joint Vision
2010 provides “the conceptual frame-
work for how America’s Armed Forces
will channel the vitality and innovation
of [their] people and leverage technologi-
cal opportunities to achieve new levels of
effectiveness in joint warfighting.”8

Joint Vision 2010 specifies that “Global
positioning, ballistic missile defense,
multispectral sensing, electromagnetic
technology, telecommunications and
fusion of all-source intelligence”9 will
provide an integrated picture for “domi-
nant battlespace awareness and [an] order
of magnitude improvement in lethali-
ty.”10 The key operational concepts
emerging from this document are domi-
nant manoeuvre, precision engagement,
focused logistics, information dominance
and full-dimension protection – all parts
of “full spectrum dominance”.11

In his Vision 2020, the Commander-
in-Chief, United States Space Command
(USSPACECOM) describes how space
power will be used to support the oper-
ational concepts identified in Joint
Vision 2010.  It is based upon the dom-
ination of space for military operations
and includes four tenets: “control of
space, global engagement, full force
integration, and global partnerships.”12

This recognizes that space, just like air,

sea and land, is becoming another medi-
um of warfare in the 21st century and
forms the basis for current joint space
policy and doctrine development.

In the US, the development of
space capabilities is derived from the
National Space Policy, which identifies
four broad sets of guidelines: Civil,
National Security, Commercial, and
Intersector.  The US Department of
Defense (DoD) space policy, a subset of
the National Security Space Guidelines,
states that the primary goal of DoD in
space is to “provide operational capabil-
ities to ensure the US can meet national
security objectives”.  It goes on to detail
general, space support, force enhance-
ment and force application policies.  

The missions attributed to DoD
include: 

a. provision of support for the
US’ inherent right of self-defence
and US defence commitments to
allies and friends;

b. deterring, warning, and if
necessary, defending against
enemy attack;

c. ensuring that hostile forces can-
not prevent US own use of space;

d. countering, if necessary,
space systems and services used
for hostile purposes;

e. enhancing operations of US
and allied forces;

f. ensuring the US ability to
conduct military and intelligence
space-related activities;

g. satisfying military and intelli-
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gence requirements during peace
and crisis as well as through all
levels of conflict; and

h. supporting the activities of
national policy makers, the intelli-
gence community, National
Command authorities, combatant
commanders and military servic-
es, federal officials and continuity
of Government operations.13

Canadian military space policy is
embodied in the Department of
National Defence Space Policy docu-
ment, dated 14 Sep 1998.  The stated
goals of the policy are to use space tech-
nology wherever appropriate in:

a. protecting national security
and sovereignty interests;

b. protecting national interests
from threats located in or passing
through space; and

c. fulfilling Canada’s defence
commitments (treaty and UN obli-
gations) by supporting existing
missions and tasks.

DND is further tasked to develop a
capability to:

a. acquire and assess space data;

b. monitor activities in space;

c. use space to support the
Canadian Forces globally;

d. support arms control verification,
and security and confidence building
measures in or from space; and 

e. participate in space-support-
ed search-and-rescue systems.

While expressed in a less focused
manner, the Canadian policy incorpo-
rates all aspects of the US military space
policy except active (offensive) ballistic
missile defence.  Much of Canadian pol-
icy focuses on aerospace warning and
control, as specified in the NORAD
agreement.14 Whilst Canadian policy
concentrates on acquiring access to and
using available space information, US
policy promotes building a national
capability.

Canadian Space Strategy and
Capability Requirements

The policy framework described
above provides the basis for the
Canadian military space strategy, which
defines the CF capability requirements
and resultant equipment programmes.
Current CF military space strategy iden-
tifies key capability requirements as:

a. Communications.  Satellite com-
munications are an integral part of
military operations.  “Intelligence
gathering and dissemination; con-
ferencing; information query and
exchange; force and resource status
and replenishment needs; deploy-
ment; mission planning, tasking
and rehearsal; employment; and
mission assessment are all enabled
through satellite connectivity… .”15

Satellites provide the flexibility,
security (anti-jam, low probability
of intercept and detection) and sur-
vivability that are essential to rapid
manoeuvre warfare.16 The CF
requirements for satellite communi-
cations can be met through a com-
bination of dedicated military
satellites (where security and relia-
bility are of concern) and leased
channels on commercial satellites.
As Canada does not possess its own
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military communications satellite,
acquisition of guaranteed band-
width on US military satellites is
planned to meet Canada’s specific
security requirements. However, in
order to take full advantage of these
facilities, the CF, as part of a coali-
tion, will require small tactical ter-
minals (in weapons platforms) and
both small (e.g., INMARSAT) and
large (e.g., MSAT) satellite ground
terminals to link deployed CF units
to these overhead networks.

b. Navigation.  Accurate geospa-
tial positioning and timing are crit-
ical to today’s military operational
environment where precision
weapons delivery and zero casualty
tolerance are a reality.  Systems
such as the US Global Positioning
System (GPS) and the Russian
GLOSNASS afford continuous,
weather-independent, positional
accuracies on a global scale, which
greatly increases the effectiveness
of both weapon delivery and navi-
gation.17 It is critical to CF opera-
tions that Canada maintains and
enhances its capability to use GPS.
It is inevitable that the US will con-
tinue to develop and improve its
ability to deny the use of, or
degrade the accuracy of, the GPS
signal to reduce an adversary’s
potential use of this high accuracy
system.  In this light, Canada, in
cooperation with the US, will have
to consider the effects of navigation
warfare in order to ensure that the
CF has the means for continued
GPS access during operations when
access is denied to non-allied
forces.18

c. Search and Rescue.  Special-
ized SAR payloads on satellites

have become a key part of the
Search and Rescue Satellite
(SARSAT) search and rescue sys-
tem.  From a political and public
support perspective, it is essential
that DND continues to participate
in the SARSAT system, where our
current contribution is the provi-
sion of transponders which “piggy-
back” on other satellites.

d. Intelligence Support.  Remote
sensing19 data from a number of
varied satellite systems are vital to
staffs for intelligence preparation
of the battlefield.  An accurate pic-
ture of the terrain and weather in
an area of operations is critical to
mission success.  By combining the
data from a number of different
sensors, a fairly detailed depiction
of the operational environment can
be provided for the operational
planning process.20 For Canada to
obtain and make use of critical
intelligence support information, it
is vital that DND intelligence agen-
cies have the ability to receive
space-derived intelligence data at a
useful reception rate.  Allied
sources of this information are
switching to digital, soft-copy
transmission of these products. It is
essential that our intelligence agen-
cies be supplied with the necessary
equipment to enable reception and
analysis of the information and to
allow for the integration of the
space intelligence product into the
normal military command and con-
trol system.

e. Weather Monitoring. Comm-
anders in modern warfare require
accurate, timely weather informa-
tion for operational planning and
for accurate weapons employment.
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Military and civilian geostationary
weather satellites provide an
overview of the regional weather
picture every 30 minutes.  By
tracking weather patterns and
monitoring trends, planning staffs
are able to make accurate forecasts.
Satellites in polar orbit provide
more detailed weather information
(wind, temperature and moisture
content data) on a 12-hour cycle.
This information is critical for the
accurate employment of weapon
systems.21 Therefore, it is essential
that Canada acquire the capability
to receive and process near real-
time access to global weather data.

f. Geomatics Support.  Commer-
cial environmental observation
satellites provide a fairly detailed
terrain picture.  Systems such as
Canada’s RADARSAT, France’s
SPOT and the US LANDSAT pro-
vide the information needed to
develop current maps of almost any
region of the world to a degree pre-
viously unobtainable.  By fusing
the data from systems using differ-
ing sensor types, a more accurate
and informative picture can be pro-
duced for operational planners.
Recent experience has revealed dif-
ficulties in obtaining maps contain-
ing required information for short
notice operations in regions where
the CF does not traditionally oper-
ate.  To redress this shortfall, the CF
requires a capability to produce
and update maps, at short notice, to
meet the planning needs of new
operations.

g. Surveillance of Space. Surveill-
ance of space enables detection,
tracking and identification of
space-based objects, and is the first

step in assuring space control.  A
global network of sensors provides
rapid detection and characteriza-
tion of any threats in space.  In
addition to ballistic missile warn-
ing, continuous surveillance of
space can produce intelligence
information on the orbits, coverage
and overhead timings of hostile
satellite systems.  In times of hostil-
ities, this information could be
used to protect allied use of space
while denying similar uses to the
enemy.22 As a sovereign nation, it
is important that Canada is aware of
those space systems capable of sur-
veying her land mass, sea
approaches and airspace, as well as
threats to Canadian and allied space
assets.  Canadian space policy and
the NORAD agreement identify
surveillance of space as a capability
priority.  Traditionally, Canada has
participated in this role under the
NORAD umbrella.  The importance
of this capability to Canadian sov-
ereignty protection makes it essen-
tial for Canada to continue her
NORAD participation with the US
Space surveillance Network (SSN).

h. Surveillance from Space.  Comm-
anders today require near real-time
surveillance to provide information
on enemy force disposition,
strength, troop movements and the
environment where combat will
take place.  Satellites equipped
with a variety of sensors are capa-
ble of providing rapid surveillance
and reconnaissance information,
with image resolutions in the order
of 1 to 3 metres.  However, the Gulf
War showed that for this informa-
tion to be of use, the military must
have deployable equipment capable
of receiving and manipulating the
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collected imagery.  Experimentation
with the SENTRY Ground station
by Canadian naval forces in Halifax
has been successful and future
acquisition of systems for both the
East and West Coasts is under con-
sideration.  Next generation sys-
tems may also be capable of provid-
ing tracking of moving targets on
land, sea and in the air, greatly
enhancing sovereignty protection
and battlespace awareness.23

Canadian policy and the NORAD
agreement identify surveillance from
space as a capability priority.
Therefore, the CF needs to acquire
sufficient surveillance and imagery
processing capability to meet its
requirements for sovereignty protec-
tion, joint defence of North America,
and support to deployed forces.

i. Warning. Space-based ballistic
missile warning sensors, operated by
our allies, provide timely detection,
identification, tracking and assess-
ment of missile attack. The Gulf War
pointed to a deficiency in the capabil-
ity of coalition forces to provide tacti-
cal warning against modern, short
burn-time, theatre ballistic missiles.
The political necessity for minimum
casualties places a burden on the CF
to protect deployed forces.  Therefore,
the CF must investigate options that
would rectify this deficiency.

j. Defence. Defence against bal-
listic missiles, both strategic and
tactical, is currently a highly con-
tentious issue.  The threat to US
troops deployed in theatres abroad,
and the potential nuclear threat
from ‘rogue nations’ has prompted
the US to push strongly for a space
and ground-based Ballistic Missile
Defence (BMD) capability.

However, Canada, along with a
number of other nations, believes
that the existing nuclear non-pro-
liferation and anti-ballistic missile
treaties specifically ban this tech-
nology.  Fearing another nuclear
arms race, Canada has thus far
refused to endorse the US concept
of BMD.  However, as part of the
NORAD agreement, DND is cur-
rently reviewing the US BMD pro-
gramme to gain a better under-
standing of its capabilities and
implications to support a future
Canadian Government response
once the US deployment decision is
made.24 Recent news articles have
hinted at the political manoeuvring
on this issue.  However, given that
the future of the NORAD arrange-
ment may be tied to Canada’s deci-
sion on BMD, Canada will soon have
to make decisions on our future
needs in this area.25

The Deputy Chief of the Defence
Staff is responsible for generating
Canadian military space strategy.  From
the identified capability requirements
fall the priorities and the specific equip-
ment programmes to be pursued in
Defence Planning Guidance (DPG),
along with the identification of any
enabling activities.26 The limiting fac-
tor is the amount of funding allocated
to space capabilities in the CF Long
Term Capital Plan.27 With this factor in
mind, DPG 98 identifies “cooperative
participation in US programs … [as] a
key component in the development of a
modest space capability for the CF.”28

Less than two percent of the
Canadian military budget, or some
$1.72 billion over the next 15 years, is
earmarked for major space equipment
acquisition projects to meet key capabil-
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ity requirements of the CF military
space strategy.  The most notable of
these projects include military satellite
communications ($646 Million), global
positioning systems for select aircraft
($152 Million), and enhancements to
the SARSAT search and rescue capabili-
ty ($64 Million).29 These projects bare-
ly scratch the surface of the required
capabilities.  As a result, the Space
Project, which will be discussed later,
has been raised to address a few of the
shortcomings.  The point to be taken
here is that funding for space projects
represents an extremely small portion of
the Major Equipment Acquisition
Programme at a time when space
exploitation is the key force multiplier
for the future.  

Having reviewed the military space
policies of the US and Canada, and hav-
ing identified the key capability require-
ments from the Canadian military space
strategy, it is clear that Canada wants to
mirror US capabilities but on a smaller
scale and currently, without the inclu-
sion of active BMD.  However, from the
current fiscal allocations it is evident
that the current policy and strategy are
highly ambitious, with little chance of
coming to fruition without significant
US and commercial input.  Therefore,
the essential and more immediate capa-
bilities need to be identified in order to
focus CF equipment acquisition efforts
towards more plausible short- and long-
term goals.  To this end, the next section
will look at factors that shape a nation’s
ability to equip for space.

National Factors Affecting Canada’s
Space Role

Equipping Canada for space is
problematic.  There is far more to the
equipment equation than the high cost

of obtaining a basic space capability.
Geography, national wealth, technolo-
gy, industry, intellect and politics all
play important roles.30 Many of these
factors determine what a country can
and cannot do in a space programme
and a number of them will shape the
direction that Canada should take.  

Geography. Geography is important
when considering launch facilities.
There is an advantage to launch sites
located on or near the equator as the
Earth’s rotational velocity is greatest,
giving rockets launched to the East the
biggest boost into orbit.  But, most
importantly for objects launched into
geostationary orbit, the available pay-
load on a rocket is greatest because the
fuel required to obtain orbit is least.  For
example, a rocket launched from
Montreal could carry only half the pay-
load of one launched from the Equator.
Canada is not well situated for developing
launch facilities, therefore, Canada should
not invest in this area of a space program.

National Wealth. Countries with great
wealth are more likely to get involved in
an expensive space program. While
Canadians are considered wealthy by
world standards (Canada has one of the
highest GDPs per capita), the relatively
small population base means Canada’s
absolute wealth is not great.  Any size-
able investment by Canada in a space
program would thus represent a signifi-
cant proportion of Canada’s wealth.
Consequently, while the government
may wish to have a space program, cost
will be a limitation.

Technology. Space technology is rapid-
ly changing and represents the cutting
edge of research and development pro-
grammes. Canada, with a history of
innovation and creativity in research
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and development, has great potential to
participate in the development of tech-
nology.  To ensure maximum participa-
tion, the government should encourage
and facilitate co-operation between
government laboratories, private labora-
tories and universities.31 Government
involvement with industry on past
space initiatives has been the key to
Canada’s successes.  This is particularly
true in the satellite communications
arena.  As such, technological innova-
tion through government partnerships
with the private sector is viewed as an
effective means of achieving Canadian
space goals.

Industry. The most successful manufac-
turers in the space industry have been
smaller companies dealing in specific
components.32 These companies are able
to quickly restructure their operations
as technology develops and equipment
requirements change.  The Canadian
space industry is not large.  With the
world’s largest space customer to the
south of the border, the Canadian
Government should, through govern-
ment contracts or financial incentives,
encourage substantial growth of a
Canadian space industry sector that
would be competitive in the US market.
A larger space industry would not only
contribute export dollars to the econo-
my, but would also increase the tech-
nology base for space applications.

Intellect. Canada already possesses a
significant high-technology knowledge
base in the communications, computer
and robotics fields.  This knowledge
base lends itself well to specific niches
within the space environment.  Canada
should ensure that there are sufficient
educational institutions generating the
necessary knowledge and expertise to
support a Canadian space capability and

industry.  The population’s attitude
toward a space industry must be posi-
tive. And, there must be incentives to
curtail the oft-quoted Canadian ‘brain
drain’ to the US.  Canada has a world
class educational system.  If the govern-
ment wants growth in Canada’s space
capability, it must undertake to win the
support of the business community and
the population, and must in turn sup-
port the institutions that are developing
the required intellectual power base.

Political Will. Space is still primarily in
the realm of nation states, although par-
ticipation by non-state (commercial)
operators is increasing, so any capabili-
ty in space requires Government com-
mitment.  Because of their national
security concerns, countries such as
Israel, Russia and China have overcome
deficiencies in national wealth, geogra-
phy and other attributes to become sig-
nificant players in space - all because
the political will to have a presence in
space was overriding.  If Canada wants
more than a token presence in space, it
must commit resources.  To accomplish
this, the support of the Canadian people
is very important.

From this overview of Canada’s
national factors, it can be seen that,
while not suited geographically for
satellite launch facilities, Canada does
possess the necessary technological,
industrial and intellectual capacity to
play an active role in the space arena.
For a country with a small population,
funding will always be a limitation.
However, as with all government initia-
tives, political will and public support
are key.  Current government policy is
highly supportive of a Canadian space
programme; all that remains to be seen
is the level of financial commitment the
government is prepared to commit.
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Equipping the CF for Space

Given that Canada has the capacity
to play a role in space, and having
reviewed the CF’s space capability
requirements, the questions of which are
the essential and more immediate require-
ments and what would be the best
method to meet them need to be
answered.  This section will begin to
address these questions by discussing
each of the capabilities and their associat-
ed equipment within the broad categories
of command, control and communica-
tions, data acquisition and exploitation,
and surveillance of space and defence.33

Command, Control and Commun-
ications

Command, control and communica-
tions (C3) is one of the most important
areas where the CF can be supported
and enhanced by space-based assets. C3

satellite systems provide secure, world-
wide voice and data communications in
support of command and control net-
works.34 Interoperability with our allies
and the capability to receive and transmit
key operational and tactical data depend
on a robust communications system. 

Communications

As space and command and control
technologies evolve, connectivity to
deployed forces, information fusion,
and information management must
receive increased focus.35 The develop-
ment of a high speed, mobile communi-
cations capability that can support large
volumes of fused data is key to the inte-
gration of all space capabilities into
future theatre operations.36 From these
statements it can be inferred that the
most important space capability
requirement is space communications

and the associated ground and weapons
platform equipment.

Geography and population distri-
butions in Canada make satellite com-
munications a highly attractive and cost
effective alternative to HF radio,
microwave and landline telecommunica-
tions.  For the CF, commercial communi-
cation satellites provide key links to
installations and deployed forces world-
wide.  Recognizing this requirement,
the CF Space Policy emphasized the
importance of satellite communications
in terms of providing global strategic
and tactical secure communications for
the command and control of air, land
and naval forces.37

Unlike many of our NATO allies,
Canada does not possess dedicated mili-
tary communication satellites.  The CF
relies instead on a combination of leased
capacity from commercial satellites and
access to other nations’ military systems
to provide global communications.38

Systems currently being used by the CF
include the following:

a. Telesat Canada. Telesat Canada
operates all of Canada’s commer-
cial ANIK and the upcoming
mobile satellite (MSAT) communi-
cation satellites.   The CF uses the
Anik satellites extensively to
effect communications with Alert
and the North Warning System
radar stations.  These systems
offer limited far north coverage
and communications security.  As
a result, the CF funded a secure
teletype and communications
capability on the Anik E satellites.
To utilise these systems, the CF
operates two fixed ground sta-
tions and seven transportable ter-
minals (MMs).  These trans-
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portable terminals deploy with CF
contingents to provide multiple
secure voice, data or video confer-
encing channels.  However, the
bandwidths that can be support-
ed, their lift requirements, and
satellite footprints limit the use-
fulness of these terminals.  The
MSAT, consisting of one Canadian
and one US satellite, provides
continental Canada/U.S coverage
(with the exception of the far
north) for mobile communica-
tions.  Although more expensive
than cellular communications, it is
anticipated that MSAT will pro-
vide communications to small,
light-weight, mobile platforms,
such as vehicles, ships and air-
craft, at much higher data rates
than those currently available.39

b. INTELSAT. The International
Telecommunications Satellite
(INTELSAT) organization provides
near global satellite communica-
tions between its 123 plus member
nations through the use of INTEL-
SAT V, VI and VII satellites posi-
tioned over the Atlantic, Indian
and Pacific Oceans.  Most com-
monly used for high volume com-
munications, such as TV signals,
this system is restricted to peace-
ful uses, limiting military usage to
domestic operations, peacekeeping
and UN sanctioned actions;40

c. INMARSAT. The International
Maritime Satellite (INMARSAT)
system is a commercial system
designed to support a mobile com-
munications interface between
ships at sea and land-based
telecommunications networks for
the 74 member nations.
Consisting of satellites over the

Atlantic, Pacific and Indian
Oceans, it is capable of providing
near-global coverage to small
portable/mobile terminals and
fixed ground stations.  First intro-
duced in 1979, its initial imple-
mentation was so successful that
the system was expanded to
include both land- and air-based
applications.  Although the CF has
heavily used this system at sea
and on deployments both within
and outside of Canada, as a com-
mercial system INMARSAT usage
is also limited to peaceful traffic.
For military users, the INMARSAT
system poses two additional prob-
lems:  high cost ($7-$10 per
minute); and the lack of a guaran-
teed channel (channel can be seized
on demand if it is available).41

d. FLTSATCOM. The Fleet Satellite
Communications (FLTSATCOM)
system, owned by the US Navy,
provides global communications
for US strategic and nuclear mili-
tary forces.  The initial system con-
sisted of three US DoD geostation-
ary satellites, supplemented by
LEASAT satellites leased from
Hughes.  Operating primarily in
the UHF range, it ensures secure
communications with ships and
aircraft.  As part of its UHF Follow-
on (UFO) project, the US launched
10 satellites between 1992 and 1996
as an EMP protected replacement
for the initial system.  A
Memorandum of Understanding
affords access to CF Naval forces;
however, this access is restricted to
periods of joint naval operations.

e. SKYNET. SKYNET is Great
Britain’s military communications
satellite.
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f. NATO III and IV. NATO III and
IV are communication satellites
dedicated for use by NATO forces.

Because of the lack of a Canadian
military communications satellite, the CF
has relied on a combination of HF radios
and commercial satellites to provide for
long-range communications.  With the
unreliability of HF communications and
the limitation of peaceful usage only
applied to many of the commercial satel-
lite systems now in use, the CF needs to
acquire a guaranteed capability for mili-
tary communications via satellite.  The
Canadian Military Satellite
Communications (CANMILSATCOM)
Project was raised to address this capa-
bility shortfall by obtaining guaranteed
access to the US military global
Advanced EHF MILSATCOM System.
Highly protected, this system will pro-
vide the CF with the capability to over-
come satellite communications signal
jamming, interference and detection. In
addition, it will provide the CF with the
following capabilities: global satellite-
based broadcast; mobile and interopera-
ble satellite UHF; required UHF MIL-
SATCOM terminals for long-range patrol
aircraft, submarines, and ships; and
direct interoperability with US Navy
UHF communications.  Strategic rear-
link communications for National com-
mand and control to deployed forces will
be supported through a combination of
Canadian-purchased man-portable,
transportable, mobile and fixed termi-
nals.  In short, the CANMILSATCOM
project will ensure reliable, protected,
and interoperable global communica-
tions to deployed CF elements.42

Communication shortfalls remain-
ing after completion of the CANMIL-
SATCOM project will be ground based.
While the Army’s Tactical Command,

Control and Communications Systems
(TCCCS) project addressed some of the
transportable terminal replacement
requirements, the DND CIO organiza-
tion is addressing piecemeal fixes to
bring these systems up-to-date in order
to ensure transportable rear-link com-
munications capability for the future.
The recent policy decision by the CF to
permit contractors into theatre means
that transportable ground station
equipment could be leased and operat-
ed by contractors to provide all but the
most secure rear-link military communi-
cations capabilities to deployed forces.
However, the CF needs to review this
approach to determine the best and
most economical means of meeting this
strategic communications requirement.
In addition, while TCCCS addressed the
mobile and man-portable radio require-
ments for the Army, satellite communi-
cations terminals would be required to
operate over the MILSATCOM system.
For the tactical forces to be interopera-
ble and capable of sending and receiv-
ing military satellite communications, the
CF will have to acquire terminals to sup-
port land-based mobile communications. 

Canada, as a world leader in the
communications field is also ideally sit-
uated to provide ground control sta-
tions as part of its space contribution to
its allies.  While not a key capability
requirement within the CF, develop-
ment of Canadian-based ground stations
would help alleviate the world-wide
shortage of ground control stations.43 A
ground station contribution could be
used by the CF as an offset to gain access
to other satellite system capabilities.  

Navigation 

Space technology has provided mil-
itary commanders in the field with
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enhanced movement and control of
forces through satellite navigation sys-
tems. The Gulf War and the air war in
Kosovo amply demonstrated the advan-
tages of, and the requirement for, accu-
rate global positioning and timing syn-
chronization for manoeuvre coordina-
tion and precise weapons delivery.
Only two systems provide continuous
global coverage today – the US Global
Positioning System (GPS) and the
Russian GLONASS global positioning
system.  Since the Gulf War, Canada has
used the US GPS for all-weather land,
sea and air navigation in addition to
GPS weapons delivery enhancement.
However, while commercial systems
often provide the requisite accuracies,
the spectre of Navigation Warfare
(NAVWAR),44 along with GPS integra-
tion with numerous military systems,
make it essential for Canada to acquire
the capability to utilize the allied mili-
tary GPS signal in all conflict conditions.  

The Position Determination and
Location Finding (PDALF) Project was
raised by the CF to address the shortfall
in military GPS receivers on select mili-
tary aircraft, ships and in support of land
forces.  The decommissioning of many
radio-based navigation aids make GPS
receivers essential.  In addition, the abil-
ity of the CF to operate in contingency
operations with the US and other allied
nations depends on precise navigation
and timing.  Therefore, the procurement
of GPS receivers across CF elements
under the PDALF project must continue. 

Canada does not possess any GPS
satellites or control segment facilities.
To ensure continued access and to gain
a better understanding of the NAVWAR
environment, Canada could make a
valuable contribution in the area of
research and further development of

GPS security with the US as part of its
share of space capability financing.

Command, Control and Communications
Priorities

Both satellite communications and
GPS navigation capabilities are vital to
CF operations.  When looking at the
myriad of access and equipment
requirements that these capabilities
generate, acquisition priority should be
given to obtaining secure satellite com-
munications through the CANMILSAT-
COM project, followed by GPS receiver
acquisition for select platforms, acquisi-
tion of strategic rear-link and tactical
satellite user terminals, and leasing of
commercial satellite facilities.  Once
these requirements have been
addressed, the CF should look at mak-
ing contributions to the space pro-
gramme through investment in commu-
nications ground stations and naviga-
tion warfare (i.e., GPS security) research
and development.

Data Acquisition and Exploitation

Data acquisition and exploitation
“involves the development and deploy-
ment of space-based systems for such
functions as remote sensing, spatial
positioning, and surveillance and
reconnaissance in support of tradition-
al military operations.”45 While not
usually considered in this category, the
CF has international obligations and
financial commitments to the upgrade
of the SARSAT Search and Rescue sys-
tem.  As activities in this regard must
continue, search and rescue will be
covered first.  Canadian sovereignty
protection and our ability to gain
knowledge of the battlespace environ-
ment are contingent upon the CF gain-
ing space capabilities in the areas of sur-
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veillance from space, intelligence sup-
port, geomatics support and weather
monitoring.  Each of these capabilities
and the equipment necessary to acquire
them are discussed below.

Search and Rescue 

While not strictly a military activi-
ty, the Canadian public highly supports
the CF’s leading role in Search and
Rescue (SAR).  Because of the size and
geography of Canada, space detection of
emergency beacons is one of the few
measures available to reduce the search
area, thereby making better use of the
limited SAR assets.  As such, Canada
has been committed to the international
SARSAT program with Canada’s contri-
bution coming primarily from the pro-
vision of transponders and ground con-
trol facilities.  The Canadian developed
“piggyback” transponders have proven
to be a cost-effective way of deploying
space segments.  The SARSAT system is
currently being upgraded to provide
better location information.  The CF, as
part of its commitment to the SARSAT
upgrade project, is developing more
sensitive and powerful transponders for
better signal detection and rebroadcast
capability.  Even though there may be
higher priority needs for space capabil-
ities within the CF, international obliga-
tions and existing project investment
make it necessary to continue with the
SARSAT update project. 

Surveillance from Space 

The key to surveillance from space
is the capability “… to sense the earth’s
surface and air without regard to
boundary, sunlight, weather and, in
some cases, foliage or soil … .”46

Surveillance and reconnaissance satel-
lites, equipped with a variety of sen-

sors, can provide rapid coverage of
areas, installations and troop move-
ments to aid commanders in forming an
accurate picture of the battlespace.
Comparison of repetitive images from a
combination of optical, thermal and
radar sensors enables planners and
intelligence staffs to highlight forth-
coming problems and to make accurate
operations and damage success determi-
nations.  Future advances in sensor
technology are expected to enable
space-borne tracking of individual tar-
gets on land, sea and in the air, greatly
facilitating sovereignty protection and
tactical targeting.  With resolutions in
the order of 1 to 3 metres, accurate
intelligence information can be easily
gained, especially when multiple sen-
sors are used to cover the same area.47

A large number of commercial
imagery satellites, such as Canada’s
RADARSAT, France’s SPOT, and the US’s
LANDSAT, are currently deployed, with
another 45 new systems expected to be
launched before 2010.  These satellites are
capable of providing users with near-real
time information at resolutions greater
than 15 meters.  Access to these commer-
cial satellites can provide a large portion
of the information required by the CF for
general surveillance, reconnaissance and
intelligence gathering purposes.  Access
to specialized systems, for more accurate,
sensitive and timely information, can be
obtained through shared Canadian and
allied sources.  One possible avenue to aid
access to the required systems could be
through Canadian involvement in the
development of the US space-based radar
programme through the NORAD arrange-
ment.  Projected efficiencies of space-
based radar assets opens possibilities for
the future downsizing and long-term
decommissioning of parts of the North
Warning System.
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Canada’s major contribution to sur-
veillance from space comes through the
RADARSAT programme.  RADARSAT is
a joint government and commercial
satellite that provides a detailed picture
of the earth’s terrain along its orbiting
route.  Continuing research and devel-
opment aims to achieve the ability to
track ground targets and, eventually, air
targets with RADARSAT II, which is
due for launch shortly.  The CF must be
positioned to take advantage of these
evolving capabilities, ensuring con-
trolled access to these satellites as
required. 

Intelligence Support

In addition to national surveillance
for sovereignty and environmental pur-
poses, the CF needs to be able to quick-
ly acquire, process, manipulate and dis-
seminate imagery information in sup-
port of deployed operations.  The
importance of this capability was clear-
ly demonstrated during the air war in
Kosovo, during which aircraft were
reassigned to new targets in-flight and
imagery was transmitted to the pilots
for target familiarization.  With the
exception of limited systems, such as
the RADARSAT programme, the CF can-
not afford to develop a nationally
owned and operated global remote
sensing capability that employs the
complete spectrum of sensor types.
However, the CF is well situated to aug-
ment its RADARSAT contribution with
an imagery processing facility for allied
imagery development, manipulation
and dissemination.

Although space systems can pro-
vide enormous quantities of raw data,
existing CF systems are only capable of
receiving and processing small amounts
of the information made available

through US and allied sources.  Given
the data communications and computer
expertise in Canada, the CF could
become an integral and key link in the
intelligence chain by developing auto-
matic processes and capacity to receive,
analyze and distribute timely intelli-
gence data to fielded forces in a readily
useable format.  The development of
this capability would allow continued
access to other nation’s space assets in
exchange for sharing the processing bur-
den.  This is an area where Canada’s well-
established research and development
capability could play a leading role.

Geomatics Support (Mapping)  

Military operational experience has
shown that updated mapping of an area
of responsibility will often be required
at little notice.  Accurate and timely
mapping requires access to remote sens-
ing and cartography satellite systems
employing land-use applications.  To
aid in this process, satellites are being
launched into service as part of the
Geographical Information Systems
(GIS).  These systems are designed to
store and manipulate surface data in the
form of cadastral maps, satellite photos,
and contour, road and soil maps48.  In
fact Canada, as a pioneer in GIS devel-
opment, holds the world’s largest land
resource data bank. The primary advan-
tage of the GIS is the ready ability to
overlay maps, greatly reducing the
number of man-hours traditionally
spent in manually preparing maps with
acetate overlays.  In addition, three-
dimensional representations of an area
could be produced for fly-through or
walk-through imaging using satellite
pictures from different systems. The
advantage that this technology could
afford tactical and operational operators
and planners is astonishing, especially
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when considering its value in combina-
tion with other intelligence data.49

The key satellite systems used for geo-
matic support are:

a. LANDSAT. The US LANDSAT
systems were designed for map-
ping applications.  Orbiting the
Earth in near-polar orbits at eleva-
tions of approximately 680 km, the
six satellites in the system use a
combination of multi-spectral
scanning and thematic mapping
sensors to provide resolutions in
the order of 30 metres.  However,
with only six satellites in orbit,
coverage of an area can occurs only
every 16 days, limiting the capabil-
ity to fewer than six useful images
of a particular region per year.  For
support to short notice military or
emergency operations, 16 days
may be too long to wait to obtain
needed mapping information.50

g. SPOT. France’s Satellite Pour
l’Observation de la Terre (SPOT)
uses two High-Resolution Visible
sensors (HRVs) on three operational
satellites to produce images with 10
x 10 metre resolutions over a 117
km wide area.  The advantage of
this system is the provision of
images in stereographic format for
three-dimensional topographical
analysis.  As with the LANDSAT
system, the SPOT satellites are in
near-polar orbits that permit sec-
ond passes over a particular region
on a 26 day cycle.51

h. RADARSAT. RADARSAT is a
Canadian-lead, joint US and pri-
vate sector satellite system that
provides “global information on
ice conditions, crops, forests,

oceans, and geological forma-
tions.”52 Using Synthetic
Aperture Radar, the system offers
a variety of viewing angles, areas
of coverage and resolutions.  On
wide area coverage, the satellite
provides routine surveillance of
the Arctic region on a daily basis
and scanning of Canada over a 72-
hour period.  Using this system,
processed information on items
such as ice in shipping lanes can
be provided on demand within
four hours of the satellite pass.
For the CF, this system provides
important information on Canada’s
northern regions, forestry, geolog-
ical resources, oceans and floating
ice, coastal zones, and Arctic sov-
ereignty.  In addition, it enables
improved marine weather and sea
state forecasts.53

While the RADARSAT system may
meet many of the CF’s requirements in
supporting Canadian sovereignty pro-
tection, access to systems using differ-
ent sensor types and varied areas of
coverage are essential to give the CF a
global mapping capability.  The number
of commercially available systems is
expected to increase rapidly over the
next 10 years.  Canada, with its
RADARSAT experience, is well posi-
tioned to become more involved in the
commercial applications of this technol-
ogy, particularly in the overlay and pro-
cessing technologies.  Canadian space
contributions in this area could be a key
to future access to other allied and US
systems.  

Weather Monitoring

Timely and accurate weather infor-
mation is crucial in planning military
operations.  The US Military Defense
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Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP) uses two satellites in polar orbit
to provide high-resolution weather
data, in the form of cloud cover, cloud
moisture, wind vectors, soil moisture,
ocean current, and sea state data, to mil-
itary operations.  Data is transmitted
directly to in-theatre ground terminals
to support current military operations
and to air force tracking stations for
onward transmission and processing.
To achieve cost savings, convergence of
the DMSP with the US National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) weather satellite system is in
progress.  Once completed, the com-
bined system will provide weather
information to both military and civil-
ian users.  Incorporation of the
European meteorological systems to
complete a single world-wide network
is currently being negotiated.54

For the CF, access to this weather
information is essential for accurate
operational planning and weapons tar-
geting.  Investment in space-based
weather systems is not in Canada’s
immediate interest owing to the high
costs involved; however, acquisition of
transportable ground terminals for in-
theatre support and dedicated process-
ing stations in Canada is required. 

Data Acquisition and Exploitation
Priorities

The CF needs to acquire space
capabilities in the areas of surveillance
from space, intelligence support, geo-
matics support and weather monitoring.
While not entirely a military require-
ment, the CF is committed to participate
in the SARSAT upgrade project.
Development of more sensitive
transponders will facilitate SAR activi-
ties in Canada, enabling more efficient

use of CF SAR assets.  Therefore, the
SARSAT upgrade project is a top prior-
ity within the data acquisition and
exploitation area.  The Directorate of
Space Development (D Space D) lists
surveillance of space and surveillance
from space as the key pillars of the Joint
Space project.  Within the surveillance
from space capability, initial priority
should be given to developing the capa-
bility quickly to acquire, process,
manipulate and disseminate imagery
information.  By offering the capability
to disseminate processed intelligence
and geomatic imagery to allies over
secure military satellite links, the CF
would provide a valuable service that
could facilitate access to other space
systems.  Next, the CF should pursue
access to US and European weather
satellite systems and processing termi-
nals for rapid access to weather infor-
mation.  Participation in the US space-
based radar programme through
NORAD and continued research and
development on the Canadian
RADARSAT programme should be the
next in line, followed by access to addi-
tional commercial imaging systems.

Surveillance of Space and Defence

This area of space capabilities
includes the “surveillance of space and
the establishment of defensive systems
to safeguard against threats to national
interests in, from or through space.”55

While Canada has actively participated
in the surveillance of space through
the NORAD arrangement, the
Government has thus far opposed
Canadian participation in Ballistic
Missile Defence (BMD) in forms other
than missile warning, research and
consultation roles.  As space capabili-
ties continue to expand, control of
space over Canadian territory is
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becoming more important to Canadian
sovereignty.  Outside the BMD arena,
the keys to space surveillance and
defence are:

a. protection of Canadian access
to space-based systems;

b. knowledge of the use of space
assets over Canadian territory by
potential adversaries; and

c. research into passive denial of
space system usage by adversaries
against Canada and its allies.

As the importance of space and
space-based assets increases, the
requirement to attain and maintain
dominance in space becomes more
pressing.  Surveillance of space and
defence are the two capabilities that
combine to assure space superiority.
These capabilities and the equipment
necessary to acquire them are discussed
below.

Surveillance of Space

Surveillance of space, a key ele-
ment in space control, provides Canada
with an awareness of foreign satellite
activity over Canadian territory.  In
partnership with the US under the
NORAD agreement, Canada is deter-
mined to take an active part in the
development of a Space Surveillance
Network in order to guarantee contin-
ued access to aerospace warning infor-
mation.  As part of its NORAD burden
sharing, Canada plans to contribute to
space surveillance through research
support in the US Lincoln Lab and
through the delivery of a space-based
sensor system designed to survey space
from space by the year 2004.
Preliminary Departmental approval to

commit up to $80 million to this
endeavour was obtained in June 1999.56

The situational awareness that a
space surveillance network will afford
could, in combination with other sys-
tems, aid Canada in protecting its own
and allied space systems while monitor-
ing the capabilities of other nations.  In
addition, Canada is well placed geo-
graphically to detect future air and sea-
launched space systems launched from
the Arctic region, which might other-
wise reach orbit undetected.57 This is of
great value in establishing an effective
ballistic missile warning capability.  To
take advantage of our geography and
make a valuable yet passive contribution
to BMD, Canada could install ground
based radar systems, in conjunction
with the US, capable of monitoring space
activity over Canada and the Arctic.
This would complement the North
Warning System, providing a total aero-
space picture over Canada and the north-
ern approaches to North America. 

Space Defences

Defence against ballistic missiles
that use the space medium is an area of
special concern to Canada and her allies.
Canada’s involvement in this arena is
currently limited to research and con-
sultation.58 Once the Canadian
Government reaches a decision on the
level of Canadian participation in space
defence, Canada could expand its
involvement to include research and
development into technologies for pas-
sive space denial mechanisms such as
signal interception, disruption or
deception.  Canada has not yet demon-
strated the political will to engage in the
physical attack of space systems or by
space systems.  However, the continued
expediency of the NORAD arrange-
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ment, and Canada’s access to space-
afforded information, may depend on
Canada’s support to the US National
Missile Defence (NMD) programme.

The importance of the NORAD
agreement to Canada cannot be under-
stated.  The surveillance of space and
missile warning are both important
aspects of DND’s space requirements
that are provided to Canada through
NORAD.  With the agreement almost
due for renegotiation, Canada must be
prepared to make an effective contri-
bution towards the continued success
of NORAD.  This may require a shift in
political intent toward support of the
US NMD program.  Alternatively,
Canada could aid in renegotiating the
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty between
Russia and the US to permit ballistic
missile defense without reinitiating



upgrade to the SARSAT system
(SARSAT Upgrade Project), the acquisi-
tion of GPS Receivers (PDALF Project),
and a project to secure guaranteed com-
munications bandwidth on US military
communication satellites (CANMILSAT-
COM) have already been discussed in
this paper.  All other space capability
shortfalls have been incorporated into
an umbrella project called the Joint
Space Project, which is aimed at devel-
oping a comprehensive space capability
in support of CF operations.  Its main
objectives are to satisfy the CF’s space
requirements in the following areas:

a. intelligence collection;

b. environmental observation,
including weather and geomatics;

c. surveillance of space;

d. surveillance from space;

e. warning; and

f. defence.59

By funding specific developments
and partnerships within each of the
identified capability categories, the CF
is making a valuable and determined
contribution to space.  These efforts are
expected to secure access to systems
that cannot be developed nationally
while at the same time opening technol-
ogy avenues for the Canadian space
industry.  The Joint Space Project, in
combination with the other three capi-
tal space projects, should pave the way
for meeting Canada’s initial space capa-
bility requirements.  However, it must
be remembered that CF expenditures on
space through these projects comprises
only two percent of the defence budget
over their 15-year implementation.

Equipping Canada for Space -
Summary

From the discussion above, it is
clear that an extensive amount of space-
based, ground station and user terminal
equipment is required to meet the 10
space capabilities that the CF requires.
The CF has attempted to address a few
of these requirements through capital
space projects; however, these efforts
merely scratch the surface of long-term
space capability acquisition.  Much of
the technology is in its infancy, requir-
ing significant research and develop-
ment activities.  A few of the more
robust technologies, such as communi-
cations and remote sensing, have seen
rapid commercial involvement and
availability.  Due to the fiscal realities of
the current defence budget, Canada is
not in a position to be able to develop
and acquire national systems across the
range of capabilities.  Space capability
must therefore be acquired through a
combination of Canadian development,
commercial leasing, industrial partner-
ships and secured access to systems
owned and operated by our allies.

Recognizing fiscal constraints, this
review of the CF’s space equipment
requirements highlights priorities for
future space efforts.  Effective partici-
pation in coalition operations and joint
allied exercises demands that the CF
address space-based command, control
and communications requirements as
the first space priority.  The CANMIL-
SATCOM and PDALF projects will pro-
vide the immediate navigation and
strategic and tactical communication
needs.  However, priority should also
be given to meeting the CF’s additional
satellite communications terminal and
navigation warfare protection require-
ments.  Because of the high level of
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public support and visibility of the CF’s
search and rescue role, upgrading the
existing SARSAT network is high on
the space prioritization list, and this is
being met through the SARSAT
Upgrade project.  To gain capability in
the data acquisition and exploitation
arena, the CF should concentrate on
developing a robust capability to
receive, process, manipulate and dis-
seminate imagery information.  In addi-
tion to the Joint Space Project, the CF
should participate in the US space-
based radar programme under the
NORAD arrangement to acquire a con-
tinuous surveillance capability from
space.  Continued NORAD participation
is the key to maintaining a space sur-
veillance capability.  From a defence
perspective, protection of forces in the-
atre from short-range missile attacks is
important.  Therefore, prioritization
should be given to participation in the
US theatre ALERT system.  A govern-
ment decision on the extent of Canada’s
participation in space-based missile
defence must be taken prior to expan-
sion of the CF’s efforts beyond the pres-
ent levels of research and consultation.

Having looked at the space equip-
ment requirements and priorities, and
having identified key areas where
Canada can make a valuable contribu-
tion to space development, the follow-
ing section will address the feasibility,
affordability and applicability of space
capabilities and equipment to the over-
all CF mission.

Addressing the CF’s Space Requirements

D Space D initiated space projects
will give the CF a basic proficiency
across the spectrum of space capabili-
ties.  They should also position Canada
well in terms of gaining access to addi-

tional allied systems.  At a price tag of
approximately $1.8 billion over 15
years, this capability does not come
cheaply.  While representing only two
percent60 of the Defence budget over
this period, it still represents a signifi-
cant investment at a time when major
investments are required to replace
most of the CF’s aging conventional air-
craft fleets and to acquire equipment
essential to sustaining Canada’s combat
capability across the three environ-
ments.  Therefore, without an increase
in defence spending, any increased
space capability acquisition would have
to come at the expense of conventional
equipment requirements – a situation
which would probably be untenable
given the CF’s current missions and
operational tempo.  Therefore, unless
space-capabilities are included as inte-
gral components of conventional
weapons platforms and support ele-
ments, the CF must carefully weigh the
decision to acquire stand-alone space
capability against the potential funding
loss for more traditional requirements.  

Space Equipment - Feasibility and Afford-
ability

To ensure the best use of limited
defence dollars, the first step in mak-
ing an acquisition decision is to
address the question of how a capabili-
ty can best be delivered.  Prior to mak-
ing any decision to acquire space-
based assets, each equipment proposal
must be reviewed against effectiveness
and affordability criteria, keeping in
mind that space-based capabilities are
not an end unto themselves.  Where
the purchase of user equipment and
access to existing systems can meet the
CF requirement, the project is more
feasible and affordable, and, therefore,
more likely to be funded.
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Satellites are expensive.  Because of
weight restrictions, the hostile operat-
ing environment and reliability require-
ments, satellites tend to be technology
intensive.  Their high cost61 makes it
necessary to place as much capability
and redundancy on the payload as pos-
sible to maximize cost effectiveness.
“Piggy-backing” sensors and transpon-
ders on commercial or government-
owned satellites is a practice that is
often used to reduce costs.  Launch
facilities are limited and availability is at
a premium.  Orbital positioning is the
key to ensuring a usable satellite foot-
print, but room to accommodate satel-
lites in geostationary orbit is limited.
Where satellites are placed in non-geo-
stationary orbits, multiple satellites or
multiple satellite passes may be
required to gain full benefit from the
space capability.  Therefore, when con-
sidering the development and launch of
space segment equipment, the CF must
take these factors into account.  In addi-
tion, the control station and assured
access requirements must be considered.

With the exception of Canadian
niche contributions to allied space
efforts, such as RADARSAT, and capa-
bilities requiring unique Canadian-
owned space assets, the CF should avoid
entering into high cost projects for
satellite development.  Where Canada
requires specific capabilities that are not
otherwise available, “piggy-backing” of
space-born components on commercial
or other satellites represents a more cost
effective alternative.  However, CF capa-
bility requirements are best served
where access to existing commercial and
allied systems can be assured.

Satellite information processing
facilities are also an important consider-
ation.  Imagery, intelligence and com-

mand and control information are usu-
ally time sensitive, requiring rapid
receipt, processing, manipulation and
dissemination.  The already high vol-
ume of data available from satellites is
growing at an alarming rate, requiring
the installation of ever more capable
onboard processing power.  This in turn
enables direct transmission to locations
where the information is required.
Alternatively, transmission to select
ground stations would permit addition-
al processing and fusion with other mil-
itarily significant information prior to
dissemination. 

Raw data and imagery, despite
onboard processing, may not provide
all of the information required by com-
manders at the tactical and operational
levels.  Once robust military satellite
communications are available and the
appropriate user terminals are acquired,
centralized processing and dissemina-
tion facilities would be of greater bene-
fit to the CF.  Centralized processing
would enable selected views, super-
imposed information from multiple sen-
sors, and intelligence assessments to be
added to imagery prior to transmission
to operational units, thereby better
meeting the commander’s requirements
and permitting broader distribution. In
addition, centralized processing would
reduce the amount of user equipment
required, making the overall space solu-
tion more affordable.  However, it must
be noted that while centralized process-
ing offers information benefits, these
come at the expense of timeliness.

The feasibility and affordability of
user equipment depends on the capabil-
ity provided and on the operational
environment.  For example, a full suite
of satellite communications user equip-
ment, from man-portable terminals to
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satellite ground terminal installations, is
commercially available to meet a myriad
of operational requirements.  In many
cases, space user equipment, such as
GPS receivers, is an integral component
of existing weapons and support plat-
forms.  Where this is not the case, ded-
icated, sole-purpose space equipment
may be required.   The user equipment
configuration and the level of integra-
tion with conventional equipment also
impact on the equipment feasibility and
affordability.

From this discussion it is evident
that feasibility, effectiveness and afford-
ability are important criterion in the
acquisition decision process.  Once the
proposed space equipment passes this
criterion, the next consideration is
whether space, conventional or a combi-
nation of the two equipment types can
best provide the required capability.
This question will now be considered.

Space Capability – Applicability to CF
Missions 

Space capability is a major force
enhancer in fulfilling the CF missions of
sovereignty protection, North American
defence, alliance participation and sup-
port to CF missions abroad.  As dis-
cussed previously, space assets facilitate
global communications, surveillance,
navigation, weather monitoring, map-
ping, intelligence and reconnaissance.
However, once a threat is identified,
present space assets are unable to prose-
cute that threat.  Existing laws and
international agreements prohibit the
deployment of weapons in space.  As
conventional weapons platforms are
required to act upon the information
that satellites provide, space capability
should be seen as an augmentation to
existing capabilities, not a replacement.

Below, the applicability of space assets
and conventional equipment to CF mis-
sions is reviewed by looking at three
capability requirements. 

A major task in sovereignty protec-
tion and the defence of North America
is surveillance.  Traditionally, surveil-
lance has been accomplished through a
combination of ground-based radar sys-
tems and air and sea patrols.  Space-
based resources, while not capable of
totally replacing the existing surveil-
lance assets, are highly effective in a
surveying role, particularly in the
detection of missile launches and unau-
thorized air and sea entry into Canadian
territory.  However, Canadian geogra-
phy does not permit full territorial cov-
erage by satellites in geostationary
orbit.  Therefore, for satellite surveil-
lance to be effective, sufficient satellites
must be placed in orbit to provide con-
tinuous or near-continuous coverage.
Use of satellites in this manner should
permit some Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) savings by curtail-
ing the number of air and sea patrols,
enabling efficiencies to be applied to
other tasks.  Air and sea assets would
still be required to react to threats or
emergency (i.e., SAR) situations that
were identified by overhead satellites.  

Battlefield awareness, a major task
in supporting CF missions abroad.
Satellites offer a level of flexibility,
responsiveness, timeliness, reliability
and survivability that conventional
assets cannot provide.  Satellites have
the advantage of being able to pass
quickly over a designated area utilizing
a mix of sensors and resolutions to com-
pile a complete picture of the ground
situation.  Multiple flights by recon-
naissance aircraft or unmanned vehicles
may be able to provide the same level of
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information; however, the timelines
would be much longer and the lives of
the aircrew would have to be put at
risk.  For some mission types, satellites
have look-angle, weather, light sensitiv-
ity and resolution limitations that pre-
vent them from being entirely effective.
While superimposing images from mul-
tiple satellites and varied sensors can
improve the quality of images in most
cases, there is no replacement for the
visual acuity of the human eye.
Therefore, conventional assets capable
of providing a battlespace awareness
capability cannot be replaced entirely
by satellite assets; however, the tasking
levels of conventional forces in these
roles will be greatly curtailed. 

Satellites are highly effective at
some forms of intelligence gathering.
The range of sensors available and the
level of continuous coverage over a spe-
cific area impact on the effectiveness of
satellites in this role; however, satellites
do not require permission to cross an
adversaries border prior to making an
active pass over a region.  Little can be
done to prevent satellites from obtain-
ing radar and imagery information on
almost every aspect of geography, pop-
ulation distributions, industries and
military installations.  While other
forms of intelligence gathering will not
disappear, satellites greatly facilitate
many facets of intelligence collection. 

This brief examination has shown
that space assets, either alone or in com-
bination with conventional equipment,
provide a capability that enhances the
ability of the CF to perform its assigned
missions.  Acquiring a space capability
will not remove the requirement for con-
ventional forces; however, space asset
usage will enable efficiencies in conven-
tional equipment employment to be real-

ized, thus reducing taskings on overbur-
dened resources or facilitating reassign-
ment of resources to other CF roles.

Summary

Since the Gulf War, space has been
recognized as a fundamental element in
support of military operations.  The
capability of space-based assets to deliv-
er integrated terrain, weather, intelli-
gence and navigation information over
high speed satellite links to deployed
forces is providing a level of battlespace
awareness that is changing the face of
conflict.  Command and control and
interoperability requirements in future
coalition or US-led operations mandates
the capability to access, receive, manip-
ulate, process and disseminate space-
acquired information.  Therefore, for the
CF to remain an active player in military
operations and alliances in the future, it
is essential that the CF acquire key space
technologies.

Through an examination of the key
space capabilities, this essay has identi-
fied the equipment that the CF needs to
acquire to remain an effective combat
capable force in the future.  While the
CF intends to acquire capabilities across
the spectrum of space technology, limit-
ed defence spending and the high cost
of space programmes make it clear that
these capabilities can only be acquired
through alliances and industry partner-
ships.  Canada possesses the intellectual
and industrial capacity to play an active
role in space, and these attributes lend
themselves well to Canada providing
“niche” space capabilities to allies in
return for guaranteed access to space
systems and information.

Prioritization of CF space require-
ments puts command, control, commu-
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nications and precision navigation at
the forefront.  Canada’s present interna-
tional commitments combined with
high levels of public support for search
and rescue make the SARSAT upgrade
project a CF space priority.  Identified
capital projects will go a long way
towards meeting these requirements.
The remaining space capabilities
requirements are encompassed in the
Joint Space Project, an umbrella project
which initiates activities designed to
address the CF’s surveillance from space
and space surveillance and defence
requirements.  Key amongst these
requirements is the capability to quick-
ly acquire, process, manipulate and dis-
seminate imagery information, both
from the standpoint of using the infor-
mation internally and of providing a
processing and dissemination service to
our allies.  Access to weather satellite
systems, and participation with the US
space-based radar programme through
NORAD is another important surveil-
lance requirements.  Continued partici-
pation in NORAD is the key to a space
surveillance and defence capability;
however, a Government decision on
Canada’s participation with BMD is
required before CF involvement extends
beyond present research, consultation
and sensor development activities.

A crucial caveat to the acquisition of
space equipment is that these capabilities
should not be acquired at the expense of
convention equipment replacement pro-
grammes.  While space-borne and space
supported equipment can improve the
efficiencies of conventional weapons and
support platforms, they cannot entirely
replace them.   Space capabilities are
force multipliers that enable efficiencies
to be realized in conventional force
employment - savings that are crucial in
an era of limited defence spending.

Canada has been privileged, thus
far, with easy access to the benefits of
space provided because of her strong
alliance with the US and NATO.  The
importance of these alliances, especially
the NORAD agreement, will remain cru-
cial to ensuring Canada’s future space
capabilities.  Given the limited defence
dollars allocated to space, the CF should
continue to concentrate on communica-
tions and interoperability equipment
acquisitions while pursuing surveil-
lance capabilities through joint allied
and commercial ventures.
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he issue of space as it pertains to
future force structure issues for the

Canadian Forces (CF) is one that relates
very closely to that of the so-called rev-
olution in military affairs (RMA).  This
derives from the fact that the driving
force behind what has come to be
known as the RMA is the rapid develop-
ment and deployment of satellite tech-
nology in the areas of communications,
navigation and surveillance.  In consid-
ering this relationship four questions
emerge.  The first question is, “What
will be the role of Canada and the CF in
managing armed conflict in the twenty-
first century?” The second question is,
“What will armed conflict in the twen-
ty-first century come to look like?” The
third question is, “What role will space
and space-based systems play in the res-
olution of conflict issues?” Finally, the
fourth question is, “How ought space
systems be integrated into the existing
force structure of the CF?”

With respect to the question of
Canada’s involvement in future conflict
situations, it seems clear that Canada
and Canadians are intent on maintain-
ing an active role within the interna-
tional system.  Canada’s continued com-
mitment to various NATO and UN oper-
ations is based not just on national
pride and altruistic tendencies, but on
the need to be assertive in claiming a
seat at the table within the internation-
al system.  Canada’s active participation
in these operations is an important out-
let for Canadian efforts to influence the

international agenda and to secure our
national interests abroad.  Given the
extent to which Canadian economic
interests have been absorbed by the
process of globalization, it is imperative
that we continue to demand a voice
within the international community by
projecting our influence to as great an
extent as is possible.

The question of what twenty-first
century armed conflict will look like
rests squarely on our understanding of
the RMA.  General Maurice Baril, Chief
of Defence Staff, has defined the RMA
as “a combination of technological,
organizational and doctrinal changes
(that have the effect of) reshaping mili-
tary operations.”1 This represents a
fairly standard institutional explanation
of what the RMA is.  It is, however,
inadequate.  The weakness of the defi-
nition offered by General Baril and oth-
ers derives from the fact that it only
accounts for those factors which occur
within the context of war, or in more
general terms, within the context of
armed conflict.  In order to understand
fully what an RMA is, one must go
beyond the purely operational consid-
erations of technology, doctrine, organ-
ization and tactics. One must also con-
sider the broader international political
context in which conflicts occur.

Much of the incentive for trying to
identify a new RMA stems from the
need to account for the changes that
occurred within the international sys-
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tem as a result of the end of the Cold
War.  The notion of the decline of the
role of the state within the internation-
al system has become very popular as a
result of the intensification of the
process of economic globalization that
accompanied the end of the Cold War
and the collapse of Soviet and American
“spheres of influence”.

Changes have also occurred in the
areas of armed force and international
security.  Indeed, the 1991 Gulf War was
often sited as a signal of the changes to
come in the area of conflict management
in the post-Cold War era.  Since then,
however, the Gulf War has generally
come to be acknowledged as something
of an anomaly in terms of how it may be
seen to characterize armed conflict.

Perhaps, it would be most instruc-
tive to begin by acknowledging that the
changes associated with the end of the
Cold War may have altered the character
of war, or at least our perception of what
it should be, but have had no affect on
its fundamental nature as a political
instrument.  This fact underlines the
point that the question of whether or
not the RMA should be associated with
the decline of the state in the interna-
tional system is based entirely on the
dual failure to understand the nature of
those changes as well as the nature of
the RMA itself.  The RMA does not com-
promise the Clausewitzian definition of
war as the pursuit of policy by other
means.  Clausewitz himself acknowl-
edges that the character of war may
change from one historical period to the
next, but that the nature of war as a
political instrument of the state remains
constant.2

One of the most significant ques-
tions that seems to emerge consistently

in the consideration of the RMA is that
of the decline of the importance of the
nation-state in the international politi-
cal system.  The question derives in
large part from the misconception that
the RMA somehow restricts the ability
of states to employ force in pursuit of
their national interests.  This miscon-
ception is itself based on two intellectu-
al failings.  The first is a failure to
understand that the process of global-
ization does not limit the utility of force
in the international system.  In fact, one
could argue that the repetitive occur-
rence of conflict in areas such as central
and western Africa, Algeria, Sudan,
parts of the Middle East, the Balkans,
the Caucasus, Indonesia, and India-
Pakistan, to name only the most promi-
nent hot-spots, suggests that some
states have found that the utility of
force has actually increased in the post-
Cold War era.  The persistence of Iraq in
flouting established norms of interna-
tional behaviour and the rather con-
frontational positions occasionally
adopted by states such as Russia, China
and North Korea also support the thesis
that not all states perceive a decline in
the utility of force.

The reality of the situation is that
globalization has not limited the value
of force.  However, it has forced devel-
oped states sharing a multitude of
mutual interests, including access to
natural resources and shared markets,
to work in concert with each other in
order to achieve their political objec-
tives.  This, of course, implies the build-
ing of consensus, which can be
extremely difficult even under the best
of circumstances.  The difficulty is only
compounded by the fact that matters of
military engagement are among the
most politically sensitive of government
policy issues.  Furthermore, it is also
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important to consider the fact that the
need for developed states to deploy mil-
itary forces tends to be in response to a
threat posed by so-called rogue states.
These states often have less invested in
the stability of the international system
than other, more developed, states and
so can afford to commit to a course of
action that might disrupt that stability.
Consequently, the aggressor has the
opportunity to seize the initiative and
influence the political, economic, social,
and strategic context of the confronta-
tion.  The end result of this phenome-
non has been that developed states fre-
quently find themselves drawn into
conflicts not entirely of their choosing.

The second failure contributing to
the misconception that the RMA acts to
restrict the utility of force relates to a
fundamental misunderstanding of what
the RMA is.  The origins of the RMA are
typically traced to the writings of the
Soviet strategist Marshal Ogarkov in the
1970s and 1980s.3 Ogarkov noticed at
that time that a growing technological
disparity was emerging between
American and Soviet military forces.
He coined the term Military Technical
Revolution (MTR) to describe this
emerging disparity.  The more recent
concept of the RMA is popularly under-
stood as a broadening of the scope of
the MTR.  Rather than simply account-
ing for the effects of technological
developments, which by themselves
tend to be evolutionary in nature rather
than revolutionary, the RMA is seen to
integrate these effects with doctrinal
and organizational changes, which have
a significant impact on the character of
warfare.4

One aspect of the popular under-
standing of the RMA relates to a grow-
ing capability in the area of Dominant

Battlespace Awareness (DBA), and the
way in which this capability is affecting
how militaries prepare for war by influ-
encing organizational and doctrinal
decisions.  This capability speaks
directly to the question of the role of
space and space-based systems in the
management of future conflict.  It is
generally accepted that the growing
prevalence of space-based earth obser-
vation technology, as well as satellite
communications and navigation tech-
nology is enhancing the capacity of the
military commander to form a clearer,
more concise picture of the battlespace.
According to this understanding of the
RMA, by slicing through the fog of war
the same technology also enables the
commander both to apply force with
greater efficiency and to maximize the
defendability of his or her own forces.
However, upon closer scrutiny these
technological advancements continue to
be more evolutionary than revolution-
ary.  While they do have an effect on the
way wars may be fought, technologies
that facilitate DBA are simply the next
step in a logical progression of the inte-
gration of military intelligence and
communications capabilities that have
always been a part of organized mili-
taries in one form or another.

It is necessary for the CF and other
military institutions to acknowledge
that this is, in fact, an evolutionary
process, which has its roots in the Cold
War security context.  By continuing to
develop and deploy successive genera-
tions of high tech kit and to alter force
structures to accommodate these emerg-
ing technologies the CF and its allies
run the risk of preparing for a type of
warfare that may no longer exist in the
international system.  The implications
of the continuation of such a trend are
that the CF and its allies will be
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equipped and trained to fight digital
wars in a virtual world, but not able to
meet the challenges they will face in the
real world of the post-Cold War world.
The high probability of prolonging con-
flict situations unnecessarily and the
increased risk involved for our men and
women in the field are unacceptable
consequences of such folly.

This is to say nothing of the astro-
nomical development and procurement
costs associated with digital technolo-
gies.  To inflict such an expense on
shrunken defence budgets is one thing
if the expense is justified.  However, to
incur great expenses in pursuit of a
force structure geared towards an out-
moded form of warfare is not justifi-
able.
It is not the intention of this paper to
argue or suggest that there is no role for
digital technology in modern force
structures.  To be certain, satellite com-
munications, navigation and surveil-
lance applications do bestow a valuable
force multiplication attribute to mod-
ern militaries.  There exists a need how-
ever, to strike a balance between devel-
oping a force structure that is top
heavy on stand-off technology and dig-
ital weaponry, and one that does not
take advantage of the potential benefits
that digital technology has to offer.

It is necessary to constantly bear in
mind that the doctrinal and organiza-
tional changes currently faced by all
modern militaries are largely a function
of the political changes that occurred in
the international system between 1989
and 1991.  The collapse of Soviet
Communism, the re-drawing of borders
throughout eastern Europe and parts of
central Asia, and the spread of the
process of democratization made it nec-
essary to re-evaluate the role of strate-

gic concepts such as nuclear deterrence,
strategic balance, and arms control.  It
also meant that the operational require-
ments and deployment levels of military
forces needed to be re-evaluated.

Both the rapidity and magnitude of
the changes, along with the overall
sense of relief at the “end of the Cold
War”, made an objective analysis of
these requirements extremely difficult
to achieve.  As a result, some of the
decisions made regarding the disposi-
tion of forces were not reflective of the
new international security context as it
began to emerge.  The net effect is that
over the last decade or so, the militaries
of most developed states, including
Canada, have been preparing to fight
the war they want to more than the war
that they may need to.

The recent trend has been towards
developing and deploying more com-
plex weapon systems, but in fewer
numbers.  The aim of this approach is to
get the most out of a declining defence
dollar by reducing the density of the
twenty-first century battlefield.  From
the infantry soldier to stealth bombers
and battle ships, the technological
emphasis of defence institutions and
the defence industry has been on devel-
oping more sophisticated technology to
enhance passive defences such as speed,
stealth, and stand-off capability, and to
maximize the combat lethality of offen-
sive weapon systems, primarily through
the development of Precision Guided
Munitions (PGMs) and other so-called
“smart weapon” technology.  Another
perceived benefit of this trend is the
facilitation of interoperability among
nations through advances in communi-
cations technology, ostensibly leading
to a more even contribution of forces
among coalition members.
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The theory behind this trend is
that by simultaneously enhancing the
defendability and lethality of weapon
systems, states will be able to reduce
the number of combatants that they
must deploy to a theatre of combat,
thereby lowering casualty rates.  This,
of course, is intended to generate net-
savings in both political and economic
capitol.  The reality is that developed
states have repeatedly found themselves
confronted by potential conflict situa-
tions where, due to the inherently com-
plicated nature of the globalized inter-
national system, a clear national interest
exists but is sufficiently opaque as to
make it difficult to rationalize the decla-
ration of a precise military objective,
and even more difficult to commit ade-
quate military resources for the attain-
ment of that objective. 

Indeed, it is quite ironic that while,
in principle, advanced military technol-
ogy is intended to save both lives and
money, the thought of risking multi-
million and billion dollar weapon sys-
tems, in a conflict where national inter-
ests exist but seem diluted by the com-
plexity of the relationships created by
global interdependence, acts as a limit-
ing factor in the willingness of govern-
ments to commit those forces.  The
irony is punctuated by the fact that,
quite often, there is a significant
humanitarian element to these conflict
situations, in which the lives or general
well being of large numbers of non-
combatants may be at stake.

Upon considering these facts it is
increasingly clear that one could con-
clude that the real RMA, such as it may
be, has not yet occurred.  In fact, the
RMA is not a product of the integration
of technological advancements with the
doctrinal and organizational changes

that occurred in response to a shift in
the structure of the international sys-
tem at the end of the Cold War.  Instead,
the actual RMA will manifest itself in
the realization that those organizational
and doctrinal changes did not reflect a
complete understanding of the implica-
tions of the shift in the international
system that occurred in the early 1990s.
One could further conclude that until a
more complete understanding of the
character of conflict and the role of
armed force in the post-Cold Ware era
are achieved, it is futile at best and dan-
gerous at worst to speculate on future
procurement strategies for military space
systems.  A better approach, as part of
the broader effort to understand the cur-
rent and near future international securi-
ty environment, is to examine the way in
which space and space-based systems
can be integrated into existing force
structures and organizational schemes.

As Ogarkov began to notice in the
1970s, many western militaries had set
out on a path towards developing high-
tech weapons systems in preparation
for a potential war with the Soviet
Union.  The current trend in developing
and deploying high-tech military sys-
tems is merely a continuation of the ear-
lier one identified by Ogarkov.  What is
significant is that the trend continued
in spite of the fact that the Cold War
ended in 1991.  After the collapse of the
Soviet Union the West continued to pre-
pare for conflict against a single, identi-
fiable, and somewhat predictable mono-
lithic adversary.  Moreover, the objec-
tive of military and strategic readiness
during the Cold War was in contribut-
ing to the condition of strategic stabili-
ty between the superpowers.  In the
newly emerging international security
context of the immediate post-Cold War
era the “enemy” became an obscure set
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of poorly defined “enemies”, whose
actions could upset the stability of the
international system.  Consequently,
the issue of strategic stability is no
longer as prominent as it once was.

The prevalence of global interde-
pendence has created an environment
in which members of the international
community with like interests now have
to coordinate their policies for dealing
with such threats.  Thus it may be
instructive to reflect on the concept of
the “Anarchical Society”, postulated by
the international relations theorist,
Hedley Bull.5 Indeed, there can be little
doubt that the need for states with com-
mon, yet sometimes conflicting, inter-
ests to interact with each other in a
highly interdependent international
system necessitates that certain societal
characteristics must be introduced to
international relations.

The Napoleonic Revolution ush-
ered in a new era in military affairs by
integrating technological, social, and
political changes that together influ-
enced a newly emerging international
system.  Perhaps we still remain too
close to the heart of the changes
brought about by the end of the Cold
War in order to allow us to achieve an
objective understanding of how they
have influenced the character of mili-
tary affairs in the post-Cold War era.  It
may be that a few more years time will
be required before it will be possible to
determine conclusively whether or not
an RMA has occurred, or whether we
currently find ourselves at the begin-
ning of an RMA of a different character
than the one that has recently become
the focus of attention.

Clearly, the problem of identifying
and adapting to the RMA is not unique

to Canada or the CF, but is one that is
faced by all modern states.  It is a sys-
temic problem that stems from a failure
to clearly understand the nature and
effect of the social, political, and eco-
nomic changes brought about by the
end of the Cold War.  Having noted that
there is no certainty in anticipating the
long term effects of systemic change,
the thesis of this paper remains firmly
rooted in the statement that the real
RMA will be realized when not one, but
many, states begin to acknowledge that
the strategic concepts, organizational
structures, doctrinal positions, and
force structuring practices of the post-
Cold War have been little more than
warmed over variants of those
employed during the Cold War.  The
RMA can only be realized when states
gain an appreciation for the fundamen-
tal differences between the current
international system and that of the
Cold War, and then respond by employ-
ing new strategic concepts, organiza-
tional structures, doctrinal positions,
and force structuring practices.

With respect to what the RMA por-
tends for Canada and the CF, there seems
to be no easy answer that might lead to
a short term solution to the current and
future challenges posed by questions of
procurement and force structuring.  One
thing is clear however, that is the fact
that Canada’s status in the international
system is largely a function of the com-
mon perception of its close relationship
with the United States.  The greater the
extent to which Canadian economic and
strategic interests and values are seen to
be inextricably linked to those of the
United States, the greater will be
Canada’s influence in the international
system.  Unfortunately, this places
Canadian strategists and policy makers
in an extremely difficult position.
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On the one hand is the need to
acquire an objective understanding of
the changes that have reshaped the
post-Cold War international system and
respond positively to them.  The logical
extension of this activity could very
well be something as significant as a
switch away from the emphasis on the
development of increasingly sophisti-
cated weapon systems that began dur-
ing the Cold War.  On the other hand is
the need to retain a very close working
relationship with the United States,
which happens to possess the largest
and most technologically advanced mil-
itary force in the world.  Clearly, as the
world’s foremost leader in what has
come to be referred to as the RMA, the
United States poses a particularly acute
challenge to the need for Canada, and the
rest of the world, to respond positively
to an accurate understanding of the cur-
rent international security context.

The only acceptable course of
action open to Canada at this time is to
attempt to pursue both sets of interests
concurrently.  Canada and the CF ought
to play a lead role in promoting discus-
sion among its allies about the current
characteristics of the international secu-
rity environment.  Canada should also
assume responsibility for generating an
awareness of the fact that new methods
of engaging the issues presented within
that environment are required.  At the
same time the interoperability of the CF
with its most likely coalition allies
needs to be ensured.  Any failure to
ensure a high level of joint operations
capability would certainly result in the
marginalization of the Canadian contri-
bution to an international effort, and
the concomitant degradation of
Canada’s ability to wield influence in
the international system.  Such an
unfortunate state of affairs would cer-

tainly compromise Canada’s ability to
fully pursue its own interests within
the international system.

This two-sided approach to coping
with the problem of the so-called RMA
is not offered as an easy out to a diffi-
cult question, but as a means of provid-
ing a balanced solution to a challenging
problem for Canadian defence and secu-
rity policy.  As was mentioned above,
by alienating the United States and pre-
senting Canadian interests as being dis-
tinct or even contrary to those of the US
Canada would be undermining its own
ability to exert its influence in the inter-
national system.  However, by simply
continuing along the current path of
what is erroneously referred to as the
RMA, Canada would be undermining
its longer term ability to protect and
pursue its interests by preparing for an
enemy it would like to fight rather than
for one it may need to fight.

By pursuing both avenues at the
same time it is likely that Canada will
eventually be able to field a multi-pur-
pose combat-capable force of the sort
described in the 1994 Defence White
Paper.  Indeed, such a force will be
required to address the broad range of
threats to the interests of Canada and its
allies that will continue to emerge in the
twenty-first century.  This force will
need to be able to demonstrate a high
degree of adaptability to meet a broad
range of threats and mission profiles,
and will certainly have to take advan-
tage of the benefits provided by modern
military technology.  However, some
balance must be introduced into the
equation.  It must be understood that
modern military technology may not
always mean the most expensive or
sophisticated technology, for it would
be folly for Canada, or any other state,
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to price itself out of the ability to
deploy a force into the field with suffi-
cient resources to achieve its objective.

The goal then, is to coordinate
more concerted efforts to conceptualize
the post-Cold War security environ-
ment with an analysis of how space and
space-based systems can be used to
manage conflict issues within the con-
text of the post-Cold War, rather than
the Cold War, international security
environment.  By conducting this paral-
lel analysis the CF will better position
itself to meet the challenges of future
force structure issues as they pertain to
space and space-based systems.
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Introduction

pace-based services pervade
everyday life in Western society.

The general population, however, is
mostly unaware of the extent of these.
When gas pump access cards were dis-
abled for 24 hours a couple of years
ago, most of the population was proba-
bly never aware that a meteor shower
had disabled space communications
links.1 Equally, there is little aware-
ness within the Canadian Forces of
space capabilities as they relate to
operational effectiveness because little
space training and direct work experi-
ence is available within its personnel
pool.  In particular, force structure
considerations for space operations
both today and in the future have
hardly been considered.  This paper
will address the question of what per-
sonnel force structure the CF should
create for future exploitation of space
capabilities.

Facts and Assumptions

The modern warfare environment
extends beyond the conventional lim-
its of sea, land, and air.  The impor-
tance of assured access to space capa-
bilities to support the strategic, opera-
tional and tactical levels cannot be
overstated.  As a preliminary step to
examining personnel issues for space
utilization, it is therefore helpful to

highlight the following general points
with respect to space limitations and
advantages:

a. space-based platforms pro-
vide the ultimate high ground,
offering an unrestricted global
field of view and greatly increased
line of sight;

b. due to its influence through
information dominance in mili-
tary operations, space is maturing
as a warfare environment;

c. heavy military and civilian
reliance on space-based systems,
combined with their high cost,
make them a centre of gravity
and, therefore, a security concern;

d. due to the critical importance
of access to space capabilities,
international space partnerships
will heavily influence strategic
relationships;

e. legal aspects of space are
becoming increasingly formal and
codified through treaties and
international space law detailing
rights, obligations, and contractu-
al remedies for space related activ-
ities and assets;

f. the rate of change in space
technologies and capabilities is
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rapidly accelerating.  We have
moved through the First Age of
Space, a 30-year period during
which space assets were national-
ly owned and used for strategic
purposes, to the Second Age
encompassing the past ten years,
space assets have become commer-
cialised and theatre level assets
are used for routine operations.
We are currently on the threshold
of the Third Age, during which
space capabilities will be fully
integrated into warfighting at the
tactical level; and

g. the Canadian Forces leadership
acknowledges and fully under-
stands the critical importance of
space-based capabilities as a force
enhancer and is actively pursuing
exploitation of space capabilities
consistent with national policy.2

In addition to these general state-
ments, this paper is based on a number
of assumptions with respect to the
intentions of the Government of
Canada and the Canadian Forces, which
are as follows:

a. the Canadian Forces are commit-
ted to the integration and utilisation
of evolving space capabilities and
technical enablers as force enhancers;

b. the Canadian Forces will not
pursue an independent space pro-
gram but will adopt a space strat-
egy dependent upon strategic
partnerships primarily with the
US, as well as with European
nations and possibly other nations
or agencies;3

c. the Canadian Forces will not
have sufficient funding to invest

heavily in system hardware for
dedicated military service;4

d. the majority of the Canadian
Forces contribution to internation-
al space partnerships will be in the
areas of personnel and knowledge
(software development);

e. interoperability for communi-
cations, surveillance, reconnais-
sance and targeting data will be
heavily dependent upon the abili-
ty to use space capabilities; and

f. the Canadian Forces will con-
tinue to rely heavily on collective
defence and interoperability with
allies to meet defence commitments.

This paper has been formulated in
the context of the above general
points and assumptions.  Clearly,
appropriate management of Canadian
Forces personnel possessing expertise
in space-based technologies and sys-
tems is critical to maximize the mili-
tary utility of space.  Therefore, the
Canadian Forces must put in place an
adaptable system to recruit, develop
and retain a cadre of select individu-
als capable of exploiting the military
potential of space.

Aim

The aim of this paper is to show
that the framework within which the
CF can best manage its human
resources in the area of space opera-
tions is the Occupation Specialty
Specification (OSS) and Occupation
Specialty Qualification (OSQ) struc-
ture.  The paper intends to illustrate
that this structure offers that best
chance for joint focus in space opera-
tions, flexibility of personnel employ-
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ment and dissemination of space
knowledge throughout the CF.  The
scope will be limited to the examina-
tion of potential force structures for
the Canadian Forces and not the
Department of National Defence.  As
such, it will not include DND civilian
options nor will it be concerned with
the Canadian astronaut program,
which is run by the Canadian Space
Agency.

Background

Any discussion on the personnel
requirements in the area of space must
begin with the various roles and mis-
sions in which the CF may become
engaged.  This section outlines those
roles and missions, moving from the
general to the specific and beginning
with a brief review of basic space doc-
trine, followed by an examination of
DND space policy.

Space Doctrine

Basic space doctrine for the CF is
contained in Chapter 26 of the
Canadian Forces Operations Manual.
Being general in nature, this doctrine

outlines the full range of military
roles and missions in space.
Realistically, this complete list can
not and should not be taken as a
guide to actual requirements for per-
sonnel or resources because Canada
neither owns nor operates the range
of space-based assets needed to carry
out the full spectrum of space mis-
sions.  Nevertheless, given that space
assets provide the new “high
ground”, CF members should strive
to gain a comprehensive knowledge
and understanding of space doctrine.
The basic doctrine provides the four
operational space roles depicted in
Figure 1: enhancing operations for
terrestrial forces, space forces sup-
port, space control, and force appli-
cation.  The following paragraphs
will explain these roles and their
component missions. 

Enhancing operations.  In this role,
space-based assets are used as a force
multiplier for sea, land, and air force
operations.  Missions are global in
nature and include: surveillance and
reconnaissance, secure and non-secure
communications, environmental obser-
vation, precision navigation, and mis-
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sile warning and defence.  Of note is the
fact that Canada has not yet made any
decision regarding its participation in
Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD).  “To
date, Canada has limited its activities
concerning BMD to research and con-
sultation with the United States and
other like-minded states.”6 A negative
outcome to this issue could have a pro-
portionally negative impact on
Canadian participation in space through
NORAD and USSPACECOM space-based
assets.

Supporting space forces.  This role
involves any activity that results in the
deployment and/or maintenance of
space-based hardware.  It calls for a
launch capability as well as a command
and control capability.  Performing this
space role is highly infrastructure
intensive.  The requirement for ground
stations, telemetry capabilities and a
variety of other types of facilities can be
considerable, depending upon the
degree of support required.7 In co-
operation with the US armed forces,
Canada plans to obtain “a Canadian
Military Satellite Communication (CAN-
MILSATCOM) capability to acquire reli-
able, secure, flexible and survivable
data and voice communications in sup-
port of military operations” through the
CF CANMILSATCOM project.8

Space control.  This role is roughly
equivalent to the air superiority role for
air forces or sea control for naval forces.
Surveillance of space is usually a
nation’s first entry into the space con-
trol role.  To be effective, such surveil-
lance must give the ability to construct
a highly accurate catalogue to predict
the location of any object in space at
any time.  The protection mission is a
significant step in a nation’s space pos-
ture and is oriented towards guarantee-

ing the use of friendly space-based sys-
tems.  The negation mission goes one
step further and aims to deny the
enemy the use of his own systems.9

Force application.  The foundation
of the force application mission rests on
space-based systems or platforms that
are capable of applying force to ground,
sea, and air targets in support of terres-
trial military operations.  At this time,
no military possesses this capability,
but Lockheed-Martin is developing a
reusable vehicle to carry out such mis-
sions, and other such projects may be
underway.10 Although US national pol-
icy does not presently support the con-
cept, the US Space Command Long-
Range Plan includes this mission as a
possible area of expansion if directed by
the US government.  Any system that
could deliver a weapon, whether kinet-
ic or some other type, such as a laser,
would be included under this role.11

For a number of reasons, Canadian
Forces participation in the above basic
doctrine hierarchy is limited.  National
policy restrictions, cost constraints or
both prevent participation across the
full set of doctrinal roles depicted in
Figure 1.  Such restrictions and con-
straints are accounted for in DND’s
space policy, the capstone document for
CF involvement in space.

DND Policy and CF Strategy

DND’s space policy is intended to
ensure that Canadian government direc-
tion is accurately reflected in space pro-
grams and activities.  First articulated in
July 1987 and based on the 1987
Defence White Paper, the policy was
updated in September 1992 following
the publication of the Departmental
Space Appreciation document that year.
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This Space Appreciation concluded that
DND, as the primary guarantor of
national security, ought to develop the
requisite capabilities to safeguard any
Canadian interests that could be threat-
ened in, from, or through space.12 Two
years later, the 1994 Defense White
Paper noted the increasing importance
of space within the global security
environment.  The 1990 Gulf War pro-
vided compelling evidence of the
importance of space surveillance,
reconnaissance, and missile warning.
DND’s most recent space policy, pub-
lished in September 1998, still draws
heavily upon the 1992 Space
Appreciation document, but reflects the
increased space emphasis from the 1994
White Paper.  According to this policy,
DND and CF space goals are:

a. to protect national security
and sovereignty interests;

b. to protect national interests
from threats located in or passing
through space; and,

c. to fulfill Canada’s defence
commitments by supporting mis-
sions and tasks using space tech-
nology wherever appropriate”.13

According to the policy, the follow-
ing four space capability areas will be
“considered” [authors’ italics]  for devel-
opment by the CF in pursuit of the
above goals:

a. “the capability to acquire and
assess space data of interest;

b. the capability to support com-
bat-capable forces deployed
world-wide with command, con-
trol, communications and naviga-
tion tools; 

c. the surveillance of land, sea,
air and space; and

d. the development of warning
systems.”14

In doctrinal terms, then, DND
seeks to develop capabilities in two of
the four roles depicted in Figure 1:
enhancing operations and space con-
trol.  For the foreseeable future, the CF
has no intention of developing capabili-
ties in either the supporting space
forces or the force application doctrinal
roles.15

The policy acknowledges that the
CF cannot develop the above capabili-
ties on its own.  Effective cooperation
with other government departments,
industry, and allies is essential.16 The
policy highlights the importance of
Canadian-US space partnership within
NORAD and calls for an “operationally
oriented space research and develop-
ment program” as well as an “adequate-
ly trained cadre of civilian and military
personnel at all rank levels”17 to bring
the CF space effort to life.18 In short,
the CF aims to develop its space capabil-
ity by three principal means: in coali-
tion with other nations, particularly the
US; through Canadian research and
development; and by developing tai-
lored expertise among CF personnel.

The details linking DND space pol-
icy with specific space-related projects
are contained in the Canadian Military
Space Strategy published in April 1998.
This document details the capital
equipment projects that will be pursued
through the Department’s Long Term
Capital Plan.  Two of the major projects
are CANMILSATCOM and the Joint
Space Project (JSP), a multi-faceted con-
glomerate of six smaller projects.  The
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strategy also cites a number of enabling
activities in support of the overall space
effort.19 One of the main enablers is the
Space Human Resources Working Group
(Space HR WG).  This group is mandat-
ed to develop a plan for the identifica-
tion/tracking, training/education,
employment and retention of CF space-
qualified personnel.20 This subject will
be further discussed below, under the
heading of Employment in DND.

CF Space Personnel Force Structure

Personnel Requirements

From the HR perspective, given
that Canada will clearly not invest heav-
ily in an independent space program,
the CF will need to nurture a strong liai-
son capability to operate within
alliances to meet its space policy goals.
The knowledge and expertise require-
ment could take different forms; how-
ever, based on United States Air Force
(USAF) space operations experience, the
following HR requirements are likely
for the CF:21

a. space operations staff person-
nel to command, manage and
operate space and ballistic missile
and warning systems, space con-
trol activities and associated ana-
lytical activities;

b. space operations analysts to
manage space system analytical
activities using computer systems,
mathematical tools, and celestial
mechanics to generate high accu-
racy satellite position predictions
for space surveillance, tracking
and space control;

c. space operations personnel to
command, manage and operate

electronic and optical space sen-
sors, missile warning sensors and
operations centre activities;

d. personnel to fill staff posi-
tions in relevant organizations to
develop operational space doc-
trine to pursue the optimal use of
space-based capabilities; and

e. subject matter experts able to
identify potential areas of
exploitation of space assets to
enhance operational capabilities.

Despite these implied space
tasks, there is currently no formal
force structure for CF personnel
involved in space activities.  There is,
however, an informal structure.
About two dozen personnel are
employed in full-time space-related
activity, within the Directorate of
Space Development (D Space D) and
elsewhere.  Additional personnel are
employed with NORAD and receive
space training before being
employed.  Unfortunately, CF qualifi-
cation annotations reflect only cours-
es completed not experience.  Thus,
career managers find it difficult or
impossible to track space expertise
other than via informal means.  The
Space Human Resources Working
Group (Space HR WG) has tried to
address this issue since 1998, but the
problem remains unresolved.
According to the 1998 space strategy,
the working group undertook an ini-
tiative to develop a common Officer
Specialty Specification based on a
“Joint Space Operations Support
course,” but no means of tracking
experience was examined.  In this
context, the solutions proposed in
this paper are aimed at revisiting the
entire problem.   
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Review of Other Solutions

One possibility for obtaining com-
parative information on this issue is to
examine the situation in other coun-
tries.  Over 50 countries are involved in
space to varying degrees.  In the top tier
are Russia, the US, France, Japan,
China, the UK, India, Israel and
Ukraine.22 All of these countries have
launched indigenous satellites and most
of them maintain comprehensive space
programs, as well as providing commer-
cial space services.  At the other end of
the spectrum of these fifty-some coun-
tries are those nations that have a
demonstrated interest in space, whether
for commercial or military applications,
but have no significant indigenous pro-
grams.  Canada is positioned around the
midpoint of this spectrum, with coun-
tries such as Finland, Portugal, The
Netherlands, and Norway.  These coun-
tries might offer a basis for future com-
parisons of space personnel force struc-
tures, but little information was avail-
able at the time of this study. 

A most useful basis for comparison
lies in the US Navy’s (USN) situation.
Like the CF, the USN has an interest in
space applications but does not own
space assets.  It relies on the USAF and
other strategic organizations to provide
it with space-related products.  The
USN personnel base is larger than
Canada’s, with approximately 340 per-
sonnel directly involved in space opera-
tions, but it operates along similar lines
with respect to space.  Navy personnel
rotate in and out of space billets and
their files are annotated with space
qualifications.  These billets, however,
are seldom perceived as career enhanc-
ing.  Thus, interest in them is generally
poor, and turnover rates are high.23

Nevertheless, the US Navy approach,

even with a larger complement than
that envisioned for the CF, is certainly a
viable option.

Solutions for the CF

Before launching into the review of
options, a few principles need to be
considered.  First, given our ambitious
space objectives and very limited
means, a CF space personnel force struc-
ture should provide for the needs of all
three environments.  As an added bene-
fit, space resources could serve to fur-
ther this integration of the environ-
ments into a more effective joint CF.
Therefore, a joint approach to personnel
force structure is not only necessary but
also essential.  Secondly, as the role of
space evolves and expands, CF involve-
ment could increase or change in scope,
thus requiring adjustments to its space
personnel force structure.  Therefore, it
should be flexible enough to accommo-
date such variations easily.

Finally, knowledge of space capa-
bilities is at present, confined to a limit-
ed body of CF personnel, leaving large
segments of the operational communi-
ties ill-suited to exploit space resources.
At present, space has not been integrat-
ed into the operational structure of the
CF, although it is clearly the significant
field of the future.24 A space personnel
force structure that contributes to the
dissemination of space knowledge
would indeed enhance CF capabilities
and effectiveness across the spectrum of
operations.  

Space Personnel Structure Options

In considering how the CF could
meet its space operations needs as
developed above, the following three
options emerge: a separate Military
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Occupation (MOC), a Sub-Military
Occupation (sub-MOC), and the use of
Occupational Specialty Specifications to
track CF personnel with space-related
qualifications.  This section will exam-
ine each of these options.  One option
not considered is the use of DND civil-
ians and contractors in manning space-
related positions.  This is not to suggest
that there is no requirement for civilian
participation in CF space issues.
Civilians could be effectively employed
in the scientific and managerial
domains.  Space operations, like all
other operations within the military,
require an innate understanding of the
military requirement and therefore the
nature of the task demands a military
professional.  Ergo, the options consid-
ered herein involve military personnel
only.  In the following paragraphs, a
brief description of each option will be
presented, and advantages and disad-
vantages will be discussed.  Finally, a
recommendation will be proposed and
developed in the next section.

MOC.  This option is the most com-
plex.  Good parallels for comparison can
be found in the USAF, the United States

Army, and the USN.  Until very recent-
ly, only the USAF possessed the equiva-
lent of a space operations occupation.
The United States Army was the next to
adopt this approach when it formed a
Space Operations career field in 1999,
using officers from other career fields.25

The USN does not have a space career
field at this time.  Instead, it attempts to
fill space-related billets with officers
who have specialty training in a space-
related area.26

Figure 2 is a comparison between
the USAF, US Army, and the USN
officer strength in space-related bil-
lets.  From these numbers it is obvi-
ous that the USAF has by far the
largest space operations organization.
These figures reflect the various
services’ attitudes towards space
operations.  The Army and the Navy
view space operations as a force
enhancer, used to support the fleet at
sea, or the soldier in the field.
Although the USAF recognizes this
force enhancement aspect, it goes a
step further and views space as an
independent combat element in its
own right.27
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Armed Service Officers in Space Operations
USAF 3,600

Army 60

Navy 340

According to space policy, the
CF views space operations as a force
enhancer.   This emphasis parallels
the USN system.  The US Army, on
the other hand, developed a space
operations career field essentially to
support corps level activities.
Given the Canadian Forces’ limited

size, it would be difficult to justify
a separate MOC based on the need
to support any formation.  It would
also be unwise to build an MOC in
which most, if not all, of the opera-
tional employment is based on
access to a foreign nation’s capabil-
ities.28

Figure 2
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In addition, there is a very good
organizational reason that the CF should
have officers from various career fields
cycle through space operations employ-
ment.  Space operations are relatively
new within the CF.  A broad base of
understanding of how space operations
can affect the modern battlespace will
become increasing important across all
CF MOCs.  Lieutenant-Colonel Jones, a
student at National Defence University,
specifically addressed this military
internal cross-training aspect when dis-
cussing the pros and cons of the US
Army (prior to the establishment of a
career field) and USN approaches
regarding space personnel:

The biggest pro is the constant
cycling of warfighters through the
space operations arena.  This aids
the mission of force enhancement in
two ways.  First, it ensures warfight-
er influence into the space operations
arena, and secondly, when these offi-
cers return to their career fields, it
ensures some space operations influ-
ence into the warfighting arena.29

Given the small numbers of person-
nel involved in space, the limited CF
operational space capabilities, and this
preference for the broadest possible
exposure of Canadian Forces personnel
to space operations, it is neither feasible
nor recommended that a separate Space
Operations MOC be created for the fore-
seeable future.

Sub-MOC.  A sub-MOC could be a
viable option for space operations with-
in the CF.  Under this option, an exist-
ing MOC would be chosen from which
personnel would be drawn to staff the
sub-MOC.30 Once an individual was
trained in the space operations sub-
MOC, the person’s career, especially at

the junior officer level, would be almost
exclusively within space operations.

As with the previous option, a sub-
MOC would provide for continuity and
the building of a core of space experts
with the CF.  Management of space
operations personnel would be very
simple because all expertise would
reside in one sub-MOC.  The career
opportunities available to members of a
sub-MOC, although limited in the
broader military context, might make
recruiting of specialists much simpler
for the CF.  In addition, this option
would allow the CF to develop highly
specialized military personnel.  Lastly,
this option would also limit the training
costs associated with space operations.

On the negative side, as with the
first option, exposure to space opera-
tions would be limited to a select group.
The vast majority of the CF would not
have the opportunity to learn about and
work in space operations.  This would
probably limit the integration of space
knowledge across the CF and, in partic-
ular, across the warfighting communi-
ties. Conversely, a dedicated space oper-
ations sub-MOC would have a very lim-
ited knowledge base of broader CF
operations.  Finally, this option implies
that a parent or feeder MOC31 would
have to be chosen.  The question then
becomes - which MOC?  If the sub-MOC
were drawn from an operational MOC,
space knowledge would tend to remain
concentrated within a specific environ-
ment.  Choosing an air MOC, for exam-
ple, would limit knowledge expansion
within the army and navy.

This option is not very different
from the MOC option.  A sub-MOC
would provide a vehicle for career man-
agement but would tend to compart-
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mentalize the space knowledge within
the CF.  It carries many of the disadvan-
tages of the first option with only mar-
ginal additional advantages.  It is there-
fore not recommended.

Occupation Specialty Specification and
Qualification.  OSS refers to a CF spe-
cialty that can be easily documented
and tracked using personnel manage-
ment technologies currently used by
the CF.  OSQ refers to the database tag
given to personnel in any MOC that is
awarded after the completion of a for-
mal course recognized by the CF.  

The OSQ-granting course would
not necessarily have to be one given by
the CF.  Personnel posted to space billets
in the US, for instance, must attend for-
mal training at a US training facility.  In
most cases this training is sufficient to
satisfy an OSQ.  For the few positions
that do not require a formal course,
members could attend, as a minimum,
the Basic Space Operations Course given
at the CF School of Aerospace Studies
(CFSAS), Winnipeg.  This course, cou-
pled with on-the-job training, would be
sufficient to grant an OSS qualification.
Given the very small yearly throughput
of members going to space billets, a spe-
cialized training course would be nei-
ther practicable nor economically
viable.

An OSQ for space would open up
space employment to the broadest pos-
sible number of CF personnel.  It would
also eliminate any problems with career
management because personnel could
be managed within the existing staff
structure.  The OSS coding system
would also let CF identify all personnel
who have space experience, allowing it
to build a core of expertise where
appropriate.  In short, it encompasses

most of the advantages of the two pre-
viously discussed options.  

This approach of providing space
operations experience to the broadest
possible number of MOCs does have
some disadvantages.  Firstly, it does not
result in a centrally managed body of
expertise.  Most officers would spend
one, or perhaps two, tours in a space
position, then cycle back to their
respective MOCs to be managed by any
one of the career managers.  Only a very
few selected officers could be groomed
to become experts in space operations.
The OSS system does provide a mecha-
nism to track individuals with space
expertise (whether this is a single basic
course or varied experience and knowl-
edge), but careful attention would need
to be paid to actually tracking these
personnel.  Because the OSS methodolo-
gy is only designed to track formal
courses, a qualification that is awarded
through on-the-job training or out-
service academic training (such as an
MSc in Space Operations) would not
appear as an OSQ on a member’s file.
An OSQ also bears a training cost, how-
ever in this case that is mitigated by a
broader personnel knowledge base.
Furthermore, we would recommend
that the CF use a single OSQ code as
opposed to a variety of codes tailored to
every different type of employment.
The goal of a space OSS would be to
identify a small number of specific per-
sonnel within the CF who have some
type of space experience for employ-
ment some time later in their career.
What is important is general space
knowledge as opposed to specific tech-
nical skills.

The use of the OSS system to man-
age personnel involved in space opera-
tions encompasses most of the advan-
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tages and few of the disadvantages of
the previous options.  It provides a
mechanism to track personnel with a
space operations background and
allows the maximum exposure of a
cross-section of CF personnel to space
operations.  Therefore, selection of this
option would provide the most benefit
in enhancing the combat capability of
the CF and in determining appropriate
requirements to manage CF personnel
resources.

Human Resource Management

Having recommended the OSS/OSQ
methodology as the best means of
developing CF space expertise, this
paper will now examine this approach
in terms of the various human resource
management processes.  The following
sections discuss resource management
issues, including recruiting, training
and education, employment, and reten-
tion issues.

Recruiting

Recruiting aims to locate and enrol
candidates suitable for employment in
military occupations.  The recruiting
effort can either focus on people pos-
sessing specific skills or search for suit-
able individuals capable of receiving
education and training to the right level
in such skills.  While the former pre-
vails in the civilian sector, military
recruiting has traditionally focused on
the latter out of institutional necessity.
The need to progress through a rank
structure and the uniqueness of most
military occupations make enlisting
trained workers directly from society
difficult or impossible.

Given the OSS recommendation
above, personnel needed to man space-

related positions would need to come
from various MOCs and trades within
the CF.  Upon selection, each person
would be temporarily assigned to a
space-related position just as in any
other staff, shore or ground assignment.
Upon completion of a space assignment,
the individual would normally return
to serve their former MOC community.
Recruiting in this sense would therefore
be a voluntary activity conducted
through the career management net-
work.  Indeed, individual could effec-
tively pursue two parallel careers, one
in their MOC and one in space-related
positions.

In support of the career manage-
ment effort, one of D Space D’s func-
tions should be in the
mentoring/awareness-raising area.  D
Space D should provide a ‘road show’
to tour the country informing CF audi-
ences about space initiatives and
opportunities.  Such a program should
be aimed at middle and senior leader-
ship because they are the most influen-
tial in pursuing space issues.  The rea-
son for this suggestion is that it is
essential to secure “buy-in” from these
groups if the CF space effort is to have
any chance of growing from its current
status.  The program should aim to
keep a broad-based level of awareness
in space-related issues.32 This would
require personnel with space skills, but
preferably also with recruiting or career
management expertise.

Space Training and Education

As mentioned previously, there is a
need for a system that can track space
knowledge and/or space experience
ranging from formal course qualifica-
tions to on-the-job training.  The sys-
tem should give career managers the
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capability to ‘see’ who in the CF popu-
lation has the requisite space experi-
ence.  Experience would consist of hav-
ing filled a space-related position or, in
some instances, of having completed
civilian training in the space field.
Knowledge would consist of having
completed a course of some kind,
whether academically or practically ori-
ented.  The CF advisor for space train-
ing and education should be D Space D,
as the departmental expert in the sub-
ject and an officer working in the DCDS
joint environment.  There should be a
number of key space-related positions
to which junior officers can aspire and
for which a level of knowledge and
experience are necessary or preferable
prior to appointment.  For some posi-
tions, specific qualifications should be a
prerequisite.  For other positions, this
level of formality is not needed, but
candidates should still be carefully
selected.  In any case, the number and
nature of courses should be expanded
to fulfil the new requirements.

At present, CFSAS Winnipeg con-
ducts the only two space-related cours-
es available in the CF.   The Basic Space
Indoctrination Course referred to above
is intended to “provide air operations
and direct support personnel with a
basic knowledge of the concepts and
terminology associated with space oper-
ations.”33 Every year, up to 200 CF
members, from the Corporal to the
Major rank level, complete this five-day
course.  The second course offered at
CFSAS is the General and Senior
Officers Space Indoctrination Course
(GSIC).  It aims “to familiarise Colonel
and General officers with space opera-
tions.”34 Conducted once annually, this
course only produces 15 graduates.
Being introductory in nature, both the
GSIC and the BSIC would not meet the

training needs created by an expanded
CF role in space.  Should CFSAS inherit
the mandate to meet all CF needs in this
domain, these courses will have to be
modified and expanded or new courses
created.  Alternatively, some or all of
these could be contracted out or pro-
cured from the US.

Employment of Personnel

Employment within DND. As part
of the space planning process, the Space
Development Working Group (SDWG)
identified a requirement to develop a
strategy for the training and employ-
ment of military and civilian personnel
to meet the space-related requirements
of the Department.  A second working
group consisting of representatives
from the Joint Space Project, the
Directorate of Force Concepts, and the
Directorate of Personnel Plans was
formed in May 95.35 The group devel-
oped a Space Human Resources
Strategy.  Under the auspices of the
SDWG, a comprehensive survey was
undertaken in August 1995 to identify
all positions that currently call for or
should call for specially qualified space
personnel.  At the same time a review of
in-service and out-service training
capabilities was also completed.  Initial
survey results showed that there are
approximately 105 DND personnel
employed in “hard” operational or staff
space positions and approximately 120
DND personnel employed in “related”
operational or staff space positions.36

At the May 96 SDWG meeting, the
working group presented the results of
the survey and recommended that D
Space D develop a plan for space train-
ing and education.  The SDWG
endorsed the recommendation, and D
Space D continued the progress of the
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original working group by establishing
a Space Human Resources Working
Group (Space HR WG).  The aim of the
Space HR WG was to develop a compre-
hensive plan for the education, train-
ing, professional development, and
employment of CF space personnel.37

The Space HR WG recommended that
three areas be pursued to satisfy the
future needs of DND:

a. develop a space Post Graduate
(PG) program at RMC to provide
personnel with space expertise;38

b. establish joint manning of
NORAD space positions to devel-
op personnel in space-related
employment; and

c. establish an OSS called “Joint
Space Support to Operations” to
track personnel possessing space
qualifications, for further employ-
ment.

Unfortunately, improvement is still
required in all of these areas.  First, the
space PG program at RMC has stalled
due to a lack of funding.  Next,
International Trade in Arms
Regulations issues and the implications
for access to classified information are
adversely affecting the combined man-
ning of NORAD space positions.
Finally, the OSS methodology has been
initiated, but difficulties were encoun-
tered with the CF’s Peoplesoft manning
database software.39 About 50 positions
within Canada have been identified by
D Space D as requiring a space OSS, but
until a tracking system is up and run-
ning, matching personnel to positions
will remain an ad hoc career manage-
ment activity.  Although career man-
agers do their best under this arrange-
ment, the potential benefit to the CF

that could be derived from foreign and
exchange experience is lost when mem-
bers return to Canada.  Invariably such
members are cycled back to normal
MOC employment that precludes apply-
ing their newly acquired expertise.

Out-of-country employment. Cur-
rently DND appears to be able to meet
its requirements; however, in order to
ensure that personnel are employed in
areas of strategic interest to Canada, D
Space D is pursuing other opportunities
within the US.40 The 1999 version of
the Defence Planning Guidance calls for
addressing space capability deficiencies
through full cooperation with other
government departments and agencies
and emphasizes the importance of coop-
erative participation in US programs.41

Indeed, the key feature of CF strategy is
access to US systems.  Specifically, the
strategy is aimed at such access for all of
the missions in the “enhancing opera-
tions” role (Figure 1) except missile
defence.  The CF position in NORAD is
regarded as a vital link through which
expanding access can be pursued, and
must be preserved.42

A review of the complete CF per-
sonnel inventory within NORAD is
ongoing, under the direction of the
Deputy Commander in Chief (DCINC).
Placing personnel in positions south of
the border has potential benefits for
DND, but within the past year some
incumbents have had security restric-
tions imposed.  This issue has been
raised through the Military Cooperation
Committee (MCC) and is being dis-
cussed. 

D Space D has initiated positive
steps to address employment issues
within DND.  Providing the human
resource management tools required for
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effectively employing personnel
through OSQ tracking is a very good
initiative and should be pursued vigor-
ously.  Seeking opportunities for
employment in space positions within
the US should be evaluated against the
potential risks in data access imposed
by restrictive US policies.  Reaching an
acceptable agreement through the
efforts of the MCC could mitigate this
risk.

Retention

With the passage of time, it is prob-
able that increased pull factors from
civilian industry could draw our
expertise away.  The space exploitation
industry is projected to grow into as yet
unforecast areas and dimensions.  Due
to the lack of tracking methods, reliable
retention data is difficult to obtain, but
at present retention does not appear to
be a concern.43

Conclusion

This review of CF space roles and
missions demonstrates that there is a
significant and growing need for per-
sonnel with space expertise.  The CF
could fulfil this requirement by creat-
ing either a support function sub-
servient to the navy, army and air forces
or, less feasibly, a new MOC contribut-
ing jointly to the accomplishment of
military objectives.  In the short term,
the Canadian context favours the first
alternative simply because of Canada’s
limited resources, activities, equipment
and personnel involvement in space.
Going one step further, these realities
lead one to believe that the establish-
ment of independent CF space occupa-
tional trades would likely not be viable
in the CF.   The alternative, therefore,
would be to select personnel with rele-

vant knowledge and expertise from all
appropriate career streams for training
and employment in CF space roles and
missions.  The CF’s strategy should be
two-pronged: expanding the flow of
personnel through the space communi-
ty, and expanding the flow of expertise
throughout the CF.

Political and fiscal realities dictate
that CF involvement in space is likely to
always be either within the framework
of an alliance or a coalition.
Furthermore, these realities are likely to
limit or prohibit CF personnel participa-
tion in some space roles and missions.
Nevertheless, it remains essential for
the CF to cultivate an organic minimum
level of knowledge and expertise in
each space role and mission to meet and
validate its military objectives.

Given this need, there are three
possible options that the CF can pur-
sue: create an MOC, create a sub-MOC,
or apply the Occupation Specialty
Specification methodology currently in
place.  Despite strong parallels with the
USN, the CF does not have sufficient
personnel strength to create a separate
MOC.  Creating a sub-MOC would tend
to concentrate space knowledge in one
parent occupation.  The recommended
option is to use the OSS methodologies
to assign skill set prerequisites to posi-
tions, track space-qualified personnel
and provide career management within
existing personnel policies and struc-
tures.  The preferred concept would be
to rotate selected CF personnel through
both space and non-space positions,
allowing them to develop in their occu-
pations while providing the CF with
the space expertise it needs.  D Space D
could support this approach by raising
space awareness across the CF.  All
types of training and experience,
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including civilian qualifications, would
be tracked.  As well, a comprehensive
database on space employment would
be developed, and expanded CF train-
ing in space would be initiated.  The
advisor for space would remain the
Chief of the Air Staff and NORAD will
continue to be an essential alliance for
the CF in space matters.  Retention of
qualified personnel is not currently
seen as a problem area.

Access to space capabilities is vital
in the modern warfare environment.  As
Canada continues to pursue its person-
nel and software niche involvement in
space, the CF must ensure that it can
provide a suitably qualified personnel
force for space operations activities.
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he question of the effects of the
increasing demands for personnel

employed in space operations in the
Canadian Forces (CF) is important
because, as most of us have heard before,
personnel costs are the largest chunk of
the CF’s budget, people require a long
time and a heavy investment to prepare
them for their duties, and people are the
only asset that can actually appreciate
over time. And anyone reading the
papers lately about the case of Canadian
space researcher Judith Lapierre’s expe-
riences with the experiment in Moscow
to determine the effects of space travel
on human behaviour will understand
that people are every bit as important as
technology in the exploitation of space.1
The personnel dimension of space is par-
ticularly important at the beginning of
the 21st century because the air force we
in Canada have worked with most close-
ly since the Second World War, the US
Air Force (USAF), is evolving from what
the USAF has termed an “air and space
force” to a “space and air force.” This
transformation, as Syndicate 7 implied,
could have far reaching consequences for
the Canadian air force. Therefore, it is
prudent for us to consider the personnel
aspects of this metamorphosis now
because the young people who are join-
ing the air force today will be its leaders
in the year 2030 and after, well beyond
even the vision statements of today

I would like to consider future per-
sonnel issues in terms of — what, who,
how. Assessing what we think CF space
operations personnel will be doing 10
to 30 years in future can give us some
idea of who in the Canadian population

could best do these things. Once we
understand who we are looking for, we
can debate the how: the development of
policies to recruit, select, train, employ,
and retain these people

Most attempts in the past to define
what people might be doing even 10, let
alone 30, years in the future have more
often than not met with failure. Analyses
of the work of those who have attempted
to predict the future of society, including
the noted futurists Alvin and Heidi
Toffler, have revealed that they are wrong
much more often than they right.2 With
today’s dramatic changes in military doc-
trine, and operational and organizational
concepts that are fundamentally altering
the character and conduct of military
operations, it may be even more futile to
hope to accurately predict the future of
space operations. Consequently, rather
than try to identify any particular skill
set, as our present Military Occupation
Structure does, we might be better off
looking for people who, as the draft
“Officer Professional Development 2020
Statement of Operational Requirement”
puts it can “think creatively, reason criti-
cally, act decisively in face of ambiguity
and uncertainty,...anticipate, welcome
and utilize the wave of technical advances
sweeping us forward.”3

If one accepts this definition of
“what” we are looking for in our space
operations personnel in the future then
the draft SOR gives us an idea of who
we are looking for, namely “outstand-
ing leaders who demonstrate superior
intellectual capacity...[and] greater
mental agility...[they are] dynamic and
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flexible in thought and action...innova-
tive and proactive...They will operate
effortlessly in a technological and infor-
mation rich environment and be commit-
ted to lifelong learning.” In addition,
they should manifest qualities and ideals
inherent in the military ethos upon
which military effectiveness depends.4

Before looking at the “how” of
recruiting, selecting, training, employing,
and retaining these people, I will take a
brief look at some of the issues raised by
the “what” and the “who” above. First of
all, if we accept the draft SOR’s appraisal
of who we are looking for, and it is very
similar to those enunciated by our allies,
this means we are competing for human
resources with virtually every other insti-
tution in Canada (and the world), includ-
ing industry and the public service, not
to mention the attraction for some to
work independent of any formal organi-
zation. Compounding this challenge are
demographic trends, according to a dis-
cussion paper for Defence Management
Committee prepared by Capt (N) Al
Okros, that point to an aging Canadian
population with a smaller proportion of
the workforce in the youth cohort that
the CF has traditionally recruited from.
Furthermore, in this youth cohort, those
who we wish to recruit (high-demand
knowledge workers and moderately
skilled individuals seeking to develop
high-demand competencies) will have dif-
ferent career expectations from those who
have traditionally joined the military. This
new generation of knowledge workers
will be accustomed to moving rapidly
from job to job or following two to four
careers in a lifetime.5 Large organizations
like the CF, therefore, will have to provide
relevant inducements to these prospec-
tive recruits if they hope to attract and
hold them. A recent survey by a large
Toronto-based management consulting

firm found that one of the biggest obsta-
cles for major Canadian corporations to
recruiting and retaining people on the
cutting edge of business these days, those
in “e-commerce,” is the bureaucratic
structure of most large companies com-
bined with an organizational culture that
impedes innovation.6 In a similar vein,
according to Okros’s study, the key
inducements for high skill workers to join
and to stay in the CF will increasingly be
an attractive organizational culture, fair
treatment, and developmental opportuni-
ties rather than on other factors, even
high salaries. Organizations will also need
to recognize that different individuals
will be seeking different inducements -
some will look for stability, others for
challenge and change.7

The current CF personnel production
cycle (job analyses-occupation structure
revision-recruiting-training), where it
takes eight or more years to go from an
Occupational Analysis which identifies a
new skill set that needs to be developed
to actually producing the first qualified
people with that skill set, is no longer
viable in an environment where the
required skills change before the first
products of the system can be usefully
employed.8 Elliot Cohen has argued that
today’s armed forces still reflect the indus-
trial age military “preoccupied by stan-
dardization, specialization, professional-
ization, synchronization...[and] central-
ization” rather than the flexibility
required to nurture the new traits expect-
ed to be needed in the future.9 Okros’
report contends that the current hierar-
chical “stovepipe” CF human resource
system based on an internal labour mar-
ket and predicated on constraints and
assumptions from 30 years ago is no
longer viable, and the report suggests that
a complete overhaul of existing rank and
MOC structures is necessary.10 What may
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be needed is a flatter organization with
fewer ranks (remember Nelson’s navy,
where the man o’war was the most com-
plex weapons system of its time, really
only had two commissioned officer ranks
(non-flag)- lieutenant and captain).
Would this be a better model for space
operations in the future than the CF’s cur-
rent seven officer ranks (non-flag)?
Christopher Bellamy, a British defence
writer, has gone even further and sug-
gested that, given the complexity of mod-
ern operations, we should consider an all
officer force.11 In any case, Okros suggests
that the CF needs to closely manage criti-
cal skill sets and high potential personnel
while reducing the investment in career
management, training, and succession
planning for less critical personnel and
average performers. He suggests that the
CF needs to have “an open and agile”
human resource system working in part-
nership with other governments, indus-
try, allied forces and one more concerned
with how people move in and out of the
organization than trying to manage an
internal labour market.

This discussion of “who” now leads
us to “how” we might develop policies to
recruit, select, train, employ, and retain
the people needed for space operations.
There are no easy answers to this ques-
tion. But shortfalls in recruiting in
Western armed forces in recent years have
led to a number of proposals from those
studying the problem.12 One extreme is to
adopt an entirely occupational approach
to human resources and pay a competitive
wage plus benefits (e.g., pension plan) in
an attempt to attract and retain those
needed by the Armed Forces. The other
extreme is to attempt to return to a voca-
tional model of the military by attempting
to recruit, mould and retain those who
wish to make the armed services a life-
long career and calling. As you know, nei-

ther of these extremes is likely to succeed;
therefore, some hybrid will likely be nec-
essary. A couple of historical examples
may help generate some ideas about what
this hybrid might look like.

In the 17th and 18th centuries the
Royal Navy (RN) was on the leading edge
of the technology of its era and involved
in exploration and scientific research,
not unlike some aspects of the space pro-
gram today. How did it cope with per-
sonnel problems, for example increasing
in size from 16,000 in 1792 to 120,000 in
1797 (a 7.5 increase)? In peace, most of
the Royal Navy’s ships were “in ordi-
nary”(long term storage) maintained by
a cadre of warrant officers who, looking
for a stable career, stayed with the ships
at all times and supervised their reacti-
vation for war when necessary. Most of
the seaman were engaged in civilian
commerce keeping their seafaring skills
sharp aboard merchant vessels. When
war was imminent, press gangs brought
them back into the navy to serve aboard
the newly reactivated fleet. Most of the
officers were on “half pay” in peace and
returned to the fleet when called by the
Admiralty. This system worked reason-
ably well and enabled Britain to “rule the
waves” for over 200 years.

A Canadian example of maintain-
ing expertise in a high technology mili-
tary area can be found in the Royal
Canadian Air Force (RCAF) Auxiliary
after the Second World War. The RCAF
Auxiliary was composed of formed
units of part-time aircrew, mechanics,
intelligence analysts, air traffic con-
trollers, meteorologists, administrators,
medical personnel, etc who practised
their wartime roles on weekends and in
the evenings. Organized into 12 flying
squadrons, and more than 35 other
units (including four intelligence units),
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they manned everything from seven
fighter squadrons (some equipped with
jets) to the ground radars that controlled
the interceptors. Most Auxiliary units
were located near towns or urban centres
to ensure a suitable recruiting base. The
Auxiliary’s wartime role was to augment
and where necessary replace regular
RCAF units in Canada so that they could
be deployed overseas. A modern version
of the RCAF Auxiliary might be a reserve
information technology (IT) squadron,
along the lines of 5001 Intelligence Unit
based in Toronto in the 1950s. It could be
formed from some of the many IT spe-
cialists who live in the Metro Toronto
area. The motivation for belonging to
such a squadron would not be financial,
but perhaps the chance to work in an
area (like space) that these specialists can-
not work in during their normal employ-
ment. Other motivators, like the ones that
sustained the RCAF Auxiliary in the
1950s and early 1960s, might be the
camaraderie provided by belonging to
such a squadron, and the chance to be a
member of a prestigious “club” with its
own distinctive uniform and mess. This
system would have the potential of get-
ting highly prized technical expertise for
the air force at a very low cost. Some
questions might arise, such as what if
some of these experts were in wheel
chairs? Would this preclude their service
in static positions near their homes?

The questions I have raised are only
intended to start the debate over what are
beginning to become increasingly crucial
personnel questions for all Western armed
forces. What I find disturbing is that the
CF has invested very little money in
researching these critical issues. A signifi-
cant amount of resources remain commit-
ted to technical research and technically-
oriented post-graduate programs for serv-
ing officers, but a relatively small amount

has been invested in studying the equally,
if not more, vital personnel issues that
challenge the CF. I suggest that it is time to
get down to some serious, evidence-based
study on what the future might look like
and do some rigorous analysis of the issues
before making decisions that will have
long term implications for the ability of
the CF to fulfil its mandate in a world
increasingly dominated by space.
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Introduction

he importance of space assets to the
modern military professional,

whether warrior, peace-keeper or peace-
maker, should by now be obvious.  The
1991 Gulf War has been credited as the
first in which space assets played a piv-
otal role, to the extent that an unexpect-
edly lopsided result was achieved by the
coalition.  Credit for whatever military
success one can ascribe to the NATO cam-
paign in Kosovo, achieved solely through
the use of airpower, without a single
combat-related casualty, is widely attrib-
uted to the enhancing and enabling
nature of space-derived support.  While
space assets, as yet, play no direct part in
the actual delivery of ordnance, space
support in terms of providing the preci-
sion navigation and guidance, weather,
surveillance, timing, battle-damage
assessment, and warning, makes the force
with space superiority formidable out of
proportion to the normal calculation of
combat power.  Canadian airmen benefit-
ed alongside their allies in those theatres
and no Canadian field commander need
go into any theatre, regardless of the mis-
sion, without the benefit of the battle-
field preparation made possible by the
view from the ultimate high-ground.

However, the integration of the
space dimension into our thinking as
warriors is still embryonic and we are not
anywhere near to pulling our own
weight as a nation toward the capabilities
upon which we are coming to rely.  More
particularly, the air force has been slow to
seize the opportunity to lead the CF into

the space arena.  This paper will propose
a number of reasons why the air force
should be seen as the logical lead service
for Canadian space capabilities.  Once this
is accepted, the task of developing doc-
trine, defining operational capabilities,
developing force structure, and organiz-
ing, training and equipping personnel
will become much easier.

National Security Challenge

The difficulties encountered while
trying to put some logical structure into
the CF space-related force development
activities in the mid-1990s, stemmed from
a policy vacuum at the highest levels of
government.  The “waterfall” model used
to describe the process of DND force devel-
opment has national security/military
strategy, traditionally described in govern-
ment white papers, setting the parameters
from which DND develops its doctrine,
force development models, personnel
structures and operational activities.

The 1987 White Paper on Defence,
“Challenge and Commitment”, contained
a rather good discussion on the link
between space and national security, but
within months of its publication, the
paper was thoroughly discredited and
any statements it contained, regardless of
merit, were rendered useless in support
of any planned program activity.  Since
that time, government level policy state-
ments on space have been far less detailed
and contain mostly innocuous generali-
ties.  Internal to DND, a series of policy
pronouncements going back almost 15
years attempted to define those activities

Space and the Canadian Air Force: An
Attitudinal Challenge
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which were permitted (mainly force
enhancement activities such as surveil-
lance, navigation, communications and
weather), and to identify some of the
more obvious things which were either
beyond the pale (weapons in space) or
which required further government
direction (defence against space threats). 

In keeping with the recent history of
the dynamics within government circles,
the Minister of National Defence must be
very circumspect in pushing for govern-
ment policy at the cabinet level, particu-
larly on some of the more sensitive issues
with respect to space.  In the absence of
explicit direction, DND, perhaps more
than other departments, is more apt to
use the casting of bones, stirring of
entrails and sniffing of the wind to deter-
mine how much rope it can afford to give
itself.  Long time inhabitants of NDHQ
often refer to this as the art of mind-read-
ing.  In such a climate, more study and
less action is seen as a good thing.
Besides, the potential cost of some of the
space capabilities being discussed caused
considerable concern to the advocates of
traditional terrestrial systems.

But, the growing cooperation
between DND and the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA) on such things as
RADARSAT, and the potential fielding of
a National Missile Defence (NMD) system
by the US, will soon force the government
to take a stand on the nature of Canada’s
security interests in space (witness the
recent verbal sparring between the
Minister of National Defence and the
Foreign Affairs Minister on the topic of
NMD).  Perhaps until that landmark deci-
sion is made, it is understandable that
DND and the Canadian Forces will not
want to get too far out front of the head-
lights.  But that mustn’t stop the process
of looking ahead and planning prudently.

Space as a Joint Arena

What policy direction there was in
the early 1990s stressed the joint nature
of space activities, by which it was meant
that all environments were to be equal
beneficiaries of space products and serv-
ices.  To those within each of the envi-
ronments who keep count of the scarce
beans doled out to DND, jointness also
means that whatever is proposed will not
come at a cost to the core capabilities of
their respective environments and none
of the services yet include space as a core
capability.  For example, the Director of
Naval Requirements in the early 1990s
opined to a meeting of the Space
Development Working Group that the
money to be notionally assigned to the
task of the Surveillance of Space would
be better spent on “swill barges.” The
army was also skeptical, allowing the air
force to demure without having to take a
stand.  In the collegial, consensus-driven
nature of NDHQ decision-making, one
hold-out is all a joint project needs to
bring it to its knees.  The knowledge that
staffing a joint requirements document is
a formidable task can usually be relied
upon to forestall plans to spend resources
almost indefinitely.  A further challenge,
even presuming an agreed upon require-
ment, is to find a champion for the entry
of the proposed project’s cash flow fore-
cast into the Long Term Capital Plan.
Important projects, today more than
ever, need a strong advocate at NDHQ in
order to make any significant progress.
Jointness in this context can be a recipe
for inaction.

Space Advocacy of Lieutenant-
General Al Dequettville

By insisting on jointness, and in the
absence of a lead-service concept, space-
related force development could have
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suffered the same fate as other such
orphans to jointness such as Electronic
Warfare (EW) and Nuclear, Biological and
Chemical Warfare (NBCW).  What saved
the situation in the early 1990s was the
vision of Gen Al Dequettville who, while
in the VCDS Force Development Division,
caused the formation of the Joint Space
Project, corralled a significant notional
budget for it in the Long Term Capital
Plan, and single-handedly defended it
long enough to prevent the infant mor-
tality that it may have otherwise suffered.
Ironically, his overt commitment to space
seemed to disappear when he moved
from Ottawa to Winnipeg to assume com-
mand of Air Command in the mid-1990s.

While in the VCDS Branch, he knew
space was important and defended it by
force of his position and powers of per-
suasion.  He did not have a strong policy
or doctrinal position upon which to base
his advocacy then anymore than we do
today.  We have the benefit of ten years of
experience to see what was reasonably
apparent to some back then as being obvi-
ous today, but we are not much further
ahead in terms of the hard policy/doctri-
nal issues, among them being:

• What role should space play in the
security of Canada?
• What role should DND/CF play in
space activities?
• What activities/operational capa-
bilities should we develop?
• What part does each of the servic-
es play in these?
• What personnel policies/activities
do these require?

The Air Force as Space Advocate

It is my contention that significant
progress will not be made in addressing
these issues until one of the environ-

ments (services) steps up to the plate and
becomes the DND space advocate.  I fur-
ther believe that a good case can be made
that this ought to be the air force.  At
present, the DCDS has been given the
mantle of DND space advocate, and it is
in his branch that the Directorate of
Space Development (which manages the
Joint Space Project) now finds its home.

While this may seem logical given
the joint emphasis space has been given
and the fact that the DCDS is the chief CF
operator responsible for most joint sup-
port activities, the fact is that the DCDS is
poorly positioned to be an agency for
force development.  Simply put, the
DCDS is a force employer, not a force gen-
erator.  His clear focus is the planning
and management of the myriad opera-
tions the CF has been assigned.  Issues of
long-range policy/doctrine development
and their relationship to capital planning
and project management are not on the
DCDS radarscope.  What I am referring to
here are the organize, equip and train
issues, functions which the environments
are uniquely accustomed to doing and
are designed to address.

The review of headquarters struc-
tures done by the Management, Command
and Control Review Team in the mid-
1990s, briefly considered a central joint
force generation agency operating in par-
allel with the environments, but ultimate-
ly decided against it.  I should add that
among the most consistent promoters of
space activities within the department
have been the staff of the Policy branch.
Their support thus far has been key but
they are even less suitable than the DCDS
branch to carry on any of the needed doc-
trine and force development activities.

The CF does not have a capability to
do joint force generation (a function
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which includes joint force development),
nor, in discussions I have had with many
on this topic, does anyone seem to under-
stand the implications of that fact.
Despite the intentions of integration and
unification, the CF still does all of its force
generation activities as though there were
still three separate services.  All personnel
are recruited and trained as a member of
one of the three services and all equip-
ment procurement (with only a few small
projects excepted) is managed by one of
the three services.  Even though a legal
fiction, the DND budget is essentially
managed as though it was made up of the
individual budgets of three separate serv-
ices.  That being the case, therefore, one
of the services must take on this advocacy
role if space capabilities are to be effec-
tively integrated into the CF.

Why the Air Force?

Despite the air force insistence on the
jointness of space (along with the other
services), it is time to reconsider that atti-
tude.  The Canadian air force actually has
a long history of being involved in aspects
of space operations and continues to this
day through membership in NORAD.
Many air force personnel have worked in
the United States Air Force Space (USAF)
Command, and some now are employed in
the United States Space Command.  Until
their decommissioning in the late 1980s
and early 1990s, the air force operated
space surveillance sensors on Canadian
soil (Cold Lake, AB and St. Margaret’s, NB)
which fed directly into the US Space
Surveillance Network.  Until the early
1990s the air force carried on its list of cap-
ital programs, a project worth $1.5 billion
to be used as Canada’s contribution to the
USAF project for a space-based wide area
surveillance system.  Only the demise of
the project in the US caused the air force
to abandon its plans for their contribu-

tion.  The money was turned back (seen in
large measure as the air force’s contribu-
tion to belt-tightening), but the require-
ment was handed to the Joint Space
Project Office then resident in the VCDS
branch.  With the money gone, the air
force’s interest in space seemed to suffer a
similar evaporation.

Nevertheless, the nature of space
operations arguably can be seen more as
an extension of airpower than of any
other military capability.  The extension
of airpower doctrine to aerospace power,
ultimately to spacepower doctrine is a
linear progression that makes sense.  The
USAF felt strongly enough about this
that one of their recent Chiefs of the Air
Staff stated that the USAF was an air and
space force on its way to becoming a space
and air force.  Despite the joint nature of
US Space Command, the USAF portion
represents over 90 percent of its total per-
sonnel and capital activity.  Only US
domestic and inter-service politics pre-
vents the USAF from being the sole space
service.  I refer to the American example
simply to point out that the idea of the
primacy of air forces in space activity is
not an idea born in a vacuum. 

I’m not suggesting that the Canadian
air force try to establish itself as the sole
proprietor of Canadian military space
activity, but that it should consider itself
the major stakeholder and, as such, should
offer to be the principle coordinator of
space doctrine and force development
activity, as in fact it did (unsuccessfully) in
the mid-1980s.  The upside to this notion
is logic; however, the potential downside
is financial responsibility.  This, in my
opinion, is one of the prime reasons the air
force has been hesitant to take a more
proactive role in recent years.  The other
services would be happy to see the air
force struggle with juggling space-related
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force development priorities along with
the other balls they already have in the air.

Why would I wittingly thrust the air
force into what appears to be an unten-
able position in an already strained capi-
tal rationalization process?  Because it is
the right thing to do.  It is to recognize
that the current arrangements can only
take things so far and it will not be far
enough. This seizing of the ultimate high
ground would require the Air Force to
dispel the perception that it spends more
time trying to rationalize and defend the
status quo rather than looking to the
inevitable future.  Of course, lead service
designation would have to come with
assurances that the other services would
contribute their fair share of resources.

Space Doctrine Development

Such responsibility would give the
air force incentive to finish a process
begun in the early 1990s to develop a
space chapter to the growing volumes on
Aerospace Doctrine.  The project was
assigned to the CF School of Aerospace
Studies (CFSAS) in Winnipeg but was
never completed for a variety of reasons,
among them likely being the prevailing
view that space was not the preserve of
the air force.  CFSAS is already seen as an
important focal point for space-related
expertise and training in the CF, and it
already assists the other services by
opening courses to their personnel on
occasion.  Officially designating the air
force as the lead service for space would
facilitate a broader mandate for CFSAS to
expand their activities on behalf of the
CF.  A comprehensive doctrinal statement
from the air force would also lead to a
more detailed chapter in the Joint
Doctrine Manual which would expand
on what amounts now to a place-holder.
Space doctrine needs a proper home.

Operational Focus – Surveillance
of Space

If, as I have argued elsewhere, the
Surveillance of Space was to become the
niche CF operational contribution to col-
lective security, through NORAD, it
would be equally logical for the air force
to resume this activity in Canada, thus
increasing the personnel base involved in
this activity.  Many Air Weapons
Controllers and Air Defence Technicians
(or whatever they are calling each other
these days), along with a smattering from
other Military Operational Classifications
(MOC), spend a good proportion of their
careers engaged in this activity and it
seems odd that this should be a career
field that can only be pursued outside the
country.  Concentrating on Surveillance
of Space would provide a focus for edu-
cation and training for those to be
involved, would give R&D focus to
space-related activities and would nar-
row the focus of our force development
activities.  Not that I would advise aban-
doning the other elements of the Joint
Space Project, but I would make it clear
what the flagship of the project ought to
be and who will be in the cockpit (notice
I avoid the term bridge).  Here again, none
of this need exclude the opening of some
positions in NORAD and elsewhere to
personnel from the army or navy, a
process that is already well established.

Supportive Personnel Related
Activities – Education and Training

The focus of the air force should be
on the organizing, equipping and train-
ing of those to be employed in the opera-
tional activity of the Surveillance of
Space.  There are many other space-relat-
ed activities which require space-aware
personnel from all the environments
including terrestrial intelligence, surveil-
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lance and reconnaissance activities, along
with command, control and communica-
tions activities.  These are not principally
air force operations but one which should
have strong air force input.

All services require a cadre of space-
aware personnel and there are several
vehicles available for this.  The Space
Science syllabus at RMC provides an
excellent undergraduate program and
graduates with Space Science degrees have
already made important contributions in
their short time as commissioned officers.
However, RMC has had trouble in attract-
ing cadets to take this otherwise popular
field of study because many MOCs do not
recognize it.  That needs to change or RMC
will not be able to continue without a crit-
ical mass of students enrolled in the pro-
gram.  The air force needs to lead the
charge by insisting that light-blue MOCs
review their assessment of the Space
Science program.  RMC has also offered to
provide a post-graduate program but has
not received much support for this pro-
posal.  This needs to be given serious con-
sideration to facilitate the more technical-
ly demanding aspects of space operations
and research activity.  Presently, the only
post-graduate opportunities for space-
related programs are outside the country
and are prohibitively expensive.

On the other side of the education
and training coin, I have already men-
tioned the School of Aerospace Studies in
Winnipeg.  The Space Squadron at
CFSAS has done yeoman work with a
small staff to provide an impressive num-
ber of CF personnel, at all rank levels,
with a basic awareness of space opera-
tions through their Basic Space
Indoctrination Course, and General and
Senior Officer Space Indoctrination
Course.  Recently, there was talk of devel-
oping a more advanced course, an initia-

tive that I hope has been supported with
the appropriate mandate and resources.
An appropriate mandate in my opinion
would be for CFSAS to be designated as
the CF center of excellence in space-relat-
ed training, to accompany and collabo-
rate with RMC’s designation as the center
of excellence in space-related education.

A vehicle to force MOCs to be more
cognizant of space-related credentials
from either RMC or from CFSAS could be
to formally adopt space operations as a
sub-classification specialty.  Activities
requiring the specialty have already
been catalogued by the Directorate of
Space Development and the number of
positions requiring either space-aware or
space-qualified personnel is surprisingly
high (in the hundreds).  What still needs
to be done is the designation of MOCs
and the formalization of career paths.

Bottom Line

The purpose of the panel on Space
Personnel Issues at this year’s Air
Symposium was to be more focussed on
specifics than I have been in this paper.
However, it was my intention to situate
the discussion of personnel related ques-
tions as being at the end of an extensive
process of determining national goals and
objectives, defining required operational
capabilities, and designating environ-
mental roles and responsibilities, all final-
ly leading to the determination of neces-
sary personnel requirements.  Many of
the initiatives I have mentioned have
been started, while others have only been
discussed; in any event, there remains
much to be done.  Finishing the tasks
begun, identifying what yet needs to be
done, and providing the educated and
trained personnel to do all this will be
more effectively achieved if the air force
were to take the lead role.
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pace, you’re well aware, is
increasingly at the center of our

national and economic security.
That fact isn’t lost on the rest of the
world, either.  Allies and adversaries
alike understand fully our depend-
ence on space – it’s their dependence
too.  And they understand that such
dependency also creates substantial
vulnerability, if not protected.1

General Richard B. Myers
Commander-in-Chief (CINC), US

Space Command

Introduction

“What is it about space power that
makes it so enigmatic?”2 Despite the
fact that modern societies count on
space systems for everyday tasks -
including weather forecasts, bank
transactions, inventory control records,
medical prescriptions, and the ever-
expanding use of cellular phones - they
are not space smart.  The same could be
said about modern defence forces that
may have previously failed to under-
stand or appreciate the opportunities
that space provides in the conduct of
war.  Other equally important changes
in the world, such as the Revolution in
Military Affairs (RMA) and the coming
of the Information Age seem to have
dominated the military discourse of
late, while space, as a future frontier,
has been slower to be noticed and even
slower to be exploited.  

“Today, the United States (US) is
the world’s space superpower,” and
acknowledged leader in both space
investment and capabilities.3 In explor-
ing space, therefore, it is impossible to
ignore American efforts in this regard.
This paper is not intended to extol the
virtues of American dominance, simply
because their space-based capabilities
currently exceed those of all other
nations.  Instead, this paper explores
space in terms of its potential impact on
military operations.  It provides an
assessment of current environmental
factors that will likely shape the future
battlespace, reviews how space has
been used in recent conflicts, describes
current technological capabilities which
space enables, identifies vulnerabilities
of space, and recommends measures
that must be adopted to protect space-
based capabilities. This paper concludes
that space is a future centre of gravity
for military operations, based on its
potential impacts on critical aspects of
war, by reducing collateral damage
through improved targeting, enhanced
information dominance, and increased
air superiority.      

Aim

This paper suggests that military
forces will become increasingly depend-
ent on space-based systems, making
these systems the centre of gravity for
military forces and creating the necessi-
ty for their exploitation and protection.

SPACE: A Future Centre of Gravity

S y n d i c a t e  8 :  L i e u t e n a n t  C o l o n e l  G i l l e s  W. D u f o u r ,
W i n g  C o m m a n d e r  E d w a r d  J . S t r i n g e r , R A F,
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Environmental Analysis

Prior to considering space-based
technologies specifically, it is necessary
to understand how several environmen-
tal factors are expected to impact space
operations, and thereby affect future
military operations.  These environmen-
tal factors include political, military,
economic, and informational, which
will be discussed independently. 

Political

Access to space for the conduct of mil-
itary operations has created significant
legal challenges and considerable debate;
the same could also be said of space used
for civil and commercial purposes.
Because there is little in the way of inter-
national law which pertains to the control
of a nation’s use of space, reference must be
made to a few international treaties which
detail specific restrictions.  The most sig-
nificant of these legal documents is the
1967 Outer Space Treaty which prohibits
the placement of Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD) in space.  A second
treaty, the 1979 INMARSAT Treaty,
allows their satellites to be used only for
“peaceful purposes”; however, it acknowl-
edges that “military uses” per se are not
incompatible with peaceful purposes.4

International restrictions on the use
of space may not be as important as state-
ments that detail what is actually permit-
ted.  At the height of the Cold War, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR) objected to US attempts to take
imagery over their nation.  The result of
this issue was international law which
stated that “countries have no grounds for
objection to being imaged from space.”5

Domestically, many countries see
the proliferation of commercial satellites

and the provision of high-resolution
imagery as a potential sovereignty
issue.  As a result, several countries
have taken steps to minimize the risks
to their sovereignty by imposing laws,
known as “shutter control”.  For
instance, Canada has “reserved the gov-
ernment’s right to review and approve
all commercial remote sensing systems
owned, operated, or registered in
Canada.”6 The US issued a similar law
in 1994 with Presidential Directive 23;
however, this law is currently under
considerable scrutiny for its potential
unconstitutional nature.  Conversely,
Israel is considering launching addi-
tional imaging satellites and providing
geographic control to commercial cus-
tomers.7 While countries strive to
respect sovereignty concerns, there is a
fear that these “shutter control” laws
will have an economic impact on com-
mercial satellite companies by driving
potential customers away.  

Another example of domestic con-
trol is “selected availability” on the US
Global Positioning System (GPS) satel-
lites.  The US government is “committed
to the non-military use of GPS on a con-
tinuous, world-wide basis, free of direct-
user fees.”8 Nevertheless, it retains the
ability to degrade the accuracy of the
GPS signal to ensure that the US military
and its Allies maintain an advantage.

Recently, the United Nations (UN)
Secretary-General Kofi Annan accurate-
ly captured the essence of the debate in
stating that “[w]e cannot view the
expanse of space as another battle-
ground for our earthly conflicts.”9

While several nations share this view,
many others have already begun to
exploit space for military purposes.
The legal issue becomes even more com-
plicated when consideration is given to
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the growing number of commercial ven-
tures and international partnerships.
As the only international medium that
borders every nation in the world, it is
anticipated that the interest in this issue
will be far-reaching and that a world-
wide resolution will not be forthcoming
very quickly. 

In response to the demand for time-
ly and accurate information, the media,
through their enhanced space-based
communication systems, plays an
increasing role in shaping public opin-
ion.  As a result, democratic govern-
ments now take greater heed to mes-
sages, either implicit or explicit, being
disseminated by various news mediums. 

Military

The importance of the “high
ground” has dominated military doc-
trine for centuries as commanders con-
tinually seek a higher vantage point.
Throughout history, the high ground
has offered defensive and informational
advantages over the enemy.  In 500 BC,
Sun Tzu highlighted the defensive and
observational advantages of mountain-
ous terrain,10 while more recently, Carl
Von Clausewitz claimed that the “high
ground offers three strategic assets:
greater tactical strength, protection
from access, and a wider view.”11 He
added that, “occupation of high ground
can mean genuine domination.”12

Today, space is the medium that offers
the highest vantage over the enemy,
and thus is considered the ultimate
high ground.

Many countries advocate the mili-
tary use of space, with the US being the
primary example.  Current US Air Force
doctrine identifies the following space
force missions: space control, force

application, force enhancement (for ter-
restrial-based forces), and space sup-
port.   Simply stated, space control
means ensuring friendly access to
space, while denying the same of the
enemy.  Examples of space control
include the destruction of ground-
based antenna systems, the jamming of
satellite links, and the surveillance of
space objects.  Force application con-
sists of space-based attacks against mil-
itary targets.  The US Government con-
siders the use of Inter-Continental
Ballistic Missiles (ICBM) as an example
of space-based force application since
ICBMs travel through space to reach
their targets.  Force enhancement oper-
ations are the principal focus of the
American military space capabilities
and consist of those space operations
conducted with the objective of
enabling or supporting land, sea or air
forces.  Navigation, communications
and remote sensing (including recon-
naissance, surveillance, early warning
and weather) are examples of force
enhancement operations.  Space sup-
port is considered in terms of its ability
to sustain, surge, and reconstitute ele-
ments of a military space system as
needed. Examples include space launch
and ground-based Command and
Control (C2) of satellites. The US doc-
trine recognizes that space provides
global coverage, flexibility, economy of
effort, and proven effectiveness for mil-
itary forces.13 In light of these space
capabilities, it is expected that an
increasing number of nations will be
paying more interest in creating their
own space systems.  

Recent trends indicate that mili-
taries can no longer afford to develop
their own technologies, and thus will
rely more on partnerships with indus-
try, allies, and other services, in order
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to meet their demands in a fiscally
responsible manner.  In fact, the US
Department of Defense has directed that
civil and commercial capabilities will be
used to the maximum extent possible,
including the use of allied and friendly
capabilities, ensuring adherence to
national security regulations. 

From a military defence perspec-
tive, the challenge will be to find the
right balance, or trade-off, in invest-
ment and capability, to create innova-
tive partnerships between military,
commercial and civil sectors, and to
meet military requirements in the most
cost-effective manner.  One option in
reducing costs may be the leveraging of
commercial systems.  

Economic

In keeping with a global economy
that is transcending borders, commer-
cial use of space is expanding quickly
on a world-wide scale.  Over the last
decade, commercial space has experi-
enced a 20 percent annual growth
rate,14 and in 1996 commercial space
revenues, at $77 billion (US), outranked
governmental space expenditures.15 An
estimated $500 billion (US) has been
invested in commercial space systems
over the last four years,16 and this level
of investment shows no signs of decline.
In fact, various estimates indicate 1700
to 2100 satellites will be launched in the
next decade and the expected market
for high-resolution imagery is expected
to top $3.5 billion (US) by 2004-2005.17

General Myers, CINC US Space
Command, reported that, during the
Kosovo crisis, commercial carriers satis-
fied the majority of the Allies’ satellite
communication (SATCOM) require-
ments.  He expects that commercial

imagery providers will continue to sat-
isfy a large percentage of military
requirements in the future, while an
evolving community of privately
owned space operators will dominate in
providing remote sensing and launch
services, to a steadily growing spectrum
of global customers.18 During the next
decade, rapid growth in commercial
space is expected in the areas of com-
munications, launch services, and
remote sensing.   

Significant private ownership is
expected to dominate the next stage of
development, with investment originat-
ing from all over the world.  Increased
accessibility and affordability are
expected to mark this era.  Where prac-
tical and feasible, this commercialization
activity will become even more attrac-
tive as militaries opt to access a needed
capability with minimal capital invest-
ment.  As a result, commercialization
will allow militaries to either reduce
costs or procure capabilities that they
otherwise would be unable to access.

Informational

Sun Tzu stated that “by perceiving
the enemy and perceiving ourselves,
there will be no unforeseen risk in any
battle.”19 The same belief rings true
today.  Whether the pace and extent of
technological developments are consid-
ered revolutionary or evolutionary in
nature, there is consensus that technol-
ogy is transforming the conduct of war-
fare, just as the introduction of mecha-
nization during the industrial age had
previously changed warfare.  The impe-
tus for the RMA focuses on the applica-
tion of information technology to con-
ventional manoeuvre warfare; the
enemy’s sophisticated arena of com-
mand, control, communications, and
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intelligence (C3I) will be targeted in
order to deny communications, inter-
fere with data management, and destroy
information networks.  Besides giving
commanders a dominant situational
awareness of the battlespace, informa-
tion operations have the potential of
“putting an enemy at the mercy of both
conventional attack on the battlefield
and psychological operations aimed at
controlling his perceptions and deci-
sion-making abilities.”20

According to the US Air Force
Historian, Dr. Richard P. Hallion, one of
the qualities of aerospace power is its
“view” which can lead to “awareness
and the opportunity for informed deci-
sion-making leading to decisive
action.” He adds that, “with the space-
flight revolution, view expanded in
this century from battlefield to theatre
and now to global dimensions.  Space
systems are now an integral part of how
“national leaderships learn about glob-
al developments and formulate plans to
deal with them.”21

Successful warfare in the informa-
tion age requires rapid dissemination of
information to combatants.  Combatants
who receive, analyse, decide and act on
this information, within the enemy’s
decision and execution cycle, will set an
operational tempo that may lead to vic-
tory.

Space progress in the current cen-
tury “is likely to be determined more by
economic and political considerations
than by the availability of technolo-
gy.”22 Although there are still some
technological hurdles to clear, the laws
of government rather than the laws of
gravity are expected to factor into
advances made in space.23

Use of Space in Recent Conflicts

Since the Germans launched V2
rockets in 1944 and the Soviets launched
Sputnik 1 in 1957, the use of space-based
assets has grown considerably.  The US
military employed satellites in
Operations URGENT FURY (Grenada),
EL DORADO CANYON (Libya), and
JUST CAUSE (Panama).24 Although their
use was often ad hoc and incomplete,
satellites still provided valuable lessons
for military space operations and led to
further developments and innovations.
This section explores several space-
based capabilities that were developed or
exploited in the Falklands War, the Gulf
War, and the Kosovo conflict. 

The Falklands War

Although much has been written
on the discreet support provided by
the US to the United Kingdom (UK)
during this conflict, one of the most
important but least heralded areas of
assistance was the provision of satel-
lite access.  This access allowed com-
manders in London to maintain daily
real-time communications with com-
manders in the field and on the ocean.
More importantly, the ability to link
political activity with military activi-
ty being conducted eight thousand
miles away conferred a great degree of
flexibility on the British forces in
what was a very political battle.  The
post action report to the House of
Commons stated that “the vital impor-
tance was shown of satellite communi-
cations in operations conducted at
great distance.”25

The Gulf War

Because the coalition formed to
fight the Gulf War was led by the
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Americans, it was supported by the full
complement of US space-based systems.
Space forces satisfied the following
requirements during the Gulf War: mete-
orological information, navigation sup-
port, geomatic services, communications,
sensing, and missile launch warning.  

American Defence Meteorological
satellites provided weather information
in areas where no other sources were
available.  Weather information was
used in strike package planning and
redirection, air refuelling control and in
planning the ground offensive.26

The Gulf War saw widespread and
highly successful use of GPS for naviga-
tion through obstacles and minefields,
siting of artillery in a featureless desert,
and direction-finding accurately across
long distances at night.  Commercial
GPS receivers were purchased by a large
number of individual soldiers to aug-
ment limited government supplies,
highlighting the importance placed on
GPS navigation.27

During DESERT SHIELD, mapping
satellites permitted terrain to be
analysed to identify areas, such as
swamps, that would otherwise be
impassable to tanks.  By the commence-
ment of DESERT STORM, satellite map-
ping had produced accurate maps that
also charted the position of Iraqi obsta-
cles.  In addition, these satellites pro-
vided terrain following guidance infor-
mation for cruise missiles.28

The reliance of coalition forces on
satellite communications was such that
“…90% of communications into theatre
were via satellites.” In addition, satel-
lites carried most of Central Command’s
(CENTCOM) intra-theatre communica-
tions, demonstrating the enhanced flex-

ibility of manoeuvre that satellite-based
communications offer over land-line or
radio communications.29

Space-based sensing provided crit-
ical intelligence information on Iraqi
forces, which formed the basis of the
Coalition’s strategy.  The success of the
Coalition’s campaign against Iraq high-
lights the importance of space-based
sensing to military operations.    

Missile warning was also important
in the Gulf War.  Iraq used the SCUD
missile threat as a political tool,
attempting to draw Israel into the war
and hopefully tear apart the coalition.
Consequently, the SCUD became much
more important politically than it was
militarily, and hunting it down became
such a priority that it altered the air
campaign plan.  US Space Command
operators at Cheyenne Mountain, in
Colorado, optimized their sensing and
reporting of SCUD launches to CENT-
COM PATRIOT missile defence crews,
such that coalition personnel received
sufficient warning to don protective
clothing, as well as arm and point
defence systems.30

Two significant challenges in the
Gulf War pertaining to space-based tech-
nologies were bandwidth and ground
station security.  Communications, intel-
ligence, weather reporting, and missile
warning all suffered, not from the prob-
lem of a lack of information but of pos-
sessing and needing to distribute too
much information.  As a result, it was
necessary to control bandwidth in order
that satellite communications would not
become an operational “choke-point”.
Because, space technology is useless if it
cannot transmit back through its ground
station, ground stations become a critical
node, which required protection.31
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The Kosovo Conflict

Since the Gulf War, additional
space-based capabilities had been
developed, with North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) forces relying
extensively on those new capabilities
during the Kosovo Air Campaign.

GPS provided navigation to the
platforms, as well as to the munitions
carried by those platforms.  The B2
bomber was heavily dependent on GPS
support for its GPS Aided Targeting
System and GPS Aided Munitions.

The Kosovo Liberation Army used
satellite telephones to communicate
with NATO forces to provide benefi-
cial intelligence.  Satellite communica-
tions were equally applicable at all
levels of the conflict, from the strate-
gic to the tactical level.  For example,
some aircraft in Kosovo had the capa-
bility to be redirected to new targets
while flying missions using satellite
communications.32

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
provided all-weather imagery, and a
new tactical intelligence management
structure was put in place to improve
the use of intelligence gleaned.33 The
objective of this management structure
was to process imagery and return it
quickly to the planners and aircrew in
theatre.  To do so required reliable satel-
lite communications, which in Kosovo
were provided by a wide variety of US,
NATO, British, and French space-based
platforms.  Increased use of space com-
munications allowed the US to leave
large portions of its support infrastruc-
ture and personnel at home, reducing
both costs and risks in theatre.34 As a
result, space-based communications
became a critical link. 

This brief history highlights the
expanding roles and increasing reliance
placed on space-based assets.  Their use
has evolved from an inter-theatre com-
munication tool in the Falklands War, to
the provision of more specific capabili-
ties in the Gulf War, to a virtual reliance
during the Kosovo Conflict.  Enhanced
utilization of space during these con-
flicts has proven that space is the new
high ground for military operations.  A
closer look at current military space-
based capabilities will further empha-
size this fact.  

Current Space Capabilities

Space has evolved from being a
unique asset for national leadership to
being an essential consideration for mil-
itary commanders at all levels of war.
In the past, militaries used space exclu-
sively as a force multiplier.  Today,
space-based systems provide capabili-
ties that cannot be satisfied by other
means.  With the end of the Cold War,
military budgets have been significant-
ly reduced with a parallel reduction in
defence infrastructure, while military
deployments have dramatically
increased.  In order to meet the chal-
lenges of reduced resources and
increased global commitments, nations
are attempting to exploit technology,
especially space-based systems.  Space
provides critical capabilities for military
operations, including communications,
navigation, weather, national defence,
remote sensing and surveillance, each
of which will be examined more closely.  

Communications

The employment of space-based
devices is rapidly becoming the pri-
mary medium for modern military com-
munication systems.  Civilian and mili-
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tary satellites already provide critical
support to military operations, and
more advanced satellite communication
systems are being deployed each year.
They provide global, voice and data
communications for military activities
that demand timely information to facil-
itate mission success.35 Military sys-
tems can be specifically designed to
provide secure, jam resistant, and inter-
operable world-wide communications.
Since their operational genesis in the
Gulf War, military space-based commu-
nications have proven their advantages
over traditional land-based systems,
such as VHF, UHF, HF radios, and land-
line dependent equipment. 

The inherent limitations of radio
systems include VHF and microwave
line-of-sight transmission restrictions
and degradation in transmission quality
due to long distances, electromagnetic
interference and atmospheric condi-
tions.  An example would include
degradation of long distance communi-
cations during periods of high solar
activity.  Consequently, long distance
radio transmissions need to be down-
linked to the closest landline systems or
are systematically passed to numerous
ground stations, resulting in significant
transmission delays.  As a result, real-
time communications from the battle-
field to the CINC are difficult.  The
landline dependent systems are vulner-
able to enemy targeting and are unavail-
able in many areas of conflict, particu-
larly for operations other than war.
Both radio and landline systems are
highly susceptible to damage from an
electromagnetic pulse (EMP); hence,
they would be rendered unusable by a
nuclear blast. 

Military space-based communica-
tion systems, such as the US Defense

Satellite Communication System and the
UK SKYNET 4 constellation, which have
both been orbiting since the late 1980s,
provide significant advantages to mod-
ern battlefield operations.  With global
coverage, these systems provide a con-
tinuous world-wide communications
capability that can rapidly respond to
unanticipated military transmission
requirements, anywhere in the world.
However, they do remain susceptible to
EMP and some forms of electronic war-
fare.  In addition, they are bandwidth
limited, as previously discussed.   

Future US military satellite commu-
nication systems are being designed to
overcome these weaknesses.  The new
US MILSTAR system is a highly secure,
jam-proof, radiation-hardened, EMP
resistant satellite that is capable of mov-
ing to avoid an enemy Anti-Satellite
(ASAT) attack.36 The Advanced Extre-
mely High Frequency (EHF) communi-
cation system is expected to increase
military communication transmission
rates by more than a factor of ten.37

Similarly, other countries are pursuing
enhancements to military satellite com-
munications.  An example is the French-
led European consortium’s Syracuse III
system, expected to be in-service by
2004, which will be purely for military
operations and include both X-band
and EHF-band communications.38

The employment of commercial
systems, such as GLOBALSTAR and
IRIDIUM, will transform the quality of
communications for air power opera-
tions by providing real-time sensor to
shooter communications.39 This capa-
bility has been demonstrated in recent
aircraft tests, joint exercises, and opera-
tions.  It provides a capability for com-
manders to better track aircraft and
communicate with forward-deployed
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units. It also provides aircrews with the
ability to plan missions en route to tar-
gets during long over-water deploy-
ments.40 Capitalizing on this potential
capability, the US Air Force (USAF) is
developing an integrated, global C2

network, which will eliminate
stovepipe applications and utilize a dis-
tributed architecture.41 Space-based
communications are providing critical
capabilities that are unavailable
through other means. 

Navigation

Space-based radio navigation sys-
tems such as the US GPS and the
Russian Global Navigation Satellite
System (GLONASS) have revolutionized
global navigation, performing both nav-
igation and weapons guidance func-
tions.  Both GPS and GLONASS provide
precise position fixing, velocity, and
timing information to an unlimited
number of users (civilian and military)
on a continuous, world-wide basis.  In
addition, both systems provide 24-hour
all-weather coverage.  

The new generation of Precision
Guided Munitions (PGM) relies heavily
on space-based navigation systems.
These PGMs provide all-weather capa-
bility with significant cost-savings.
Such weapons and space-based capabil-
ities provide the foundation for the
USAF core competency of “precision
engagement”.  For example, during
Operation ALLIED FORCE, the GPS-
guided Joint Direct Attack Munitions
achieved great success from altitudes
above cloud cover, and six of the eleven
weapons used throughout the
Operation were guided by GPS.43

Space-based navigation has become so
successful that it is regarded by many as
the “centre-piece of the expected revo-

lution in military affairs … every mili-
tary aircraft will navigate using GPS,
and almost 100,000 GPS units will be in
use with the US Army.  Every major
PGM will target through GPS.”44

The military dependence on, and
integration of, GPS is projected to grow
immensely.45 More than 7,000 platforms
and 500,000 weapons, using GPS guid-
ance, are planned to be in service by
2006.46 By all accounts, space-based
navigation provides essential capabili-
ties for modern militaries. 

Weather

Weather satellites have become
integral for planning military opera-
tions and PGM targeting, as demon-
strated during recent conflicts.
Weather observation systems have been
in existence since the 1960s and have
since evolved through many genera-
tions.  Current systems include finer-
resolution cloud cover sensors, aurora
detectors, as well as temperature, mois-
ture, and infrared sounders. 

In order to enhance the manage-
ment of systems while reducing costs,
there is a trend toward merging civil
and military satellite weather programs.
An example is the National Polar
Orbiting Operational Environmental
Satellite System which combines US
military, American civil, and the
European EUMETSAT systems. These
will predict, track, and monitor world-
wide meteorological events with
extraordinary accuracy, at a much-
reduced life-cycle cost.

Military operations are routinely
conducted in less developed regions of
the world that lack advanced meteoro-
logical sensors.  Satellite-based weather
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systems provide critical information to
military operations, especially rapid
deployment operations. 

National Defence

In light of an increasing threat of
ballistic missiles and weapons of mass
destruction (WMD), especially from
what has become known as rogue states
in the Third World, missile defence is
being seen as an essential strategic
asset.  The US is expected to dominate
global Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD)
development for the foreseeable future,
while their principal allies are likely to
remain interested, albeit on the side-
lines.  BMD has always been a task
assigned to the North American
Aerospace Defence Command (NORAD),
which accomplishes its missions by mon-
itoring and leveraging space systems.  

NORAD monitors space through
the US Space Command Space
Surveillance Network (SSN), which
detects, tracks, and identifies all objects
in space.  The information from this net-
work is used to identify foreign threats
to national systems.  Canada has recent-
ly announced its intention to field a
space-based tracking system to aug-
ment the SSN.  NORAD currently uses



These enhanced ISR capabilities
increase the operational commander’s
chance of success through the provision
of more timely and accurate informa-
tion, thereby allowing improved deci-
sion-making and execution cycles.  

Commercial sectors are providing
an incremental ISR capability at a much-
reduced cost, particularly attractive to
those nations that could not otherwise
afford it.  In addition, this commercial
ISR capability will supplement the
existing capability for other countries.
Potentially, upwards of one hundred
commercial and civil imaging systems
could be launched within the next sev-
eral years to provide subscribers with
electro-optical, radar, multi-colour,
multi-spectral imagery, with one metre
resolution or better.49

The future of ISR is the migration
of airborne to space-based C2 plat-
forms.  Space-based moving target
indication (MTI) radar applications
will eventually replace Airborne
Warning and Control System (AWACS)
and Joint Surveillance, Tracking, and
Reconnaissance System (JSTARS) air-
craft in tracking air, ground, and sea-
based enemy assets.50 The future
RADARSAT 2 will provide a prototype
of a high-resolution space-based MTI
radar system, the benefits of which
will be constant world-wide
coverage.51 Data management and dis-
tribution will, however, remain the
critical issues. 

To date, space remains the only
operational environment where military
commanders have the potential to max-
imize the use of ISR capabilities without
legal restrictions.  In periods other than
conflict, space-based ISR provides the
only means to legally monitor foreign

activity, including treaty compliance.
As a result, exploitation of these capa-
bilities is expected to be vigorously
pursued. 

Space-based systems have evolved
tremendously during the past decade,
as militaries attempt to exploit the ulti-
mate high ground of space, through
increased exploitation on these critical
capabilities.  Space-based inter and
intra-theatre communications are less
vulnerable and easier to deploy than
ground-based systems.  Global naviga-
tion systems provide precision capabili-
ties that contribute to reduced collater-
al damage.  Accurate world-wide
weather forecasting is available as a
result of space-based observation sys-
tems.  Improvements in detecting,
tracking, and defending against missile
attacks are attributable to enhanced
space-based capabilities.  Finally,
enhanced situational awareness, as well
as the potential migration of C2 plat-
forms, are derived from improvements
to space-based ISR capabilities.  It is
important to recognize the vulnerabili-
ties of these systems and the require-
ment to implement appropriate security
measures. 

Security Implications for Space

As militaries become increasingly
dependent on space-based systems and
the capabilities derived from them,
these capabilities become inherently
more vulnerable to threats.  To that end,
appropriate security measures must be
instituted to ensure their protection.
“As military operations become reliant
on space systems, it will become neces-
sary to monitor, detect and react to
threats from or through the [space]
medium.  This leads to the requirement
for capabilities in the space control
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area.”52 Space control, similar to con-
trol of the air, must be maintained
through military action aimed at
exploiting and ensuring the effective
use of the space medium while reduc-
ing, or preventing, its use by hostile
forces.  The vulnerability of any space-
based system can be examined in
terms of its confidentiality, integrity
and availability.  

The confidentiality of data trans-
mitted through satellites is maintained
through the use of cryptographic
equipment to ensure that the “need-to-
know” criterion is respected.  The
integrity of information must be pro-
tected against any unauthorized “hack-
ing” and data manipulation.  The avail-
ability of space-systems, particularly in
times of crises, must be preserved.
Ground, link, and space segments of
space-based systems can be subjected
to lethal and non-lethal attacks, which
will have an impact on the availability
of the space system.  

The ground segment can be direct-
ly targeted through conventional means
or indirectly attacked by being isolated
from its support elements, including
power and communication sources.  A
space-based system remains less vulner-
able to threats when it has redundant
ground control stations, mobile ground
control stations or greater autonomy
from its control station.  Space-based
systems requiring unique or extensive
ground-based infrastructure are
extremely vulnerable to this form of
attack.  For instance, any system that
requires significant ground processing
support will be highly susceptible to
threats and requires an active defence of
these stations, or built-in redundancy.
Miniaturization of the ground segment
will enhance their survivability by

making them harder to target.
Examples include MILSTAR suitcase-
sized communication terminals and cel-
lular phone links to commercial commu-
nication systems.     

The link element of space-based
systems is also susceptible to direct or
indirect attacks.  Direct attacks are tar-
geted against the communication link of
these systems.  An example would be
the elimination of a satellite communi-
cations antenna, which isolates the
space-based system or prevents the
receipt of data.  Indirect attacks also
isolate the system but through non-
destructive means.  These include jam-
ming, which is the blocking of a trans-
mitted signal by overpowering it with
noise, and spoofing, which is the delib-
erate alteration or replacement of a sig-
nal with a false one.53 For example, GPS
navigation signals can be blocked with
a jammer the size of a hockey puck.54

The space element of space-based
systems (satellites) can be attacked by
anti-satellite weapon systems, such as
directed-or kinetic-energy weapons.
The practicality of shooting a satellite
with a kinetic-energy weapon is dimin-
ished by the threat of debris to friendly
systems in orbit.  In addition, the possi-
bility of rendering large satellite con-
stellations inoperable is relatively
remote.  Directed-energy weapons pro-
vide a more likely threat to spacecraft.
Spacecraft operators and manufacturers
should install special sensors to quickly
detect and report an interference
attempt.55 “Without such sensors, it is
difficult to rapidly determine whether
an anomaly was caused by natural phe-
nomena, such as radiation, an onboard
failure or an intentional effort to dam-
age the satellite or disrupt service.”56

Lightweight, efficient and inexpensive
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micro-sensors are being developed to
mitigate these shortcomings; however,
commercial operators are unlikely to
install them on their spacecraft because
there is no business case to justify a sen-
sor’s added weight, space and power con-
sumption for protection.57 In the long
run, the lack of satellite manoeuvrability
will determine its survivability.  Research
into methods of efficiently and effective-
ly manoeuvring needs to be pursued.  

Passive countermeasures to prevent
the effective use of satellites include
deception to either hide forces or lead
the enemy to false interpretation of the
information, thereby achieving the ele-
ment of surprise.  “The operational
commander can also synchronize terres-
trial activity to avoid times when over-
head satellites are in the area.  Current
satellite paths and times of observation
are regular, predictable and publicly
available, allowing operational synchro-
nization to avoid detection.”58

Space control is expected to
become the central issue of the next
decade as the US and others attempt to
address the problems associated with
the increasing reliance on space for ter-
restrial military activities and for the
increasing role in modern information-
based global economies.  

The focus for protection activities
include improved hardening of space
systems both in orbit and those located
on the ground.  The majority of military
satellite communications now travel
over commercial systems; however,
these service providers see no threat or
business case for protection.  Military
officials are urging commercial compa-
nies to take protective measures such as
“hardening” their satellites to radio-fre-
quency and laser interference, carrying

interference detectors, hardening pay-
loads, adding manoeuvring capability
or designing in system redundancy –
anything that would tend to improve
the reliability of services bought by
military customers.

Conclusion

Without question, both modern
societies and modern militaries have
become dependant on space systems.
In spite of this dependence, many mili-
taries have been slow to recognize
space’s potential to influence the mod-
ern battlefield.  Indeed, space is the
ultimate high ground, and will become
the new centre of gravity for opera-
tional forces.  While the US, perhaps
better than anyone else, recognizes this
fact and are spending more now on mil-
itary space systems than all other play-
ers combined, other nations are also
beginning to recognize the importance
of the high ground of space.

Nations and non-state actors with
enough resources will gain access to
new space systems and technologies.
They will access integrated space and
information technologies.  The rapid
assimilation of information, enabled by
space-based capabilities, will be the key
to successful operations.  High-speed,
high-volume telecommunications, cou-
pled with advances in computers, will
enable vast, interactive, information
databases on globally networked com-
puters.  Not only will these space-con-
nected systems drive and control mod-
ern nation states and the global econo-
my, they will enable the effective com-
mand and control, and engagement of
military forces.  Notwithstanding these
trends, the use of space for military
operations must overcome significant
legal and political considerations.
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Perhaps the most provocative of
these considerations is the area of space
weapons, which would include space-
based lasers to shoot down hostile
ICBMs, space weapons to attack other
satellites and space-released weapons to
destroy terrestrial targets. Currently,
these kinds of weapon systems clearly
break the thresholds of acceptability.
They contravene several current inter-
national treaties and cross contempo-
rary social and political norms.  But the
21st century could well see a change
driven by the proliferation of greater
and greater range ballistic missiles.  If
this threat materializes, space weapons
will likely be fielded because of their
cost effectiveness, accuracy, and rela-
tive invulnerability.  

From the early use of German V2
rockets in the Second World War
through to most recent use of GPS-
guided munitions in Kosovo, the mili-
tary uses of space-based assets has
grown considerably; these uses includ-
ed communications, navigation, weath-
er, national defence, remote sensing and
surveillance activities.  Clearly, space-
based inter- and intra-theatre communi-
cations are less vulnerable and easier to
deploy than ground-based systems.
Global navigation systems enable preci-
sion capabilities that contribute to
reduced collateral damage and increase
the effectivenss of smaller military
forces.  Space-based weather systems
provide accurate worldwide forecast-
ing.  Improved space-based capabilities
enhance the detection, tracking, and
defence against ICBMs.  Space-based
ISR capabilities provide enhanced situa-
tional awareness.  These diverse,
demonstrated capabilities have created a
reliance and dependence for modern
militaries on space-based systems, and
this ever-growing dependence will

make space a future centre of gravity
for military operations.

Although the high ground of
space will become the new centre of
gravity for modern militaries, there
are numerous associated vulnerabili-
ties which must be protected.
Communications confidentiality,
integrity and availability must be
assured through encryption and
hardening from various forms of
attack.  Additionally, GPS navigation
signals are particularly vulnerable to
various forms of spoofing and jam-
ming and likewise, must be protected.
Space control will, therefore, be cru-
cial to ensuring successful military
operations in the future.  Protection
of space-based assets must begin now
to ensure these assets are available
when needed.  Space will be the “hub
of all power and movement”59 ( not to
be ignored.
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hile I am delighted to be here, I
must admit that when I was

invited to participate, I protested mild-
ly:  “I am a historian; I know nothing
about ‘space’.” “That’s OK,” I was
told, “there will be lots of people there
who know a lot about space.  We just
want you to provide some context.” So
that is what I will try to do, by suggest-
ing some ways in which we can put all
of what we have been hearing into some
kind of historical perspective.

There are many parallels from
which we can draw — especially from
early sea power, as we have heard from
other symposium participants.  I partic-
ularly liked Al English’s words on this
subject; members of the Air Force, and
erstwhile members of a space force, can
derive great benefit from the study of
naval history.  However, given the audi-
ence, I decided to restrict my comments
to things we should remember about
the beginnings of air power and the
reactions to the first aircraft.  And,
hopefully, remind us that we might
learn from the less than enthusiastic
reception earlier technological develop-
ments received.  In Canada, airmen —
in fact all military personnel — have
suffered from hesitant policymakers in
the past.  We do not want that to hap-
pen again with space issues.

I should note that I was fortunate
enough to sit in on the “Space
Applications” course at the Canadian

Forces School of Aerospace Studies
(CFSAS) the week before last.  For this I
would like to thank the CFSAS comman-
dant, Lieutenant-Colonel Murray
Haines, and the staff of his “Space
Flight” - Major Kid Johnson, Captain
Kevin Smith (USAF), Steve James, and
their other presenters, including Josh
Dore and Captain Joe Churman, who are
both with us this week.  (And please do
not worry.  The instructors protected
national security by asking me to absent
myself from the three classified hours of
the course.)  I found the experience fas-
cinating - and commend it to you.  Even
so, by no stretch of the imagination can
I claim any expertise on space issues.  I
do, however, at least now have a nod-
ding acquaintance with the kind of
things that are being done and may be
done with and through space assets.  It
is positively mind-boggling.

As I looked at the numerous mis-
steps and missed opportunities in the
evolution of air power, I was tempted to
title this little contribution, “Never
underestimate the importance of stu-
pidity as a causal factor in history.” The
fact is that we have not always done the
right thing.  Although it is, admittedly,
usually easier to criticize decisions (or
the lack of them) after the fact than to
make them at the time.

Even today, notwithstanding all the
impressive things we have been hearing
yesterday and today, some people remain

Some Lessons for Space from the
History of Air Power
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skeptical about space and the impact it
might have on military affairs.  One of my
students observed that a satellite is noth-
ing more than a balloon on a long tether.1
While this sounds a little facile, in some
ways he may be right — at least for some
of its roles.  But this new observation bal-
loon also has much keener eyesight than
did the First World War observer looking
down from his basket hanging beneath
his balloon.  And, at least to this point, no
nation has yet deployed the equivalent of
an earlier generation’s Sopwith Camels to
shoot the eyes out of the sky — as far as I
know.  Moreover, today’s observation bal-
loons not only do a much better job of
observing, they do many other things as
well — as we have seen and heard here.

If we had more time, we could look
at earlier periods of history and consid-
er the skepticism with which many mil-
itary leaders greeted other inventions
that later had profound influences on
warfare.  Simply recall the lack of enthu-
siasm some generals and admirals had
for the tank, for the submarine, for the
machine-gun during the First World
War.  I do not know if General Douglas
Haig really said that the machine-gun
had no stopping power when confront-
ed by the horse.2 Even if he did not, the
sentiment reflects that of a generation of
officers.  Many of us are probably famil-
iar with the fear of many cavalry officers
before, during, and even after the First
World War, that the cursed — and use-
less — new flying machines would scare
the horses.  It has often taken some time
for the military mind — or anyone else
for that matter — to come to grips with
new opportunities offered by great new
inventions.3 Such as the aeroplane.

Canadian military leaders have not
been immune to skepticism when it
comes to advances in technology.  The

infamous Sam Hughes, then Minister of
Militia and Defence, is reported to have
cautioned our first pilot — indeed the
first person in the British Empire to fly
a powered machine — J.A.D. McCurdy,
in August 1914:

The aeroplane is an invention of
the devil and will never play any
part in such a serious business as
the defence of a nation, my boy.4

Not surprisingly, given such a
strong expression of opinion, Hughes
had reportedly expressed similar views
before.  One of the key figures in the his-
tory of Canadian military aviation, Major
G.S. Maunsell, Director of Engineering
Services in Militia Headquarters in
Ottawa, wrote in December 1912:  

The Minister does not wish Aviation
taken up, at any rate, at present.5

Canadians who know our air force
history know that Sam Hughes had a
brief flirtation with aviation when he
unilaterally — and somewhat mysteri-
ously — authorized the creation of a
Canadian Aviation Corps to accompany
the first contingent of the Canadian
Expeditionary Force when it sailed for
England in the fall of 1914.  However,
this was only a brief straying from his
anti-aviation stance; he soon lost all
interest in the new toy.

The $5,000 secondhand Burgess-
Dunne biplane that accompanied our
militia to the Salisbury Plain never flew
in support of the troops.  Lieutenant
W.F.N. Sharpe, one of the three mem-
bers of the Canadian Aviation Corps,
died while learning to fly with the
Royal Flying Corps; his commander,
Captain E.L. Janney, except for a brief
reappearance as a recruiter with the
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short-lived Royal Canadian Naval Air
Service in 1918, faded from the pages of
history.  The most diligent researcher
can find even less about the other mem-
ber of the corps, Staff Sergeant Harry A.
Farr, our first air force mechanic.6

The lack of vision in Militia
Headquarters and in the Cabinet pre-
vented Canada from having its own air
force during the First World War.
Following the Great War it gave us a
miniscule force whose members per-
formed various civil roles as “bush
pilots in uniform.”7 Consequently,
when war came again in 1939 Canada
had only a tiny cadre on which to build
what eventually became one of the great
air forces of the world.  Even then it was
a bit of an illusion because most mem-
bers of the Royal Canadian Air Force
who served overseas during the Second
World War scattered through a foreign
service, the British Royal Air Force.8

As we come to a crucial point in the
evolution of Canada’s defence policy, let
us hope that our leaders show more
vision and inspiration.  Whatever we call
our air force — or indeed the Canadian
Armed Forces — we hope Canadians can
serve as more than just individual cogs
in a foreign service.  Indeed, though
some commentators have decried our
limited participation in the Persian Gulf
War and in the air war over the former
Yugoslavia, at least CF members served
largely in Canadian units in both con-
flicts.9 We trust this can continue.

If, as one suspects, the current
incumbents of National Defence Head-
quarters, Parliament Hill, and even the
Liberal caucus lack unanimity on space
and other defence issues of today, we
can take solace from history.  If Sam
Hughes, and many others in Ottawa,

had no use for aviation, a few Canadians
expressed more open views — an
approach we should encourage.

In March 1912, Major-General G.J.
Mackenzie, Chief of the General Staff
(CGS), offered a caution that bears
repeating today.  Although we would
probably take this as a truism, it could
be chiseled in stone over the entrance to
the “headshed” — or National Defence
Headquarters — in Ottawa.

A military organization which does
not keep pace with the latest scien-
tific developments must be hope-
lessly left behind by organizations
which are alive to that necessity.10

The Canadian CGS may have been in
the minority, but he was not alone.  In
1907, in the preface to the first volume of
his Aerial Flight, the British author F.W.
Lanchester wrote about the new science
of aeronautics in a way that might still be
applicable today - simply by changing a
few key words.  Commenting on the pro-
vision for the scientific study of aerial
flight, Lanchester urged:

The importance of this matter enti-
tles it to rank almost as a National
obligation; for the country in
which facilities are given for the
proper theoretical and experimen-
tal study of flight will inevitably
find itself in the best position to
take the lead in its application and
practical development.  That this
must be considered a vital question
from a National point of view is
beyond dispute; under the condi-
tions of the near future the com-
mand of the air must become at
least as essential to the safety of the
Empire as will be our continued
supremacy of the high seas.11
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Lanchester and a few other visionar-
ies continued to express such views before
and during the Great War, influencing a
small number of key people.  One was
Major-General Sir David Henderson, then
Director General of Military Aeronautics
at the War Office.  In 1916, when aircraft
were just starting to demonstrate their
true potential, he wrote:

The aeronautical arm is a new force
in war, performing new functions,
extending its activities every day
and, at present, recognising but
few limitations to its possible
development.12

Incidentally, Henderson penned
these words for Lanchester’s book,
Aircraft in Warfare: The Dawn of the
Fourth Arm.

We may have to take care with how
we tack numerical adjectives on to our
nouns - “third dimension,” “fourth arm.”
It gets confusing.  We already have things
like “fifth column” and “the fourth” - or
is it “the fifth? - estate.” Who came up
with this “third dimension” as the tag for
space anyway?  What does it really mean?

I have been told that we should not
consider space as simply an extension of
the air only at a higher altitude.  Funny
things happen to the physics — and
therefore what is possible — when we
leave the atmosphere behind.  More than a
“third dimension,” it becomes a complete-
ly new world, where many of the old rules
no longer apply.  Or, at least to the unsci-
entific mind, they seem to have a different
impact.  (Or maybe our understanding has
been too conditioned by popular culture
— from Buck Rogers to Star Wars.)

Does this mean that utilization of
space requires the creation of a new

service, force, or corps?  Surely not.  In
the United States, it appears that the
United States Air Force (USAF) has tried
to appropriate this role.  Space is taken
as simply an extension of the air.  We see
this reflected in title changes ranging
from professional air force publications
to commands.  Even so, as we have seen,
the other American services still have
organizations to deal with space ques-
tions, and would find it increasingly dif-
ficult (if not impossible) to conduct their
business without utilizing space assets.

It all makes me wonder if, no mat-
ter what one thought of unification of
the Canadian armed forces back in
February 1968, maybe we have stum-
bled towards the type of military organ-
ization required for the next generation
of warfare.  Back then, of course, there
was little or no thought of space.  I am
sure it did not enter into the thinking of
Paul Hellyer or any of his advisers when
he said, or apparently thought, “Damn
the Torpedoes”13 and pushed through
his Canadian Forces Reorganization Act.
Perhaps we may yet take good advan-
tage of this one-service approach to
defence problems.

However our forces are organized,
one can argue that, in many respects,
nothing has changed in the formulation
of Canadian defence policy.  As many
historians and other commentators have
pointed out, we are essentially an
unmilitary people who have risen to the
challenge whenever called upon.  This
has caused us to do some amazing
things.  Our fathers and grandfathers
and great-grandfathers have made
remarkable contributions to Allied
efforts in two world wars — both at
home and abroad.  The extent of the
total mobilization of our national
human and economic resources made
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Canada a key part of the winning strat-
egy in both world wars.  We have also
made not insignificant contributions to
other coalition campaigns — as many in
this room know far better than I.

If such efforts seem to require more
of a stretch for the government in
Ottawa and most of the people it repre-
sents, we should remind ourselves that
it was ever thus.  What, for the last
post-Cold War decade, has been called a
“peace dividend” bedeviled previous
military leaders and their political mas-
ters following other wars of the twenti-
eth century and following those of the
eighteenth and nineteenth as well.  It
seems that this country always wants to
defend itself on the cheap.  Douglas
Bland has commented on this proclivity:

Canadians, whether they admit it or
not, believe in the Monroe Doctrine
and they intuitively understand
that “free-riding” on American
defence capabilities is a rational
defence policy, although they
worry also about Canada’s ability to
defend itself against US help.14

This poses a dilemma for those
making and implementing policy: how
to protect Canada without spending
money and, at the same time, without
jeopardizing our sovereignty.  Previous
generations have wrestled with the same
problem.  Now that we have questions
of “space” and the related complication
of ballistic missile defence (whether
called BMD, NMD or some yet-to-be-
revealed acronym), the latest incarna-
tion of the dilemma is going to be a par-
ticularly nettlesome one to resolve.

Finally, whatever our government
decides, let us hope that the words of an
early Canadian air force officer are kept

in mind.  In 1922, after visiting Baffin,
Ellesmere, Bylot, and North Devon
Islands in the arctic archipelago,
Squadron Leader R.A. Logan advised:

Canada, if it considers itself worthy
to be called a nation, should have
enough pride and spirit to take at
least ordinary precautions to
defend itself in any emergency.15

More words to chisel in a promi-
nent place in Ottawa.  Heck, they
should go on the Langevin Block and
the Centre Block16 of the Parliament
Buildings as well as NDHQ.

Endnotes

1. I am indebted to Capt Steve Maude,
CFANS, for this analogy, although he admits
that he may have got the idea directly from
someone else or indirectly from the reading
he has done as a student of air power and a
navigation instructor.

2. Haig did write in 1914 that “two machine
guns per battalion were more than sufficient.”
Quoted in A.J.P Taylor, English History, 1914-
1945 (New York and Oxford:  Oxford
University Press, 1965), 35.  Taylor continued:
“[Secretary for War, Lord] Kitchener thought
that four per battalion might be useful, and
anything more a luxury.  [Chancellor of the
Exchequer, David] Lloyd George said:  ‘Take
Kitchener’s figure.  Square it.  Multiply by
two.  Then double again for good luck.’  The
army began the war with 1,330 machine guns.
During the war 240,506 were manufactured -
thanks to Lloyd George.”

3. Beyond conventional military histories,
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ing works such as Bernard and Fawn Brodie,
From Crossbow to H-Bomb (New York:  Dell
Publishing, 1962) and the more recent
Martin Van Creveld, Technology and War:
From 2000 B.C. to the Present( New York:
The Free Press, 1991).
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J.R.K. Main, Voyageurs of the Air: A History
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here is widespread agreement that
the strategic environment today is

full of constantly evolving risks, uncer-
tainties and threats to our security.  As
we have witnessed the unprecedented
changes in the past decade, few would
disagree that future conflict is likely to
be highly complex, with an increasing
probability of asymmetric struggles
between various state and non-state
actors, each attempting to avoid the
other’s strength, while at the same time
attempting to exploit the other’s weak-
ness.  There is also a welcomed trend
towards sensitivity to casualties and the
desire for decisive results that take nei-
ther too much time or too much of the
nation’s precious resources.  

As we know, the fields of commu-
nications, computers and information
transfer are advancing very rapidly,
driven by Commercial Off The Shelf
Technology (COTS) and by the adoption
of web technologies.  Nevertheless, we
must remember that rates of change
everywhere are different, and that this
challenge is leading to vastly different
levels of technical and military capabil-
ities among the key actors on the politi-
cal and military stage.  As a military
officer assigned to SACEUR’s Air
Command & Control staff in NATO, I
can assure you that we are grappling
with this issue daily.  We find that
maintaining strict interoperability and
software configuration controls are the
key to ensuring the Joint Force Air
Component Commander (JFACC) has the
right tools and the right information in
the right format to meet the time-sensi-
tive demands of decision makers.  

One of the most impressive, but
equally disturbing facts about today’s
dynamic military environment, is the
sheer volume of data available to the
operator that can rapidly lead to infor-
mation overload.  The spectacular
advances in information technology
leading to the establishment of a global
information dimension are based upon
the ready availability of unambiguous
real-time data compiled from numerous
sources and sensors, such as intelli-
gence, surface, maritime, air and space.
In the NATO Air Command & Control
System (ACCS) project, our aim is to cre-
ate a single, fused information domain
for the JFACC.  A combined product
would also be made available to the
Combined Joint Task Force or Regional
Air Commander’s planning staff and
could then be used to form a Joint
Operating Picture (JOP).  This compo-
nent level view of the battlespace will
hopefully enable JFACC’s to effectively
manage aerospace assets to achieve the
long-term aim of connectivity from
“sensor-to-shooter” through a highly
intelligent command and control net-
work.  This could also support the long
sought after transformation from the
current sequential and linear planning
of air operations, to simultaneous,
interactive planning, thereby signifi-
cantly improving the tempo of the
operations cycle.

The principal factor for the timely
acquisition of information and intelli-
gence and the completeness of fused
data is the need to compile a battlespace
picture for our Commander more rapid-
ly than the opposing Commander.  This
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is no different today than it was in the
past, as operators have always needed to
provide all relevant data to every level
of command that requires it for
Command and Control (C2) purposes.  

In the next decade, the requirement
to effectively co-ordinate the delivery of
multinational air, maritime, land-based,
and possibly, space-based precision
weapon systems, with ranges up to
thousands of kilometres, will be a chal-
lenge of the highest order.  The overall
effect will be to enhance the concentra-
tion of force, to expand the continuum
of the battlespace, and to blur the divi-
sions between the strategic, operational
and tactical levels of warfare.  

One of the most important attrib-
utes of being a good JFACC is having
full situational awareness or SA.  We
must enable him or her to detect and
locate an adversary’s forces, to continu-
ously monitor their activities, and to
provide targeting and cueing info and a
clear overview of operations.
Moreover, to be effective, our
Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (ISR) assets must be
able to provide comprehensive, 24-hr
coverage over any terrain, in any weath-
er and in all electromagnetic environ-
ments throughout the battlespace.
Technology now offers extremely high-
definition imagery at approximately one
metre resolution to anyone.  The ability
in joint operations to assimilate near
real-time cueing of platform sensors by
other ISR assets (including those in
space) will be significantly enhanced in
the next few years.  In my view, Canada
needs to pay special attention to this
development.  

NATO recognizes that the informa-
tion management challenge of exploit-

ing the operational and technical info in
a timely, efficient manner within the
battlespace and of ensuring that the
most current sources are used for the
JOP represents one of the most signifi-
cant challenges facing operational plan-
ners today.  It has been reported that in
Operation Allied Force, US DSP satel-
lites were providing near real-time cue-
ing of large IR incidents, such as
exploding bombs and large fires direct-
ly to the CAOC operators.  Such capabil-
ities were not in their original design
specifications, but history shows that
resourceful and intelligent operators
can often push the technical envelope of
their sensors and weapons beyond their
designer’s limits.  

Let us turn now to the question of
whether the Canadian Forces (CF) have
adapted their doctrine on how we con-
duct operations to incorporate the use of
space.  In fact, the CF has used satellite
technology since the 1960s.  We rely on
satellite communications, we helped to
pioneer SARSAT for Search and Rescue,
we are increasing our use of GPS for
navigation, we continue to participate in
RADARSAT for furthering technology
development, and we are also members
of NORAD and several other bodies
involved in military operations and sci-
entific work that include space-based,
or surveillance by space sensors.

Unfortunately, the CF does not own
surveillance satellites or ground-based
space sensors.  Nor do we have dedicat-
ed communication satellites that are
EMP-hardened, or that offer instanta-
neous access to any point on the globe
for high amounts of data.   Some may
ask: what’s the impact?  In my view,
there are only a few, but I believe they
are significant concerns.  Without dedi-
cated surveillance from space, we rely
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on data provided by our allies or that
which we may purchase from commer-
cial entities such as www.spaceimag-
ing.com.  Our Commanders must rely on
someone else’s imagery for target identi-
fication, selection and mission plan-
ning, as well as bomb damage assess-
ment.  In a multinational coalition sce-
nario, this is probably acceptable, pro-
vided that our Air Force agrees daily
participation in the CAOC’s Joint
Targeting Board and using data produced
by others is good enough.  This does not,
however, permit Canada to carry out
independent aerospace operations.  

As the second half of the 20th cen-
tury has matured the air realm the
first half of the next century will
mature the aerospace realm.  For air
force purposes, space and air are
not separate domains.  Instead they
are two parts of the same whole, as
closely related as oceans and seas.
We should think of the aerospace
domain as a seamless volume from
which we provide military capabil-
ities in support of national security.
Space is a place, not a mission.

General Michael Ryan, 1999

As this quote indicates, there is a
growing awareness that the air and
space above us form one endless contin-
uum.  Our government has tasked the
Department and the CF to survey
Canada’s air approaches and the air-
space above it.  Since the mid-1980s we
have not had ground-based space sen-
sors.  I believe there are initiatives
underway at NDHQ to address this defi-
ciency, but until a replacement capabil-
ity is acquired, Canadians have to
appreciate that we have no independent
knowledge of any objects orbiting
above us, unless someone else is kind

enough to provide us with hard copy
imagery, or to share access to their own
surveillance systems. 

Given the limitations imposed by
reliance on allied, NATO or commercial
communication satellites, I would only
draw your attention to recent statistics
from Operation Allied Force which state
that this air campaign used five times
more bandwidth from satellite commu-
nications than was used in Operation
Desert Storm.  Without assured, surviv-
able communications, how do we guar-
antee that the CF can pass time-sensitive
data to our senior leadership without
this vital process being impacted by
other military or commercial usage?  I do
not have the answer to that question but
I raise the issue, because I believe that it
is fundamental to our defence policy
goal of being prepared to commit expe-
ditionary forces anywhere on the globe. 

So far, I have just mentioned tech-
nical capabilities.  However, what about
the training, procedures and doctrine of
our air force?  Sadly, with few excep-
tions, most military organizations only
write doctrine to describe capabilities
that they possess, and we have already
heard from other speakers and in other
seminars about a lack of CF doctrine for
the use of space capabilities.  We should
have a doctrine that addresses all aero-
space capabilities in a fundamental way,
whether the CF operates them today or
ever plans on acquiring them.  Absent a
detailed appreciation of what aerospace
power is capable of doing, we are in
danger of limiting our capabilities and
capacities in this domain, as well as the
resourcefulness and initiative of our
servicemen and women.

The NATO Panel on Air Defence
Philosophy recently completed a study
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called “ A Vision for the C2 of NATO
Aerospace Forces in Joint Operations.”
The authors believe that SA needs to be
improved through the amalgamation of
maritime, land and air pictures, includ-
ing ground surveillance and space.  In
order to improve the integrity of C2 and
the means of aerospace forces to main-
tain freedom of judgement on the basis
of global SA, space-based assets deserve
special and particular attention.  The
final point is that NATO needs to evalu-
ate space assets in more detail as they
are new and are expected to play ever
increasing roles in the future.  These
conclusions have immediate transfer-
ability to any air force.

As the reliance on commercial satel-
lite technology is increasing, the space

dimension, the control of the informa-
tion and the data exchange all require
everyone’s full attention to maintain a
technological edge over potential adver-
saries.  It will be crucial for the CF to
provide our operators with the tools,
doctrine and training they need to
achieve these benefits with their equip-
ment, if we are going to be able to keep
pace with the tempo of future opera-
tions in all dimensions.  As exhibited by
past visionaries such as Bishop, Barker
and Slemon, the air force has always met
challenges head-on in the past.  Let us
not allow the opportunity to be active
players in all of the aerospace domain
pass us by. 
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